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From the Editor-in-Chief
In the month of April 2018 I happened to be in the Academia Vivarium Novum at Frescati
adjacent to Rome- a place full of rich cultural and intellectual heritage. The Villa Falconeri, in
which this academy functions, itself is an epitome of rich Renaissance wall paintings and artefacts.
This unique Academia is dedicated to revive and disseminate the Classical languages, literatures
and thought of Europe, particularly Latin and Greek. It was an experience to be there with the
profound and dedicated teachers and scholars and a very vibrant group of young learners selected
from all over the world. It is a true ‘visvavidyalaya’ or ‘gurukula’ –unlike our present days
ideologically infested universities.
One fine afternoon, Prof. Raffaele Torella, one of the most distinguished contemporary
scholar of Kashmir Shaiva philosophy, drove down all the way to meet and take me along to his
home in Rocca Priori. Everything in his home is historic and seems inviting the guests and
visitors to tell the untold story of dedication, wisdom and scholarship. In his study one may like
to miss an ordinary study table but it is a pride possession of Prof. Torella- gifted by his revered
and senior colleague Prof. Ranaerio Gnoli, a legendary teacher and scholar who taught Kashmir
Shaivism in the University of Rome. With great pride Prof. Torella declares that the price of this
study table cannot be equated with all the assets of a great empire. This is the table on which
some sixty years back Prof. R. Gnoli studied many Shaiva texts and translated Shri Tantraloka
of Abhinavagupta from original Sanskrit with exegetical notes into Italian. I could see that the
intellectual legacy still continues when Prof. Torella talked about one of his research scholars
Ms. Francesca who desires to study the spiritual dimensions of the Trika system. Prof. Torella
wanted me to help her in finding out a mystic and practitioner of Trika Yoga. This request brings
me straight back to the omnipresent feet of Swami ji. I was filled up with a strange experience of
Gurudeva’s omnipresence as well as the void created by his physical absence. Whom should I
now refer to this scholar who feels the necessity of spiritual experience in the course of study of
the Trika philosophy? Unlike the other philosophical systems of Indian philosophy, the essence
of Trika may not grasp without this spiritual dimension. But then we have the blessings of
Swami ji in the form the Ishwar Ashrama. This research scholar has found the blessed place
where she can continue with her spiritual and academic pursuits.
Recently (27th -29th July 2018 ) the Bangalore Kendra of Kashmir Shaiva Institute (Ishwar
Ashram Trust) conducted a workshop on Shiva-sutra (the First Awakening) in which scholars of
repute like Prof. Navjeevan Rastogi, Dr. Meera Dwivedi and Dr. Shivani Sharma taught the text.
Srinagar Ashram also held a national seminar on Kashmir Shaivism. The Delhi Kendra also
conducted Workshop on Kashmir Shaivism SpandaKarika (in the light of SpandaNirnaya and
SpandaSandoha 3th Dec 2017- 9th Dec 2017). The proposed workshop again at the Delhi Sarita
Vihar Kendra is scheduled from 2nd Dec 2017 to 8th Dec 2018) shall be held at Sarita Vihar,
Delhi Ashram .The workshop would focus on “Abhnivagupta”s Sri Tantraloka (Ahnika 1) in
Kashmir Shaivism.
Let us proceed and experience the richness of Kashmir Shaiva philosophy with the
blessings of Swami Ji.
– Jai Gurudev!
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eq[; laiknd dh vksj ls
vçSy 2018 ds eghus esa eq>s vdknfe;k foosfj;e uoe] Ýsldkrh ¼jkse½ esa dqN le;
jgus dk lqvlj çkIr gqvkA ;g vdkneh lkaL—frd ,oa ckSf)d fojklr dk dsUæ gSA
;g ,d iqutkZxj.kdkyhu ¼Renaissance½ Hkou ¼Villa½ esa vofLFkr gSA ;g Dykfldy
ySfVu vkSj xzhd Kku jkf'k ,oa Hkk"kk&laL—fr dks iqu#Tthfor djus dh fn'kk esa
dk;Zjr gSA blh vdkneh esa fo'oHkj ls pqus gq, ;qok ,oa mRlkgh vè;srk gS]a tks
^fo'ofo|ky;* ,oa ^xq#dqy* dh laKk dks vkt Hkh pfjrkFkZ djrs gSAa
,d vijkà dky esa çks- jQSy rksjsYyk tks ledkyhu 'kSo n'kZu ds fo}kuksa esa egÙoiw.kZ
gS]a eq>s vius lkFk ?kj ys tkus ds fy, vk;sA mudk lq#fp lEiUu ?kj ¼jksDdk fç;kSfj
es½a vius vkxUrqdksa vkSj vfrfFk;ksa dks viuh dFkk lqukus dks rRij çrhr gksrk gSA muds
?kj dh çR;sd oLrq ,sfrgkfld vkSj lkaL—frd lUnHkZ ls ;qä gSA ;fn vki lko/kku gksa
rks muds v/;;u d{k esa ,d i<+us fy[kus dh est nh[k tk;sxhA cgqr vlk/kkj.k og
ns[kus esa ugha gS ysfdu mldh fo'ks"krk ,slh gS fd çks- rksjsYyk iwjs jkse dh lEifÙk Hkh
blds cnys u ysAa ;g est gS ml riLoh fo}ku~ çks- fjukfj;sjks U;ksyh dh] ftUgksua s blh
est ij 'kSo xzUFkksa dk v/;;u fd;k vkSj vkpk;Z vfHkuoxqIr ds Jhra=kyksd tSls
fo'odks"kh; xzUFk dk brkyoh Hkk"kk esa vkt ls dksbZ ˆå o"kZ iwoZ vuqokn fd;k FkkA ;g
Kku/kkjk çks- rksjYs yk ls vkxs Hkh py jgh gS bldk çR;; rc gqvk tc mUgksua s vius ,d
'kks/kPNk=k lqJh ÝSp
a Ls dk ds 'kks/k ds çlax esa 'kSon'kZu ds fdlh v/;kRe&lk/kuk djus
okys ;ksxkpk;Z dk uke iwNkA rRdky esjk eu Lokeh th ds loZfo|eku pj.kksa dh vksj
ykSV vk;kA vkt muds prqfnZd gksus dh vuwHkwfr Hkh gqbZ vkSj nSfgd :i esa muds vHkko
dh ihM+k HkhA eSa bl fonq"kh dks mldh vkxs dh ;k=k esa dSls lg;ksx nwa \ ysfdu rc
bZ'oj vkJe] Lokeh th ds vk'khokZn :i esa gekjs lkFk gSA vUrr% bl fonq"kh ds fy;s
ikFks; çLrqr gks x;k A
bZ'oj vkJe esa vius Jhuxj] cSaxyksj vkSj fnYyh dsUæ esa dbZ lkjLor vk;kstu
le;&le; ij fd, gSAa vkxs dk dk;ZØe 2 ls 8 fnlEcj 2018 lfjrk fogkj fLFkr
¼fnYyh½ dsUæ esa vk;ksftr gSA ftlesa rU=kyksd ¼çFke vkfàd½ dk vè;;u&vè;kiu
'kSo n'kZu ds fo}kuksa ds lkfUu/; esa gksxkA
vkxs ds i`"Bksa esa vc Lokeh th ds vk'khokZn ls 'kSo n'kZu dh vuqHkwfr ls ge Lo;a dks
le`) djsAa
AA t; xq#nso !!
ekfyuh
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Bhagvad Gita in the light of
Kashmir aivism
REVEALED BY SWAMI LAKSHMAN JOO
Audio 7 (00:00)

eÕ;klÙkQeuk% ikFkZ ;ksxa ;q×tUenkfJr% A
vla'k;a lexza eka ;Fkk KkL;fl rPN`.kqAA1AA
Kkua rs¿ga lfoKkufena o{;kE;'ks"kr% A
;TKkRok u iqu% fdf×pTKkrO;eokf'k";rsAA2AA
mayysaktaman prtha yoga yujanmadrita /
asaaya samagra m yath
jsyasi tacchu //1//
jna te'ha savijnamida
vakymyaeata /
yajjtv na puna kicijj
tavyamavaiyate //2//
O Arjuna, may sakta man, if you are
attached to Me, to My Being, and you'll perform
yoga, and leaving all responsibilities in Me-the
success of yoga, its responsibility you will leave,
you will surrender in Me, not in your effortasaaya, there is no doubt, samagra m
j syasi, you will definitely know Me and
understand Me completely without any gapcompletely.
By which process will you know that?
That you will hear from Me.
Audio 7 (01:25)

Kkua rs¿ga lfoKkufena o{;kE;'ks"kr% A
;TKkRok u iqu% fdf×pTKkrO;eokf'k";rsAA2AA
4

jna te'ha savijnamida
vakymyaeata /
yajjtv na puna kicijjtavyam
vaiyate //2//
I will relate to you [the meaning of] jna
and vijna. Jna means knowledge, supreme
knowledge, vijna means other knowledge;
worldly knowledge. I will explain to you both
of these [kinds of] knowledge. By knowing these
two [kinds of] knowledge, nothing will remain
unknown; everything will be known to you.
Audio 7 (02:13)

euq";k.kka lglzs"kq dfÜÓ|rfr fl¼;s A
;rrkefi fl¼kuka dfÜÓUeka osfÙk rÙor% AA3AA
manuy sahastreu kacidyatati
siddhaye
yatatmapi siddhn kacinm vetti
tattvata //3//
Amongst thousands of individuals, there are
very rare persons who put effort for siddhi, for
achieving the reality. But in those [persons] also,
you will find thousands of such people who try
and put effort for siddhi. And amongst those
also, there are very few-a rare one or two peoplewho are siddhas, and who have put effort. And
kacit m vetti tattvata, those are very few
who realize Me in the real way.
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Audio 7 (03:56)
pjak ataa santi bhakt santi
sahasraa /
prasdaptramvast prabhordvitr na pa
ca
There are worshippers who worship Me,
pjak ataa, and there are hundreds of such
worshippers who worship Me whole-heartedly.
Bhakt santi sahasraa, there are devotees,
thousands of devotees, but actually those who
are blessed by Me are one or two in thousands,
not [even] three. bhakt santi, dhtrisanti, they
are two or three ...
JONATHAN: One or two.
SWAMIJI: One or two.
DENISE: Not even three.
SWAMIJI: Not even three.

Hkwfejkiks¿uyks ok;q% [ka euks cqf¼jso pA
vgÄ~dkj brh;a es fHkÂk izÑfrj"V/k AA4AA
vijs;ferLRoU;ka izÑfra fof¼ es ijka A
thoHkwrka egkckgks ;;sna /k;Zrs txr~ AA5AA
bhmirpo'nalo vyu kha mano buddhireva
ca /
ahakra itya me bhinn praktiraadh //
4//
apareyamitastvany prakti viddhi me
par /
jvabht mahbho yayeda dhryate
jagat //5//
[Bhmi (earth)], pa (water), anala (fire),
vyu (vyu means wind), kha means eitherthese are the five elements. And there are some
more [included] with that: that is mana (mind),
buddhi (intellect), and ahakra (ego).

ekfyuh

Five elements [plus] mind, intellect, and
ego. How many are there?
There are eight; eightfold prakti. Prakti
means Myakti. But apariyam, this is apar,
gross. This is gross akti, and there is another
one which is subtle akti Itastvany, that is
something else. That is par prakti (supreme
prakti, supreme energy), that is svtantrya akti,
by which svti tantrya akti this whole universe
is standing, is fixed [upon]. That is svtantrya
akti. That is par prakti. Par prakti takes
hold of the whole universe, whatever is
[existing] and whatever is not existing.
Apar prakti is just for inferior scale;
apar prakti, that is eightfold.
What is eightfold?
DENISE: The five elements.
SWAMIJI: Five elements and...
JOHN: Mind, intellect and ego.
SWAMIJI: . . . mind, intellect and ego. This
is called apar prakti. And par prakti is
supreme, that is svtantrya akti, by which this
whole universe [is existing], and in which I am
also existing. That akti is My personal property.
And this apar   akti is the proper ty of
Anantabharaka. He has to deal with that akti
according to the good karmas (actions) and bad
karmas of individual being. And by that he
creates them, he protects them, and he destroys
them. And My great prakti, which is svtantrya
akti, by that svtantrya akti, I conceal them
and reveal My nature to them.
Pidh  na (concealing) and anugraha
(revealing), I do with that svtantrya akti, And
the rest [of the five acts]-creation, protection,
and destruction-are done according to your own
karmas, and the operator is Anantabharaka.
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This prak  ti is sa  s  r  vasth  y  .
sarvajanaparidyamn [comm. verse 4-5], this
apar  prak  ti is held and understood by
everybody, i.e., this apar prak  ti, inferior
prakti.
S ca-ekaiva sat prakrakena bhidyate,
it is prakti, [although] it is only one prakti,
but it is eightfold prakti (the five elements
(mahbhts) and these three [antakaras]).
This [apar] prakti has created this universe
and protected and destroyed it from time to time.
Saiva jovatva puruatva prpt par
mamaiva nnyasya [ca]. And then the life of
this [apar] prakti is separate; and the life of
[apar] dwelling in My Par prakti.
Which is that par prakti?
DENISE: Svtantrya akti.
SWAMIJI:Svtantrya akti.
Sa-ubhayarp vedyavedaktmakar
prapacoparacan vicitr.
These are two praktis: one is eightfold
and the other one is the supreme svtantrya
akti.
Supreme Svatmtrya sakti.
Yayeda  dh  ryate jagat, and this is
conducted, the jagat, this whole universe is
conducted by these two praktis. This is how
creation and ... these five fold acts of this
universe takes place. The three fold acts [i.e.,
creation, protection, and destruction] by inferior

prak  ti and the other two fold acts [i.e.,
concealing and revealing] by the supreme
prakti.
Audio 7 (11:28)

,r|ksuhfu Hkwrkfu lokZ.khR;qi/kj; A
vga ÑRLkzL; txr% izHko% izy;LrFkkAA6AA
etadyonni bhtni sarvtyupadhraya/
aha ktsnasya jagata prabhava.
pralayastath//6//
Sarv bhtni etat yonni, all individuals
are etat yonni, they are resting in these two
praktis, two fold praktis. But I am the prakrti
holder. So you should understand, O Arjuna,
aha  k  tsnasya jagata  prabhava 
pralayastath, I am the creator and destroyer
of this whole universe and I am the Father of
this prakti, I am the Real Father.
Who?
Lord iva.
DENISE: Lord iva or Lord Ka?
JONATHAN: They are one and the same,
aren't they?
SWAMIJI:iva and Ka are one, i.e.,
Parabhairava.
Eva ca tvam eva upadhraya-yadaha
vsudev bhta sarvasya prabhav pralayaca
[comm.]. It is not meant that I tell you that I am
the creator and destroyer of the whole universe;

_____________________
"Anantabharaka is the personal assistant to Lord iva, the Rudra of Lord iva. He is iva but he is called
Anantabharaka. Anantabharaka functions only in inferior creation, i.e., in creation, protection and destruction.
Revealing and concealing, Lord iva handles Himself." Swami Lakshmanjoo, Tantrloka 9.144.
"So one prakti has created this universe, and universe is also one. Ekapraktyrabdhatvd, created by one prakti,
this universe is also one, they are not many .... This whole cosmos is one, consisting of one hundred and eighteen
worlds."Bhagavad G t(1978).
"Svtma vimala mukuratala kalita Sakala bhva bhmi, all states are residing in the mirror of that consciousness of
that [par] prakti. Svasvabhvtmik, and this is the nature of Lord iva. Satatamavya bhicri prakti; and this
nature is always one with that Lord iva."Ibid.
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it does not mean that. It means that you should
also behave with this kind of behavior within
your own self. You should also say, "I am the
Creator and Destroyer of this whole universe!"
You should attribute it to yourself. You should
not attribute it to God, that Lord  iva is the
creator and destroyer of this whole universe. No,
[you should feel that], "I am, I am the creator
and destroyer of [this universe]." You should
attribute these aspects to yourself. This is [the
reason] the Bhagavad Gt was produced.
Do you understand?
JONATHAN: Yes.
SWAMIJI: You have to attribute it to
yourself.
You should not think, "O Lord, O God, my
Lord who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name,
Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in heaven
and earth the same. Into the temptation lead us
not, deliver us from evil, for Thine is the
kingdom, Thine the power, Thine the glory still
... " This is not this! You have not to say ...
DENISE: It is myself.
SWAMIJI: [Swamiji points to himself]
You are that!
This is the cream of Shaivism.
Audio 7 (14:47)

eÙk% ijrja ukU;fRdf×pnfLr /u×t; A
ef; loZfena izksra lw=ks ef.kx.kk bo AA7AA
matta paratara nnyatkicidasti dhana
jaya /
mayi sarvamida prota stre maiga iva
//7//
Beyond Me there is nothing. Beyond Me,
beyond Myself, there is nothing greater. I am

ekfyuh

greater than the greatest. No, I am greater than
the greatest. Beyond Me there is no other great
being. You should attribute it to yourself, O
Arjuna, that, "I am the greatest."
Mayi sarvamida prota, all is interwoven
within Me, stra maiga iva, just like these
beads are interwoven in that string.
JOHN: Mala.
SWAMIJI: Mala.
Now I will explain it in its vividness,
clearly. Clearly I will make you understand
what I mean.
Audio 7 (16:19)

jlks¿geIlq dkSUrs; izdk'k% 'kf'klw;Z;ks% A
iz.ko% loZosns"kq 'kCn% [ks ikS#"ka u`"kq AA8A
iq.;% i`fFkO;ka xU/ks¿fLe rstÜÓkfLe foHkkolks%A

thoua loZHkwrs"kq rstÜÓkfLe rifLo"kq AA9AA
raso'hamapsu kaunteya praka
aisryayo/
praava sarvavedeu abda Khe paurua
nu //8//
puya pthivym gandho'smi tejacsmi
vibhvasoh /
jvana sarvabhteu tapacsmi tapasviu //
9//
Raso'hamapsu kaunteya, Kaunteya, O
Arjuna, raso'hamapsu, I am rasa in all watery
substances, I am rasa. In water, varieties of
water, I am that rasa. Rasa what does that rasa
mean?
JONATHAN: Taste.
SWAMIJI: No, rasa, rasa.
DENISE: Water, liquid.
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SWAMIJI: Rasa means liquid.
aisryayo, in moon and sun I am
praka, I am light. I am light in moon and
sun. I am rasa in all liquids.
Praava sarvavedeu, I am okra,
okra in all Vedas. I okra in all Vedas.
Okra. There is vaidic praava1, mbhava
pra ava, and  akti pra  ava, i.e., o  k ra,
hrikra, and hukra. Hri-kra is akti
praava, o-kra is praava of Vedas, and hukra is Sakti pranava, om-kara is pranava of
Vedas and hum-kara is praava of Shaivism.
These are three fold praavs, sarvavedeu, in
all stras.
I am sound in ether (abda khe). And I am
pauruam (pauruam means strength) in nu
(n  u means who is nara, [the limited
individual]).
JONATHAN: Who is what?
SWAMIJI: Who is a real man, who has
got the manner of mankind. Who is not
"whuuupp" [i.e., fainthearted]. Who is not just
...
JONATHAN: Lion.
DENISE: Real men, muscle-bound.
SWAMIJI: He who is with muscles, just
paurua. In that man I am paurua (strength).
He will [make a] fist and dash down ten men to
the ground. They will fall down like this. So I
am that paurua, I am not that paurua [who]
has no strength.
Apsu, I am rasa in all liquids.
Sarvatra  sv  dyam  no yo anudbhinna
madhurdi vibhga smnya so'ham [comm.

verse 8]. For instance, there is Coca Cola, that
is rasa. There is Limca, there is Thumbs ...
JONATHAN: Thumbs up.
SWAMIJI: . . . Thumbs up-there are so
many-there is lime juice, there are so many
rasas. But I am smnya rasa in all of these
liquids. 2
Eva praka, I am praka in srya and
candram (moon and sun). Praka means I
am that praka in moon and sun, which is
only light. I don't mean heat or coolness. I am
not coolness of moon; I am not heat of sun. I am
praka of sun, I am praka of moon, I am
light. I am light in all of this, [whether] it is
heated or if it is not heated, i.e., if it is cold.
abda khe, in ka (ether) I am abda
(sound).

ke ya abda iti sarvasyaiva abdasya
nabhoguatvdatrvadhraam ya kevala
gaganaguatay dhvani
sayogavibhgdismagryantrarahito
['vahitahdayair]
brahmaguhgahanagm yogigaai
savedyo'nahatkhya
sakalarutigrmnugm,
tadbhagavatastattvam [comm.]
That is abda. In ka, I am abda. Which
abda? Which sound?
I am that sound, which is produced [without]
two elements.

Praava, a mystical or sacred syllable. [Editor's note]
Where there is not sweetness nor sourness, anudbhinna, where it is not revealed, that sweetness is not there, only
taste. That is universal. That taste can be held, can be observed in sour and sweet also, in the same way, in one level."
Bhagavad Gt (1978).
1
2
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JONATHAN: That unstruck sound.
SWAMIJI: Unstruck sound. That is the
sound which a yogi finds at the time of
samdhi, That is internal sound. That is called
anhata.
JONATHAN: Is that always the same
sound?
SWAMIJI: That is always the same
sound. That is anhata.
JONATHAN: And that sound is silence,
isn't it?
SWAMIJI: Huh?
JONATHAN: That sound is in silence?
SWAMIJI: That is silent sound.
JONATHAN: But it is sound in silence,
yes?
JOHN: Is it the sound of o?
SWAMIJI: No. Om is also sound [but] it
is more than o. It is anhata.

touch. It is just sound with bliss. It is a blissful
sound. And that blissful sound you will get in
samdhi,

I will tell you which kind of sound this is. I
will try my best to explain this sound. You close
your ears and see. See this [sound] there,
"mmm." It is not by touch, it is not produced by

Audio 7 (24:49)

JONATHAN: Only in samdhi,
SWAMIJI: Only in samdhi, yes.
JONATHAN: No other time.
SWAMIJI: I am that sound. I am, in akasa,
I am that sound. I am not this sound, i.e.,
tremendous sound, thunder sound, [or] this
skating sound. No.
JOHN: Is this sound attached to par
v k?
SWAMIJI: Yes, yes, par vk.33
And paurua nu Paurua-yena tejas
puruo'hamiti srvabhauma pratipadyatepaurua means purua kra, the strength in
men. I am strength in men.

iq.;% i`fFkO;ka xU/ks¿fLe rstÜÓkfLe foHkkolkSA
puya pthivy gandho'smi tejacsmi
vibhvasau /

The four levels of speech are par, payant, madhyam, and vaikar "[Par vk] is that soundless sound which resides
in your own universal consciousness. That is supreme sound. That has no sound ...par vk is all-pervading." Swami
Lakshmanjoo, Kashmir Shaivism- The Secret Supreme, original audio recording (1972).

1

"Par means supreme vk, supreme word, which is aham. And the camatkra, the taste, the rasa, the joy of that is there,
and that is aham." Swami Lakshmanjoo, Partriik Vivaraa (1982-85).
"Par is svtantrya akti, one with svtantrya akti " Ibid.
See footnote 77 for an explanation of svtantrya akti,
"Par is supreme word, supreme word is without differentiation .... Pa yant is when you are only looking and there
is no thought in your mind, that is pa yant, Madhyam is when you are looking, when you don't speak, but you
speak with mind [i.e., think], that is madhyam, Vaikhar is that word when you speak with words also, with lips
also. So this is inferior state of sound., Inferior state of sound is vaikhar, superior to that is madhyam, superior to
that is pa yant and supreme word is par. Sometimes you are established in par when you are in samdhi,
Sometimes you are established in para when you is samadhi. Sometimes you are established in Pasyanti (when you
are about to come out from samdhi, That is the state of pa yant. When you are only thinking in your mind and not
acting with your body, that is the state of madhyam, When you are acting with limbs also, that is the state of
vaikhar. And this four-fold state of word, sound, is expanded in this universe." Swami Lakshmanjoo, ivastotrval,
1.13.
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It is 9th loka now.

thoua loZHkwrs"kq riÜÓkfLe rifLo"kq AA9AA
jvana sarvabhteu tapacsmi tapasviu //
9//
In earth, I am that smell (gandha), which is
very pure, a very pure smell. That very pure
smell I have noticed it many times [and
wondered], "what could it be?" I am, in earth, I
am that smell, which is very pure. Otherwise all
other smells are mixed and they are adulterated.
When you get mii (soil), dry mii, red mii
from Ishber mountains, from that side, not black
mitti ...
JONATHAN: No, up on the top, past
your old ashram.
SWAMIJI: ... and when you pour water
into it and do that ...
DENISE: Mudding.4
SWAMIJI: ... mudding, and smell it. That
smell is pure. When you mud [the walls] then
you should smell it. That smell is [pure].
[Lord Ka says], "I am that smell in pthv"
JONATHAN: Is that the same as that
smell after the rain?
When it rains, when you're in the field
you can smell that
sweetness. Is that the same or is that
different?
SWAMIJI: Yes, when rain falls, [but] not
on filth.
JONATHAN: No, on the grounds, on ...

SWAMIJI: On park, on mountains when
rain falls, then it is that fresh [smell].
Tejacsmi vibhvasau, I am teja (teja
means shining), the shining element in those
which are glittering things, e.g., the sun, light,
all these. That teja I am (praka).
Jvana sarvabhteu, I am the life in all
beings-life.
Tapacsmi tapasvi u, in those who are
adopting penance, I am penance in them. In the
adopters of penance, I am penance in them. It
means, in other words, in brief words, He says,
"I am the essence of everything. Whatever is
and whatever is not existing in this world, I am
its essence. I am everything."
Now 10th loka.
Audio 7(28:23)

chta eka loZHkwrkuk fof¼ ikFkZ lukrue~ A
cqf¼cqZf¼erkefLe rstLrstfLoukege~ AA10AA
cya cyorkefLe dkejkxfooftZre~ A
/ekZfo#¼ks Hkwrs"kq dkeks¿fLe Hkjr"kZHk AA11AA
bja m sarvabhtnm viddhi prtha
santanam /
buddhirbuddhimatmasmi
tejastejasvinmaham / /10//
bala balavatmasmi kmargavivarjitam /
dharmviruddho bhteu kmo'smi
bharatarabha //11//
Bja m sarvabhtnm viddhi prtha
san  tanam, O Arjuna, I am the seed of
everybody, [of] each and every object. [I am]
the ancient, ancient seed. Ancient ...

In parts of India, instead of painting the walls, they clean and refresh a room by plastering the walls lightly with
mud. [Editor's note]

1

10
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JOHN: Origin.
SWAMIJI: ... originator.
Buddhirbuddhimatmasmi, those who have
got topmost intellect, in those persons I am
intellect, i.e., [among] those who have got
topmost intellect, intellectual beings. There are
some intellectual scientists, in those scientists I
am intellect (buddhirbuddhimatmasmi).
Tejastejasvin  maham, those who are
brilliant and shining, in those whose body is
brilliantly shining, I am that brilliance in them.
Bala balavatmasmi kmargavivarjitam,
those who have got power, I am power in them.
In powerful men, I am power. But not in those
powerful men who have got attachment to
ladies; because as soon as they are attached to
ladies, to sex, they lose power. They become
slaves of ladies. That power I am not. They
become slaves, they follow them. I am not that
power. I am that power which is absolutely
great!
Do you understand?
Bala balavatmasmi kmargavivarjitam,
neither with attachment nor sex, without that I
am that bala (strength).
Dharm  viruddho bh  te  u k  mo'smi
bharatarabha, O Arjuna, I am that kma, that
desire, which is not against dharma, against
duty. That desire I am. To desire, to find out the
reality of Parabhairava, I am that desire.
12th loka.
Audio 7(31:52)

;s pSo lkfÙodk Hkkok jktlkLrkelkÜÓ ;s A
eÙk ,osfr rkfUof¼ uRoga rs"kq rs ef; AA12AA
f=kfHkxqZ.ke;SHkkZoSjsfHk% loZfena txr~ A
eksfgra ukfHktkukfr ekesH;% ijeO;;e~ AA13AA
ekfyuh

ye caiva sttvik bhv rjasstmasca ye /
matta eveti tnviddhi natvaha teu te mayi //
12//
tribhirguamayairbhvairebhi sarvamida
jagat /
mohita nbhijnti mmebhya
paramavyayam //13//
These are two lokas in one.
Ye caiva s  ttvik  bh  v  , the states of
sattvagua, rjasa states of rjagua, tmasa
(states of tmagua), all these threefold states,
matta eve iti tnviddhi, they are produced by
Me. Ntu aham teu, I am not existing in them,
they are produced by Me. They are produced
from Me. Sattvic bhva, rjas bhva, [and tmas
bhva], the waves, these three kinds of threefold
waves, tides, are spread, are produced by Me,
but I am not in them. It means I, [Lord Ka],
have not come into the grip of these three guas.
Three guas are produced by Me, but I am not
caught in the three guas, I am not in them, te
mayi, they are existing in Me. I am not in them,
I am not in the three guas, Natvaha teu, I
am not existing in them. On the contrary, te mayi,
they are existing in Me.
Audio 7 (33:55)

f=kfHkxqZ.ke;SHkkZoSjsfHk% loZfena txr~ A
eksfgra ukfHktkukfr ekesH;% ijeO;;e~ AA13
tribhirguamayairbhvairebhi sarvamida
jagat /
mohita nbhijnti mmebhya
paramavyayam //13//
By these three fold guas, by which this
whole universe is polluted, is being crushed ...
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Sattvagua also crushes people, rajagua
also crushes people, and tamogua also crushes
people. Sattvagua crushes people and keeps
them away from rajogu  as and tamogu a.
Rajogua crushes people and keeps them away
from sattvagua and tamogua.
. . . in the same way, [people] are crushed.
They don't become whole, [their] wholeness is
lost, [their] completion and fullness [are lost].
Fullness is not found; fullness is deprived. If
you have got sattvagua, [then] rajogua and
tamogua are lacking in you. It can't be that you
will be [experiencing] sattvagua, rajogua,
and tamogua all together. You can't be, because
the behavior of these three guas are separate.
In Me, these three behaviors [i.e., guas]
are existing. So this fullness shines in Me. I am
sattvagua, rajogua, and tamogua, but I am
not separatedly in ...
DENISE: In its grasp.
SWAMIJI: ... in its separate grasp.
JOHN: You are not anyone individual.
SWAMIJI: I am not one individual.
Commentary [verse 12-13].
Sattvdni manmayni natvaha tanmaya,
Sattvagua, rajogua, and tamogua are in Me,
but I am not in them. Ata eva ca bhagavanmaya
sarva bhagavad bhvena savedayate. In this
way, you should feel that this whole universe is

filled with the state of Bhairava and the state of
Bhairava is shining in each and every being.5
Anenaiva c  ayena vak  yate. In the
upcoming stanzas, He will say, "vsudeva 
sarvam," everything is vsudeva. Vsudeva
[sarvam] means it is the glamour of Lord Ka
everywhere!
Katha  khalu sattv  dim  trasthit 
bhagavatastattva  na vidu? Now this is a
question: Why [is it that] those who are existing
in sattvagu  a, those who are existing in
rajogu  a, and those who are existing in
tamogua, why don't they achieve the reality of
Bhagavn, Lord Bhairava?
Audio 7 (38:09)

nSoh ás"kk xq.ke;h ee ek;k nqjR;;k A
ekeso ;s izi|Urs ek;kefrrjfUr rs AA14AA
daiv hye guamay mama my duratyay /
mmeva ye prapadyante mymatitaranti te //
14//
This guamay6, guamay is filled with
sattuagua, rajogua, [and tamogua]-the
three guas. It is my. And it is duratyay,
nobody has conquered this, nobody has won
[over] this my, Now there is one trick, O
Arjuna, I will tell you a trick of how you can
subside my.
Mmeva ye prapadyante ...

It is why the background of this saying that, "they reside in me, I don't reside in them" means that this whole
universe is filled with universal God consciousness. You see, universal God consciousness is everywhere found, but
universal God consciousness is not found in individual state because it is universal. Individually, [universal God
consciousness] won't' appear .... In varieties of universal objects [viz., the three gu as], the state of Lord iva does
not [appear]. It [appears] in the universal way, not in individual way. In variation it does not exist. It exists in totality
.... [the saying], "Lord iva does not exist in universe," it means that Lord Siva is not only in universe. He is beyond
that also. But universe is only in its own cycle, in its own sphere. But in that ... that cycle of the universe exists in
Lord iva. Bhagavad Gt (1978).
2
This is My my, My energy of illusion. O Arjuna, My energy of illusion has produced these three gu as," Ibid.
1

12
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Other commentators have commentated
upon this verse [in the following way]: "those
who take refuge in Me, they succeed [in
conquering] my" It is the commentary, which
is done by other commentators [other] than
Abhinavagupta.
Abhinavagupta has [explained], mmeva ye
prapadyante, those persons, those elevated souls
who think, "mmeva ye prapadyante, my is
me (mmeva), my is the reality of Brahman"those who attribute my in their own nature
[and feel], "I am my; my is Parabhairava"then they are free from my. You should know
that my is not other than Para-bhairava, then
you will succeed. Otherwise there is no hope of
getting rid of my, because this is guamay
daiv.7
tena sattvdn vastuta
savinmtraparabrahmn

atiriktatymapi yattadatiriktatvagamana
tadeva
guatva-bhokttattvapratantrya
bhogyatvam tacca
bhedtmaka-rpa
sasribhiranirvcyatay, tn prati
myrpam.
And they are caught by that my ...
ato ye paramrtha brahma praka vida
... [comm. verse 14]
Those, on the contrary, who are situated in
the supreme state of Parabhairava, tad
anatirikta visva payanto, they realize that
this whole universe, which is created by the
my of Lord  iva, is not separate from the
Parabhairava state. For them, there is no my.
They have conquered my.

The word adhvan means "path." Here, path has a twofold
meaning: it is either that path on which you tread, or that path
which you must dispose of, must discard. You have either to
tread on the path or discard the path. You have either to tread
on the path or discard the path. You can dispose of this path
only by the grace of your Master. And when you dispose of this
path, you reach the state of Parama Siva.
Swami Lakshmanjoo:
The Sixfold Path of the Universe

"Daiv is divine. Divine means deva krkara, deva means who is always playful, Lord iva is always playful.
My and not my, illusion and not illusion, consciousness and unconsciousness-this is all His play."Ibid.

1
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Seven states of Turya in Kashmir ShaivismSWAMI LAKSHMANJOO
"Between the three states of the individual
subjective body, waking, dreaming and deep
sleep, there is a gap." -Swami Lakshmanjoo
The practical theory of the seven states of
turya, also known as the seven states of ananda
(bliss), which I will now explain to you, was
taught to the great Shaivite philosopher
Abhinavagupta by his master Shambhunatha.
1. Nijananda
Between the three states of the individual
subjective body, waking, dreaming, and deep
sleep, there is a gap. This gap is a junction
between the waking state and the dreaming state.
There is also a junction between the dreaming
state and dreamless sound sleep. There is a
junction between sound sleep and the waking
state. These transitions take place automatically
within every human being.
Whenever you pass from wakefulness to the
dreaming state you touch that junction and then
enter into the dreaming state. Whenever you pass
from the dreaming state to wakefulness, you
touch that junction first and then you open your
eyes and experience the waking state. This
junction is touched whenever you pass between
any of the three states of the individual
subjective body. This junction is actually the
fourth state, turya.
"This turya, however, cannot be experienced
by focusing on it, because, whenever you gaze
on this junction, waiting for it to happen, it will
never happen."
You will remain waiting in the waking state.
It is when you fall asleep and enter into the
dreaming state that you will find it. And yet
ordinarily you remain absolutely unaware of the
experience of this junction.

14

The only way to experience this junction is
to concentrate on any center of the heart while
breathing, while talking, or while moving about.
You must concentrate on the center. You should
watch the center of any two movements, any
two breaths. Concentrate on that junction. After
some time when that concentration is
established, then whenever you go to bed to rest,
you will automatically enter the dreaming state
through that junction. In this case though, you
will not enter into the dreaming state. Instead,
you will be aware at that point, at that junction.
This junction is only a gate, the entrance to turya.
Your awareness of this junction occurs only by
the grace of your previous practice of centering
your mind between any two movements or any
two breaths.
This is the first state of turya, called
nijananda which means "the bliss of your own
Self."
2. Nirananda
You first experience that junction while
practicing on any center, such as that found
between any two breaths, between any two
movements, or between any two thoughts.
"When you concentrate in continuity with
great reverence, with love, affection, and
devotion, then your breath becomes very fine
and subtle."
Automatically, you breathe very slowly. At
that moment, you experience giddiness. It is a
kind of intoxicating mood. And when, during
the experience of this giddiness, you do not
destroy your alertness of concentration, the
giddiness becomes firm and stable. This is the
second state of turya, known as nirananda,
which means "devoid of limited bliss." Here you
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do not lose awareness, even though you feel
intoxicated. And when that giddiness becomes
stable and remains for a longer period, then the
aspirant falls asleep at once. Yet at this point he
does not enter into the dreaming state; rather,
he enters that gap, that junction.
This junction is known to be the start of
turya. In entering this junction the aspirant
enters into another world. It is not wakefulness,
nor is it the dreaming state, nor is it sound sleep,
but a fourth world. Here, the organs of this
aspirant do not function at all. He does not
experience moving about nor does he hear or
see. If, with great effort he were to open his eyes,
he would feel that he is still sitting in his house;
however, actually he cannot move any part of
his body and can only slightly move his eyelids.
3. Parananda
At that moment, the aspirant hears hideous
sound and sees furious forms. Those aspirants
who are frightened by these things try at once
to come out from this state and, after exerting
great effort, they come out and are again in the
waking state. On the other hand, there are those
aspirants who try to tolerate these hideous and
terrible things.
"For example, he may experience that the
whole of the house has collapsed upon him or
he may experience that there is a fire burning
outside and this fire will burn everything
including himself. "
These experiences, if endured and tolerated,
will pass away. If the aspirant cannot tolerate
them, then he will be thrown out into the waking
state and must begin again. The aspirant, in order
to continue his journey, must tolerate these
hideous and terrible experiences. Here, only one
thing is predominant and must be maintained,
and that is breathing. The aspirant must breathe
in and out with devotion and great love towards
his Self. This means to breathe in and out while
reciting the name of the Lord, as he was
instructed by his master when he was initiated,
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all the while ignoring these terrible sounds.
He may actually think that he is going to
die, that he is really gone. These thoughts are
wrong thoughts and he must ignore them. When
the aspirant desires to move from individuality
to universality, all of these experiences occur
because individuality has to be shaken off. When
this movement toward universality begins, this
kind of struggle takes place.
"If you continue with tolerance, breathing
and internally reciting your mantra according
to the instructions of your master, then these
terrible sounds and forms vanish and pulling
and pushing in your breathing passage begins
to occur. "
You feel as if you are choking and that you
cannot breathe. This experience you must also
tolerate. It will only vanish if you intensify your
devotion for the Lord. You must insert more love
and affection for your practice. If this is done,
then after some time, this choking sensation will
pass. If, however, at this point you do not
intensify the devotion for your practice, then you
will come out from this state and will need to
begin again afresh. If this occurs, you will feel
foolish and realize that by not tolerating these
experiences you have caused a great loss to
yourself. Because of this, you will be anxious
to begin again.
This state of hideous sounds and forms,
followed by the sensation that you are choking
and that your breathing is about to stop, is called
parananda, which means "the ananda (bliss) of
breathing." When you breathe in and out with
great divinity, it is not ordinary breathing. Here,
your breathing becomes full of bliss and joy,
even though you are experiencing terrible forms
and sounds or the reality that your breath is about
to stop.
4. Bhramananda
If you maintain your practice continuously
with intense devotion, your breath does stop.
What happens is that four passages meet at the
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center of what we call lambika sthana which in
English is known as the "soft palate." This
lambika sthana is found on the right side near
the pit of the throat. In ordinary breathing two
passages are open and two passages are closed.
When your breath is about to stop the passages
of ordinary breathing close. You experience this
symptom when you feel that you are choking
and that your breath is about to stop.
"At this point, your breath becomes
centralized and moves about one point, just like
a whirlpool."
The aspirant experiences that his breath is
neither moving out nor coming in. He feels that
his breath is moving round and round, that it is
rotating at that one point which is the junction
of the four passages. This state is called
bhramananda, which means "that bliss which
is all-pervading."
Here, the yogin must maintain the continuity
of his devotional practice. As his breathing has
stopped and he cannot watch his breath, he can
only recite mantras. He must put his mind on
his mantra, and only his mantra, with great
devotion to Lord Shiva.
"If he continues this practice with great
devotion, then, after some time, yawning takes
or his mouth becomes crooked, just as at the
moment of death."
These stages are the same stages that take
place when your breath has stopped and you are
about to die. The myriad changes that take place
on his face are those that take place at the
moment of death. The moment of death then
arises in the mind of this yogi. He feels now
that he is really dying. He is not afraid, he is.
This is the kind of death which takes place
when individuality dies and universality is born.
It is not a physical death; it is a mental death.
The only thing the yogi must do here is to shed
tears of devotion. He must pray for the
experience of "universal-I." After a few
moments, when the whirling state of breat very
fast, moving ever more quickly, you must stop
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your breath at once. You must not be. If your
master is, he will tell you at that moment to just
stop your breath. When there is the whirling of
breath, then there the possibility that you may
start breathing again. At this point, it is in your
hand to stop it or to let it go. When it has come
to the extreme intensity of whirling, then you
and must stop it at once!
5. Mahananda
When you stop your breathing, then what
happens next is that your breath immediately
rushes down in the central vein. Your breath is
"sipped" down and you actually hear the sound
of sipping.
"The gate of the central vein (madhya-nadi)
opens at once and your breath reaches down to
that place ca/led muladhara, which is near the
rectum. This state of turya is called mahananda
which means, 'the great bliss'."
After mahananda, no effort is required by
aspirant. From this point on, everything is
automatic. There is, however, one thing that the
aspirant should observe and be cautious about
and that is that he should not think that
"everything is now automatic." The more he
thinks that everything will be automatic, the
more surely he will remain at the state of
mahananda. This is why masters never tell the
aspirant what will take place after mahananda
.. From the Shaiva point of view, from
mahananda onwards, you must. adopt
bhramavega Bhramavegameans "the
unknowing force." Here you have to put your
force of devotion, without knowing what is to
happen next. You cannot use your mantra
because when your breath is gone, your mind is
also gone, the mind has become transformed into
the formation of consciousness (cit). Here,
breathing takes the form of force (vega).
6. Cidananda
When the penetration of muladhara cakra
is complete, then this force rises in another way.
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It is transformed and becomes full of bliss, full
of ecstasy, and full of consciousness. It is divine.
You feel what you are actually.
"This is the rising of cit kundalini, which
rises from muladhara cakra to that place at the
of the skull known as brahmarandhra."
It occupies the whole channel and is just
like the blooming of a flower. This state, which
is the sixth state of turya, is called cidananda,
which means, "the bliss of consciousness." This
force then presses the passage of the skull
(brahmarandhra), piercing the skull to move
from the body out into the universe.This takes
place automatically; it is not to be "done." And
when this brahmarandhra is pierced, then at
once you begin to breathe out. You breathe out
once for only a second, exhaling from the
nostrils. After exhaling, everything is over and
you are again in cidananda and you again
experience and feel the joy of rising, which was
already present. This lasts only for a moment
and then you breathe out again.
When you breathe out, your eyes are open
and for a moment you feel that you are outside.
You experience the objective world, but in a
peculiar way. Then once again, your breathing
is finished and your eyes are closed and you
feel that you are inside. Then again your eyes
are open for a moment, then they close for a
moment, and then they again open for a moment.
This is the state of krama mudra, where
"transcendental l-consciousness" is beginning
to be experienced as one with the experience of
the objective world.

7. Jagadananda
The establishment of krama mudra is called
jagadananda, which means "universal bliss."
This is the seventh and last state of turya.
"In this state, the experience of Universal
Transcendental Being is never lost and the
whole of the universe is experienced as one with
your own 'transcendental I·Consciousness'. "
All of the states of turya from nijananda to
cidananda comprise the various phases of
nimilana samadhi. Nimilana samadhi is internal
subjective samadhi. In your moving through
these six states of turya, this samadhi becomes
ever more firm. With the occurrence of krama
mudra. nimilana samadhi is transformed into
unmilana samadhi, which then becomes
predominant. This is that state of extraverted
samadhi, where you experience the state of
samadhi at the sam e time you are experiencing
the objective world. And when unmilana
samadhi becomes fixed and permanent, this is
the state of jagadananda.
In terms of the process of the fifteen-fold
rising, the sakala state is the waking state. Saka/
J pramatri is the first state of turya, which is
the state of nijananda. Vijnanakala is the state
of nirananda. Shuddhavidhya is the state of
parananda. Ishvara is the state of brahmananda.
Sadashiva is the state of mahananda. Shiva is
the state of cidananda. And Paramashiva is the
state of jagadananda.

Who is Param?
Param means filled with the five energies: cit, ananda, iccha, jnana and kriya.
You know these five energies? That is param. Param means purnam, who is
filled with five energies : cit sakti (energy of consciousness), ananda sakti
(energy of bliss) iccha sakti, (energy of will) jnana sakti (energy of knowledge) and kriya sakti (energy of action).
Swami Lakshmanjoo on
Paramarthasara of Abhinavagupta, Verse 1
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Introduction
from Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies (1925)

Ever since the beginning of the Christian
era until, more or less definitely, the close of
the seventh century, the Valley of Kashmir
remained in close contact with the Buddhists.
They carried on their proselytizing propaganda
successfully and the whole of Kashmir came
under their sway.
Teachers like Dignaga and Dharmakirti
appealed most to the minds of the people and
consequently the belief of the populace in the
tenets of Shaivism received a great shock. The
voice of the Shaivistic teachers of this period
was feeble in comparison with that of the
Buddhists. The former busied themselves with
the work of giving the coloring of the dualist
Shaivism to the extant Shaiva agamas. The
present idealistic monism was unknown or less
heard and spoken of. It was in the 8th century
that Vasugupta was born and studied the Shaiva
agamas from the standpoint of the idealistic
monism. The power of argumenting was so
strong in the Buddhist philosophers that even
he felt in a fix to meet them and come out
triumphant in creedal controversies.
Some of the Buddhist teachers, headed by
Nagabodhi, engaged him in a wordy warfare of
discussions. When all his intellectual resources
failed him to gain victory over them, he tried to
seek divine help and implored the favour of
1
2

Shiva. Shiva appeared to him in a dream and
instructed him to go to Mahdeva mountain,
where he could find the Shiva Sutras engraved
on a rock.1 Thus, receiving this holy command,
Vasugupta, filled with great joy, hurried to this
spot where he found them. The Sutras were
copied and published by him.
The Spanda system owes its origin to them
and concerns itself with their elucidation and
popularization. The Spanda Kriks, which have
already been presented to the public in the
recensions of Ramakantha and Utpala Bhatta,
form a detailed commentary on the Shiva
Sutras.On this point all Shaivistic writers are
agreed. It is only the authorship of the Kriks
that remains in dispute.
Utpala Bhatta the author of the Spanda
Pradipika, a commentary on the Spanda Kriks,
together with a host of other Spanda students
endorses the view that they are the work and
production of Kallata, the chief disciple of
Vasugupta.2 The fifty-third stanza in the Spanda
Pradipika reads as follows:

olqxqIrknokI;sna xqjksLrÙokFkZnf'kZu%A
jgL;a Üyksd;kekl lE;d~ JhHkV~VdYyV%AA
vasuguptdavpyeda
gurostattvrthadarna
rahasya lokaymsa samyak
rbhaakallaa

This rock, known as Shankapala (the rock of Shiva), still exists to this day and is located at the foot of Mahadeva
mountain, nestled beside a small stream, in the valley of Harvan.
A number of contemporary scholars also attribute the authorship of the Spanda Krik to Bhatta Kallata, but, on
this point Swami Lakshmanjoo was adamant, as stated in his first English publication: “Some teachers think that
the ‘Spanda Krik’ were not composed by Vasuguptanatha, but rather by his disciple Kallata, This theory, however,
is absolutely incorrect.” Kashmir Shaivism, The Secret Supreme, Swami Lakshmanjoo, ed. John Hughes
(Lakshmanjoo Academy Book Series, Los Angeles, 2015), footnote 5.
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“Kallata Bhatta rightly versified the secret
doctrine after he received it from his teacher
Vasugupta who had discerned the real state of
Being.”
It may be borne in mind in this connection
that the stanza is not found in the recensions of
Ramakantha and Kemaraja,
Khemarja upholds the view that they were
written by Vasugupta himself. What lends
weight to his assumption is the presence of the
following stanza in his recension of the Spanda
Kriks3:-

yCèokI;yH;rseTKku/ua gznq xqgkUr% ÑfrfufgrsA
olqxqIrofPNok; fg Hkofr lnk loZyksdL; AA
labdhvpyalabhyametajjnadhana
hdguhntatanihite
vasuguptavacchivya hi bhavati sad
sarvalokasya / /4.24
The occurrence of the word ‘Vasuguptavat’
in the above stanza is very important for the
solution of the riddle. The probable objection
that might be raised against this view is the
absence of this stanza in other recensions. But
it does not seem to vitiate the view of
Khemar ja as Mahevar nanda, the reputed
author of the Mahrthamajari, quotes it in toto
in the commentary on his own
Maharthamafijari. (See page 8 bottom
Trivandrum edition.)
3

4

5
6

The name of the commentary written by
Kshemaraja is Spanda Nirnaya. It was
undertaken at the request of his own pious pupil
Sura. The material, that the author used in
preparing it, is openly declared to have been
obtained from Abhinavagupta, the illustrious
exponent of the Shaivagama.
ARRANGEMENT OF THE KARIKAS
Khemar ja in his own recension of the
Kriks follows partially the same order and
division as was adopted by Ramakantha. The
Kriks, numbering in all fifty, are arranged into
three chapters and each chapter is called
Nisyanda5, i.e., vibration. The first vibration
goes by the name of the vitality in real nature,
the second by the energy in the rise of intuition
and the third by the energy in and of glory. The
last chapter, though called Nisyanda, does not
form part of the main body of the book and is a
mere panegyric on the author’s spiritual teacher
and the author.
[The following are the introductory and
concluding lokas from Khemarja’s niraya:6]
Shankara’s Spanda Energy, out of Her own
nature, portrays on the background of Her pure
self, the totality of categories, as a mirror does
the city, from earth up to Shiva, which (totality)
is one in substance with Her own self. She is
the divinity representing the faculty of cognition.

This is the concluding verse of the 4th chapter of the Spanda Krik, where Vasugupta says “I pray to God that, as
Lord Siva made this treasure fully living in the mind of Vasugupta, in the same way, let this treasure of knowledge
remain living in the whole universe.” See page 86 for Swami Lakshmanjoo’s full translation of this verse.
Jaidev Singh, studied this text with Swami Lakshmanjoo (1980), and dedicated his translation with the following
words:
With profound respects to Swami Lakshmanjoo, the doyen of Shaiva Agama’.
Singh’s translation of this verse is as follows:
“As on the attainment of this treasure of knowledge which is difficult of attainment, and on its being well preserved
in the cave of the heart, it has been for the good of Vasugupta, so also on the attainment and on its being well
preserved in the cave of the heart, it would always be for the good of all.”
Note: Swami Lakshmanjoo translates niyanda, which forms part of the title of each of the first three chapters,
not as vibration, but as ‘flow’.
These verses were not translated by Swami Lakshmanjoo in his rendering of the Spanda Krik.
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She forms the vitality of mantras and is ever
abloom. Identical with the universe of sound and
with the supreme egoity or infinite
consciousness, She exults in glory all the wide
world over.
My Spanda Sandoha has already thrown
light in a measure on the principles of Spanda,
and now an adequate effort is directed to giving
a detailed and satisfactory exposition of the same
principal.
This gloss on the Spanda system is
calculated to explain the right interconnection
of the stras of the Spanda Kriks; to enable a
student to acquire a close approach to the highest
principle; to teach the method of pointed
reasoning and the right application of the means
(upya); to help in the proper understanding of
the self-evident truths and lastly to bring home
the secret philosophy of Kashmir Shaivism. The
intelligent should hence pin their attention to
this gloss and thereby acquire the wealth of
spanda.
[Khemarja’s concluding lokas.]
Although the counting is not possible of the
commentaries on this Shastra and although the
intelligent people are mostly indifferent by
nature, yet those few critics are sure to know
that special merit of my commentary, who,
being, as it were, the swans of intelligence, are
keen enough to detect the essence.
My teacher [Abhinavagupta] did not like to
be bracketed with the common herd of other

7

numerous commentators, and hence, did not
comment on the Spanda stra.
I have before given a summary statement
of the chief differences in my Spanda Sandoha,
and today, because of the fervent prayer of my
own pupil, Sura, who feels glorified by the
inspiration of Rudra akti and who has become
one with iva, I, Khemarja, explain that stra
through the help of the great instruction of my
own teacher.
Those are not qualified for the study of this
Shastra, who have not acquired the intelligence
purified by instruction from the right sort of
teachers, whose doubts are not cleared up by
the secret philosophy of the sacred teachings of
Shaivism and who, being of tender intellect,
have not previously tasted the nectar of the Shri
Pratyabhij, This may be properly digested by
the high-minded.
The supreme energy of consciousness exults
in all glory as the abode of the unique and evermanifest bliss. It represents the expansive
emanation of paths from Shiva to earth and is
diversified by the manifestation of various states
of creation, maintenance and absorption. A drop
of its current stands in the form of this universe.
Here ends the Shri Spanda Nirnaya, the
work of Shr i K  hemar  ja, pupil of
Mahamahesvaracharya Shrimad Abhinavaguptanatha, a great grand pupil of the author of
the Shri Pratyabhij7.

Shri Utpaladeva was the author and founder of the Pratyabhij System, a philosophy unique to Kashmir Shaivism.
His immediate disciple was Laksmanagupta who was Abhinavagupta’s teacher in the Pratyabhij, Khemarja
was Abhinavagutpa’s chief disciple.
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The Spanda1 Krik
of Vasugupta2
First Flow
Suarpa Spanda
(The essential nature of Spanda)
Audio 1 - 00:00
SWAMIJI: The first krik3:

;L;ksUes"kfues"kkH;ka txr% izy;ksn;kS A
ra 'kfÙkQpØkfoHkoizHkoa 'kÄïja Lrqe%AA1AA
yasyonme  anime  bhy  .
jagata 
pralayodayau /
ta   akti-cakra-vibhava-prabhava 
akara stuma //
We prostrate before akara4
Prostration-what is meant by “prostration”?
Prostration means, we put [ourselves] at the
feet of  akara, we surrender at the feet of
Sarhkara-our self.
What is the self?
The self is the gross body, the subtle body,
and the subtlest body; the body of jgrat (sthla
arra5), the subtle body (skma arra), which
conducts in the dreaming state6, and the subtlest
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

body, which conducts in the dreamless [state]
(suupti7). These bodies we offer at the feet of
Lord iva. That is “ahara stuma”.
Which akara?
jagata 
yasyonme  anime  bhy 
pralayodayau /
By whose unmea and nimea, by whose
twinkling of the eyes unmea is “the opening of
[His] eyes”, nimea is “closing His eyes”), you
find jagata pralayodayau, the rise8 and the
dissolution of one hundred and eighteen worlds.9
One hundred and eighteen worlds rise when He
opens His eyes, one hundred and eighteen
worlds are destroyed when He closes His eyes.
He is akara.
And He is the  akti cakra vibhava
prabhava, He is the master of all the gathering
of all the cycle of His energies, all the cycle of

Swami Lakshmanjoo translates spanda as ‘vibrationless-vibration’, See Appendix 1 for a detailed explanation of
spanda.
Abhinavagupta’s principal disciple, Kemarja, wrote a commentary on Vasugupta’s Spanda K rik called the
Spanda Niraya. For the most part Swamiji has translated Vasugupta’s original krik verses only, yet in places he
also quotes Kemarja’s niraya.
Krik: a concise statement in verse form (esp. philosophy and grammar doctrines).
An appellation of Lord iva. Lit., causing prosperity, auspicious, beneficent. “ arara is He who gives am.
(peace, entire peace). He who prbduces, who bestows, peace, entire peace, that is arara.” Swami Lakshmanjoo,
trans., Spanda Sandoha (Lakshmanjoo Academy archive).
The waking state (jgrat) is also known as the gross (sthla) body (arra).
Svapna.
Deep sleep.
That is, the creation.
In general, Hinduism claims the existence of 108 worlds. Kashmir Shaivism, however, claims the existence of 118
worlds.
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His numberless energies (akticakra is, the
wheel of energies). The glory of the wheel of
energies, He is holding, He is handling.
Audio 1 - 02:10

;=k fLFkrfena lo± dk;± ;LekPp fuxZre~ A
rL;kuko`r:iRokÂ fujks/ks¿fLr dq=kfpr~ AA2
yatra sthita  ida  sarva  k  rya 
yasmcca nirgatam /
tasynvtarpatvnna nirodho’sti kutracit
//2//
In which state (yatra, in which state),
sthita ida sarva krya, this whole cycle
of krya, ...
This whole cycle of krya is cause and
effect. The cause is “kryaa” and the effect is
“ krya”. krya varga is that which is brought
into manifestation. That which is brought into
manifestation, that is k rya varga. What is
brought into manifestation? One hundred and
eighteen worlds. The rise of one hundred and
eighteen worlds is brought into manifestation.
This is krya varga.
This krya varga, in which this whole cycle
of k  rya varga, which is brought into
manifestation, is existing (yatra sthita ida
sarvam), yatra yasmin svarpe, in which
svarpa10 all this cycle of krya varga, all the
cycle of one hundred and eighteen worlds, are
existing, is existing, yasmt ca nirgatam, and
from whom this cycle of krya varga comes out
(where this is existing and from where it comes
out in manifestation), for Him (tasya),
arvtarpatvt; He is never veiled.
DEVOTEE: Concealed.
10
11

SWAMIJI: Covered. He can never be
covered by these movements, outer movements
and inner movements. If, in His own nature,
these one hundred and eighteen worlds are
existing-[Vasugupta] has told that these one
hundred and eighteen worlds are existing in His
own nature by the existence of one hundred and
eighteen worlds, His nature of God
consciousness is not subsided, does not become
blocked.
ERNIE: Less.
SWAMIJI: Less. And by the offshoot of
these one hundred and eighteen worlds from that
God consciousness, It does not become affected,
It does not become less. The state of God
consciousness remains the same.
Abhinavagupta has explained this through
the example of a mirror. In a mirror you’ll find
the reflection of a mountain. If your mirror is
two pounds in weight (it has got the weight of
two pounds), after the reflection of a huge
mountain in that mirror, it won’t become more.
The weight will remain the same in the mirror.
The weight won’t increase by the reflection of
this mountain.11
JOACHIM: Where does Abhinavagupta
tell this? In the Tantrloka?
SWAMIJI: In the Tantrloka, yes.
JOACHIM: Where? The first chapter or
... ?
SWAMIJI: The third chapter, yes.
Tasya arvtarpatvt, so, He is never being
covered, His nature never becomes subsided. So,
kutracit na nirodha, He has no nirodha (no

Swamiji often translates svarpa as “nature”.
See Kashmir Shaivism–The Secret Supreme, ed. John Hughes, Lakshmanjoo Academy Book Series (Los Angeles
2015), “The Theory of Reflection-Pratibimbavda“, 4.29. “This is the nirmalat, this is the refinement of the
mirror.” Swami Lakshmanjoo, trans., Abhinavagupta’s Tantrloka (Lakshmanjoo Academy archive), Los Angeles,
1972-1981), 3.8.
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obstacle) anywhere. He can remain in His
nature, He can come out from His natureeverywhere He is divine.
Audio 1 - 06:0:3

tkxznkfnfoHksns¿fi rnfHkÂs izliZfr A
fuorZrs futkÂSo LoHkkoknqiyC/`r% AA
j  grad  divibhede’pi
tadabhinne
prasarpati/
nivartate nij  nnaiva svabh  v  dupalabdhta //3//
Tat, that spanda tattva, that element of
spanda, that element of stable movement, ...
Spanda means “stable movement”. It is that
kind of movement which is stable, which is not
in movement. You don’t find It in movement
but It is in movement.
GANJOO: Motion-less movement.
SWAMIJI: Motion-less movement. That is
spanda.
... and [from] that spanda, j  grat  di
vibhede’pi tat abhinne prasarpati (tat abhinne
jgrat di vibhede’pi prasarpati), this jgrata
(the cycle of wakefulness), the cycle of the
dreaming state, and the cycle of the dreamless
state (suupti), come out in manifestation, but
it does not come out in manifestation after
becoming disconnected [from] that spanda
tattva, it is [always] connected with that spanda
tattva. While being connected with that spanda
tattva, it comes out.
What?
Spanda Karika
The state of wakefulness, the state of the
dreaming state, and the state of the dreamless
state (suupti). It comes into manifestation, but
it holds within, with this, the state of that spanda.
It is still one with spanda, It cannot remain, it
can’t exist in the outside cycle of the world
without spanda. Spanda is [always] adjusted
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with it because spanda is the life for this world.
You can’t ignore spanda! [Even] in the absence
of spanda, spandas presence is a must. In the
absence of spanda, when you ignore spanda,
there is spanda.
DENISE: Like in a rock, you mean, there
is spanda.
SWAMIJI: There is spanda.
DENISE: Although it seems solid and still,
there is spanda.
SWAMIJI: But there is spanda.
jgraddivibhede’pi tadabhinne prasarpati
nivartate nij  nnaiva svabh  v  dupalabdhta //3//
When the state of wakefulness is over,
[when] the state of dreaming is over, [and when]
the state of the dreamless state is over
(nivartate)-nijt naiva soablvt upalabdhta,
it is over, it takes its end; jgrat, etc., takes its
end-but the state of jgrat, etc., does not take
the end of [their] attachment of spanda. Spanda
is there in the ending also. In the ending state of
jgrat, spanda is not ending; in the ending state
of svapna, spanda is not ending, spanda is there;
and in [the ending state of] suupti also, spanda
is there. No matter if they end, if they end their
drama, if that drama is over, but the drama of
spanda’s attachment is there in that also. This is
what he says in the third loka.
Audio 1 - 09:13

vga lq[kh p nq%[kh p jÙkQÜÓsR;kfnlafon% A
lq[kk|oLFkkuqL;wrs orZUrs¿U;=k rk% LiqQVe~ AA4AA
aha 
sukh 
ca
du  kh 
ca
raktacetydiavida /
sukhdyavasthnusyte vartante’nyatra t
sphuam //4//
“I am joyful” (aha sukh, I am joyful),
“aha dukh “ (I am filled with torture, I am
filled with crises, I am sad), “raktaca” (I am
attached to such and such person), ity  di
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savita these kinds of perceptions rise in a
human being [always], they go on rising and
ending-these perceptions.
Which perceptions?
JOHN: “I am happy”, “I am sad”, ...
SWAMIJl: “I am happy”, “I am sad”, “I
am attached”, “I have got this weakness. I have
got such and such weakness. I have got weakness
for my master. I want to remain with my master
always”-this is weakness-”I have got this
weakness”.
All these perceptions vartante (exist),
vartante anyatra, in some other Being, on
another basis, and that basis is suhhdi avastha
anusyte, where sukha, dukha, and raktabhva
(sukha means “pleasure”, dukha means “pain”,
and rakta means “attachment”) are ... “woven”?
ERNIE: Yes, sir.
SWAMIJl: What is “woven”?
ERNIE: Like cloth?
SWAMIJl: No.
DENISE: Interwoven.
SWAMIJI: Interwoven, yes.
DENISE: Woven together ...
SWAMIJl: Yes, woven together.
ERNIE: Like the cloth.
SWAMIJl: Yes. Sukha, dukha, and rga
are woven in that spanda (that motion-less
motion), and they are residing in That. This
perception that, “I am happy”, this perception
that, “I am sad”, “I am attached, I have got
attachment for such and such person”, these
kinds of perceptions vartante (exist) in that state
of God consciousness wher e all these
perceptions are woven altogether-they are
There.
12

This is the exposition of spanda here!
Audio 1 - 11:40

u nq%[ka u lq[ka ;=k u xzkáa xzkgda u p A
u pkfLr ew<Hkkoks¿fi rnfLr ijekFkZr% AA5AA
na dukha na sukha yatra
na grhya grhaka na ca
na csti mhabhvo’pi
tadasti parmrthata //5//
But what, is-in brief words-what is spanda?
DEVOTEES: (laughter)
SWAMIJI: I12 want, to explain what spanda
is. Spanda, that motion-less movement, what is
that motion-less movement.
Where na dukha, where there is no pain,
that is motionless movement; na sukha, where
there is no pleasure, that is that spanda; yatra
na gr  hyam, where there is no objective
perception; grhakam na ca, when there is no
subjective perception. There is neither an object
nor a subject, neither pain nor pleasure. Na csti
mha bhva api, when there is nothing, there
is neither pain nor pleasure, neither object nor
subject.
[The objector:] Then it is a rock! Then your
spanda is just like a rock, dead, a dead being!
[Vasugupta] says, it is not dead also na csti
m ha bh va api api, it is not dead also).
Tadasti, that is, in reality, spanda, the essence
of spatula:
ERNIE: Is that like Brahma in the Vedas?
JOHN: No, this is svtantrya,
SWAMIJI: This is sv  tantrya, yes,
svtantrya.13

Vasugupta, the author. Vasugupta (860-925 CE) was the sage to whom Lord Shiva revealed the iva Stras, and
although there has been some debate, Swami Lakshmanjoo was absolutely clear that Vasugupta was also the author
of the Spanda Krik, which is considered to be a commentary on the iva Stras.
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Audio 1 - 1:3:11

;r% dj.koxksZ¿;a foew<ks¿ew<oRLo;e~ A
lgkUrjs.k pØs.k izo`fÙkfLFkfrlaârh% AA6AA
yHkrs rRiz;Rusu ijh{;a rÙokeknjkr~ A
;r% LorU=krk rL; loZ=ks;eÑf=kek AA7AA
yata 
kara  avargo’ya 
vimho’mdhavatsvayam /
sahntarea cakrea pravttisthitisaht
11611
labhate tatprayatnena par  k  ya 
tattvandart /
svatantrat 
tasya
yata 
sarvatreyamaktrim 11711
Now he directs us how to find out that state
of spanda in your own self.
Yata karaa vargo’ya, just go to14 the
cycle of your organs. These cycles of the organs,
they rise and they subside. You see [something]
and you close your eyes: “Oh, this is such and
such thing”, [then] you close your eyes. You
want to have sex, you have sex, finished, [then]
you close that chapter. In the same way, abda,
spara, rpa, rasa, and gandha15 ; all these
sensual objects, they rise and they end.
And this kara  avarga, this cycle of
karaavarga, this cycle of the organs, yata,
from where this rises? This cycle of the organs,
from which it rises?
This karaavarga rises from that spanda.
After rising from spanda, this, generally, by
itself, this karaavarga is vimha; is dead,
is lifeless-the eyes are left lifeless, the ear is
13

15

lifeless. If they were not lifeless, what has
happened to these karaavarga in a dead body?
All of his organs are okay but he can’t see, he
can’t hear, he can’t feel the sensation of touch,
he can’t smell. He can’t do anything but his
organs are okay. His organs are quite normal
but there is no feeling, sensation. So, actually,
this cycle of organs is vimha, is just dead.
ERNIE: Even when you are alive.
SWAMIJI: Of course. And yata, from
which power this dead cycle of organs
amhavat, becomes just like filled with life,
as if [they] is filled with life. And he does so
many things by only one organ, like this
(Swamiji demonstrates).
DEVOTEES: (laughter)
SWAMIJI: It has got so much life in it, but
otherwise it is lifeless. In itself, it is lifeless, but
by the installment of spanda, when spanda is
installed in it, and then it becomes life-full–
yata karaavargo’ya vmho, and [this
organ] becomes amhavat, just as if it is filled
with life (amhavat).
Svaya sahntrea cakrea, pravtti sthiti
saht labhate, and, by itself, without the aid
of, without the support of, any other agency, this
cycle of the organs does everything
independently-he sees, he touches, he smells,
he hears, he has sex, he does everything, good
and bad. Sahntarea cakrea, along with the
antakaraa, along with the internal organs (the
internal organs are the mind, intellect, and ego;
the mind, intellect, and ego are also adjusted in

Absolute freedom/independence. Kashmir Shaivism is also known as Svtantryavda, the Doctrine of Absolute
Freedom. “The singularly unique aspect of Lord iva is complete independence, sv tantrya. This complete
independence is not found anywhere except in the state of Lord iva.“ Swami Lakshmanjoo, trans., iva StrasThe Supreme Awakening, ed. John Hughes
(Lakshmanjoo Academy Book Series, Los Angeles, 2015), 1.12. See Appendix 2 for an explanation of svtantrya.14
That is, observe and examine.
Sound, touch, form, taste, and smell respectively.
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this kara  avarga), this whole cycle of
karaavarga becomes filled with life.
From which?
JOHN: Spanda. The injection of spanda.
SWAMIJI: From which grace of spanda!
And pravrtti sthiti samht labhate, and he can
do and undo; whatever he likes, he can do by
this karaavarga, by this cycle of the organs.
So, tat prayatnena par kyam, and now,
what we have to do is to find out what that power
is, which is installed in this dead cycle of organs.
You have to find out that, that Being, which is
installed in it and it becomes filled with life.
Prayatnena, with great effort you have to find
out that Being; prayatnena parkyam, you have
to find out again and again. If you can’t succeed
in finding out once, do it again, do it again, do it
again, do it again, and that is meditationparkyam16. And this finding out should be done
not with force and you should not get bored.
ERNIE: With effort?
SWAMIJI: Not only with effort, dart,
with great enthusiasm, with great ...
DEVOTEES: Devotion.
SWAMIJl: . . . devotion. Yata 
svtantratat tasya sarva-treyam, then he will
find, then the sdhaha will find, the svatantrat,
When he gets entry in that God consciousness,
he will find svatantrat (absolute independence).
It is why in the Vedas it is said, “He sees
without the eyes, He smells without the nose.”
Who?
DENISE: Lord iva.
16
17
18
19

20

SWAMIJI: Lord iva. He hears without the
ears, He touches without the skin-all that.
apyapdojavanograht
payatyacaku sa otyakaraa
sa vetti uedya na ca tasysti vett
tam hur agrya purua malntam //17//17
[not recited in full]
He hears without the ears; apyapda, He
has no hands, He has no feet; javano graht;
He holds without hands, He walks fast without
feet, without legs (javano grah  t  18 );
payatyacaku, He observes forms of each and
every form without eyes; sa otyakaraa, He
hears all sounds without ears; sa vetti vedya,
He observes all the objective world [but] na ea
tasysti, no one observes Him. Tam hur agrya
puruam, He is the topmost Being in this world.
He is to be sought.
[Now] this is a question: You have already
said
that,
tatas-tattvat
cetanatmivsdyendriyi svaya pravtydi
labhanta iti19, that spanda tattva is that power
which infuses Its power in dead, lifeless, organs,
[and they] function just as if they are filled with
life-the organs of the senses. How can it be
possible? How can lifeless organs become lifefull by the mere touch of that spanda? Yvat,
and this too is also life-full: ayameva grhaka
icchay dtrdnva karani prera-yati20, this
individual [soul] infuses, inserts, power in the
organs, just like [when] you have to cut grass,
you want something to cut it, but the cutter is
the individual himself. The instrument does not

Lit., careful examination, inspection, observation.
vetvatara Upaniad, 3.19.
With speed and velocity (javana), he seizes, takes, is occupied with or undertakes (graht).
Abhinavagupta’s principal disciple, Kemarja, wrote a commentary on the Spanda Karik called the Spanda
Niraya, the substance of which Swamiji occasionally discusses throughout this revelation. This question is from
Kemarja’s introduction to the eighth loka.
Kemarja’s commentary.
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cut it, the cutter cuts it. So these are just like
[that cutting] instrument-these organs. These are
just instruments. How can these instruments
work without the [involvement] of the cutter,
the individual?
And another point is doubtful: You have
already explained in the previous loka that
spanda, that reality of spanda, must be observed
with great effort and with great devotion. How
can it be possible because, generally, our desire
is always [extroverted], the movement [of our
desire], it is extroverted? It always goes on
visayas 21 (  abda, spar  a, r  pa, rasa, and
gandha). It is never focused on one point of God
consciousness.
How can it be possible?
JOHN: What? To focus it.
SWAMIJI: To focus it.
JOHN: If it is never focused, ever.
SWAMI JI:
Audio 1 - 22:35

u ghPNkuksnuL;k;a izjs dRosu orZrs A
vfi RokRecyLi'kZRiq#"kLrRleks Hkosr~ AA8AA
na h  cch  nodanasy  ya  prerakatvena
vartate /
api tv  tmabalaspar  atpuru  astatsamo
bhavet //8//
This is not the case here as [where] there is
one section of the cutter and one section of those
instruments. This is not the case here in the
organic field.22 These organs get the power of
God consciousness in their own nature and
[then] they begin to work, they begin to function.
[It is] not just that the cutter is also adjusted
with that [instrument] and [then] they do that
21
22
23
24
25

[cutting]—it is not like that. [The organs]
become absolutely filled with [God]
consciousness and they work. There is no need
of the adjustment of the individual in it.
They become powerful in functioning ...
JOHN: In their own self.
SWAMIJI: ... in their own way. This is how
the infusion of power from God consciousness
appears in the organs of the senses. You don’t
feel that the organs of senses are infused from
another agency. You feel that they are
themselves powerful, that they are themselves
capable of seeing, capable of touching, capable
of doing, tasting, everything.
Api tvtmabala spart puruas tat samo
bhavet, puru  a becomes an organ there. 23
Purua is not adjusted there [as the principal
agent]. For instance, when you perceive a form,
when you perceive some taste, when you
perceive some touch, at that time, only that organ
of touch (the skin) works. There is no other
agency who is adjusted with that tma24 There
is no atma25 there. [The individual self and the
organs] become one with that God
consciousness [and then they work]. It is how it
works in this field of the world.
But now, there is one point to be discussed.
That point is, how can we know that they have
become conscious through the grace of the
adjustment of Lord Siva (or God
consciousness)?
ERNIE: The organs of perception.
SWAMIJI: The organs of perception. How
can we know?
Why don’t we know that?

The external objects of the senses.
Swamiji uses the word “organic” throughout to refer to the organs of knowledge and action.
In any given sensation or activity, the individual self (purua), like the organs, is also a mere instrument.
The universal soul, God consciousness.
The individual soul.
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Gopinath Kaviraj on Kashmir aivism
NAVJIVAN RASTOGI
Kaviraj ji once remarked “in spite of the
antiquity of  kta Culture and of its
philosophical traditions, ... the reason why no
serious attempt was made is said to have been
that it was deemed improper to drag down for
rational examination truths inaccessible to the
experience of ordinary man. . .. This reason is
not convincing enough, for if the Upanisads
could be made the basis of philosophical system,
there is no reason why the skta gamas could
not be similarly utilized. For the function of
philosophy is, as Joad rightly remarks, to accept
the data furnished by the specialists who have
worked in the field and then ‘to assess their
meaning and significance.”1
The style of Kaviraj displays a typical
quality—this quality appears to be the direct
outcome of his approach and personal
commitment to philosophy—that even when he
discusses a particular system he does so in a
much larger context. Truly speaking, he is a
strong champion of the synthetic character of
Indian thought and finds all the philosophical
traditions and schools knit together by that
central meaning in varying degree and
expression.2 This approach he seems to have
1
2

3
4
5

imbibed from scholars of the Trika tradition. In
his famous manual, the Pratyabhijhr-daya,
K  emar  ja rejects fundamental distinction
among various systems and considers them as
forming different steps or stages of the supreme
ideality-Tadbhmik arvadarsanasthitalya. 3
This integral approach has been operative in two
ways. On the one hand, it seeks to discover
reciprocity and parallelism between Sdhan
and philosophy and on the other, it brings the
relative system into comparative focus of a much
wider magnitude. 4 While there has been an
instant gain from this method in the form of
spontaneous unravelling of many a hitherto
riddle, there has been a loss too that the original
form of that system stands diluted making it
pretty difficult to comprehend its precise
character.
With these preliminary observations let us
now proceed to the main topic.
Nomenclature
The term Kashmir aivism has extensive
application5 and, to some extent, its import is
geographical. Presumably it encompasses
dualistic, dualistic-monistic and non-dualistic
traditions of the aivistic thought in Kashmir.

History of Philosophy Eastern and Western (HPEW), Ed. S. Radha krishnan, London, 1952, Vol. I, p. 401.
“We have had enough of analytical work attempting to describe the different systems in isolation, taking each as
a different prasthna and proceeding along its own line. But time, I believe, has come when scholars should
come out from their narrow grooves, take up a synthetic view of things and try to discover the underlying unity
and interpret India’s outlook as a whole”. Foreword to the Studies in Jaina Philosophy (SJP), Nathmal Tatia,
Banaras, 1951, p. xxiii.
PH Stra 8.
See for detailed treatment of this aspect, BV Dvivedi’s article ^^vkxe ,oa rU=k’kkL=k dks dfojkt th dh nsu**,
Parishad Patrika (PP), Vol. XVIII-2, Bihar Rashtrabhasha Parishad, p. 30.
Krama Tantricism of Kashmir (KT), Navjivan Rastogi, Delhi, 1979, Vol. I, p. l.
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We will, however, restrict ourselves to the sense
in which Kaviraj uses it. In this sense it stands
for Pratyabhij  system or Pratyabhij  Spanda combine, that is, the monistic tradition
of Isvardvayavda or ivadvayavda. To him,
therefore, it does not constitute a school in the
narrow sense of the term like Ny  ya or
Vai  e  ika, instead it denotes a definite
conceptual framework manifesting itself in all
the monistic aiva traditions of Kashmir. In his
view it represents an extremely invaluable
ancient treasure of the Indian thought.6 We have
to bear two things in mind with regard to the
discussion we are going to have now on this
system. One, there are two under currents of
Indian thought-Vedic and tantric which may be
designated respectively as vedic and tantric
cultures as well. Kashmir aivism is the essence
of the tantric culture. Hence all the characteristic
traits of the tantric culture and concomitant
thought system thereof are closely preserved in
its conceptual and structural frame work. Two,
kta philosophical tradition constitute the sister
or complementary thought system of Kashmir
aivism.7 This factor has led to the considerable
exploitation of the literature of kta monistic
tradition by Kaviraj towards formulating his
conclusions.
Mechanism of Non-Duality
To Kaviraj Kashmir aivists are staunch
non-dualists. This non-duality (advayat  has
been explained in terms of perfection (prat)
or synthesis (smarasya). Though both denote

one and the same thing, they exhibit a shade of
subtle difference in their connotation. The
concept of p  r  at  connotes unbroken
continuity of self-potentiality (self-autonomy)
and Smarasya stands for that state of self where
all contradictions stand dissolved being knitted
by a more fundamental meaning.
(a) As prat
The plenary existence which has been
conceived at the root of limited existence, is
designated as Parama iva. Parama iva is a
pure monistic “principle which has been
explained with the aid of two equations. The
first of them is the equation of ‘being of the
nature of luminosity’ and ‘reflective awareness’
(Praka-vimaramaya) and the second is that
of being-consciousness-bliss (Sat-Cit-nanda).
These are mutually inter changeable
equations:
Praka = Sat + Cit
Vimara = Cit + nanda
The presence of Cit in both the situations
underlines the consciousness-character
(Caitanya-svabhva) of Sat. This may be taken
to be reiteration of Utpaladeva’s description of
Vimara as constituting the nature of Praka.8
In plain words the only means to drive home
the monistic character of the supreme principle
is to accept it not only as luminous but selfluminous and to consider self-luminosity as
pregnant with consciousness. Prak  a and
Vimar  a have been designated by another
nomenclature of iva and akt also. By calling

6

^^;g Hkkjrh; fopkj lkezkT; dh ,d vfr izkphu nqyZHk lEink gSA**

7

Bhratya Saskti Aur Sadhan (BSS), G. N. Kaviraj, two volumes, Patna, 1963, Vol. I, p. 1, 3.
Cp. Lo;wF;ku};okfnu% izrhnkuhe~ vkjEHk%A
iva-di-Vtti (SDV), Utpala, KSTS, p. 94.

8

LoHkkoeoHkklL; foe’k± fonqjU;FkkA
vara-pratyabhij-krik (IPK), Utpala, KSTS, 1.5.11.
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Siva unbroken self-luminosity and  akt selfrepose (tma-virnti) of that luminosity9 the
notion of self- dependence (tma-nirbharat)an additional attempt to explain perfection—has
been made more intelligible. Self-expression of
the ultimate reality is possible only through its
intrinsic power of autonomy. Thanks to its
freedom, it can project the other, even though
continuing to remain one, on the locus of its
original being. This freedom is the gate-way to
the fusion of infinite polarities.10
Really speaking the idea of reality as
understood here is that of dynamic reality whose
activity is derived from self-autonomy and since
this activity cannot be mechanical it is posited
as conscious or intelligent. This explains why
power as consciousness (Cidrup akti) happens
to be a favourite theme of the gamas. To say
 akti is identical with  iva means it spells
reality’s potential of self-becoming. It does not
change or evolve (Parima), it only expands and
contracts (Pras  ra and Sa  koca). It is,
therefore, depicted as vibrating (Spondtmaka).
It is why the Absolute, ultimate light or supreme
being never considered inactive. On conceiving
the supreme luminosity in terms of ‘being’ one
has to ‘reckon with the existence of activity
called ‘becoming’ in it and the supreme
luminosity as agent of that activity. This
becoming-activity in technical parlance goes by
the name of Sphuraa (Vibration/shining) or
Vimara. The same movement-s-potential or
vibrational character is known as the Absolutic
functionality (K  tyak  ritva) in the tantric
9
10
11
12

terminology. The emergence of cause-effect
relationship in the form of doer-deedship
(Kartkarma-bhva) in Kashmir aivism is a
logical outcome of the same.
Consciousness-power has twin phases.
Creation, dissolution etc. are consequent upon
the play of this power. It is ever active. On the
one hand, expressing itself as self-concealment
(tma-tirodhna) or obscuration its dynamicity
creates the world which remained inherent in it
till now. On the other hand, manifesting itself
as self-expression or grace (Anugraha) it
dissolves that world and thereby occasions its
absorption in the Absolute. Sustenance of world
is the intermediary stage between creation and
dissolution. 11 From  kta point of view
voluntary self-limitation of the Absolutic
essence constitutes the only valid answer to our
quest for a logical explanation as to why the
Self which transcends time, space and causality
is entrapped into the process of time. The
aforesaid Tirodh  na is nothing but selfcontraction. Unless self-contraction has taken
place the creation cannot be accounted for,
because without contraction the self does not
get connected with a body. Removal of this selfcontraction, that is, Tirodhna, is brought about
by Anugraha, Tirodhna is, thus, nothing but
appearance of duality in unity. Likewise,
Anugraha is nothing but manifestation of
identity with the total luminosity.”12 Let us
remind again, t his is what we understand by
contraction and expansion of kti. There is no
doubt then that fivefold functionality is just
another name for’ freedom/consciousness.

Tntrika Vmaya Men kta Di (TVSD) G. N. Kaviraj, Patna, 1963, p. 165.
Ibid., p. 2.
HPEW, p. 405
TVSD, pp. 7-8 (Introduction).
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Savit (intelligence) may be compared to a
mirror in which this world shines like an image
reflected in a transparent medium. Just as the
image is not different from the mirror, the world
too remains inseparable from consciousness.
But let us not press this analogy beyond this
point. A mir ror reflects an object, but
intelligence, in its perfection, being creative
does not require an object outside itself. This is
freedom or power of actualization that is,
Bhavana-s  marthya. Thus despite the
innumerable variety of the reflected world in
Parama iva, the supreme intelligence always
retains its uniform character in the form of
uninterrupted unity of being and consciousness.
Reality remains undifferentiated as Universal
Being, yet its specific forms are many and
diverse, exactly as a mirror is one yet the images
reflected therein are many. One becomes many,
not under pressure from some external agency
but as a result of its inherent dynamism. Motion
appears to get started and multiplicity evolved
under the impact of the aforesaid dynamicity.
This is the reason why reality retains its unity
intact in the face of emergence of creation etc.
and countless variety thereof.
We thus, encounter three possible conditions
for consideration:13
1. Only Sa vit, even without the ‘within’
manifestation of world = Cit = (Praka)
2. Savit and the world manifested within
(lack of external projection = nanda =
(Svtantrya)
3. Savit, world shining within and external
projection thereof = Icch = (Camatkra or
Kr).

13
14

In each condition Samvit as such remains
one and intact, leaving no scope for distinction
to steal in. It is therefore, described as Nirvikalpa
i. e., free from logical construction and
modification. A comparison of the three states
will tell us that the first conditions represents
that state where there is no manifestation-neither
external nor internal. The second is the state of
internal, not external, manifestation. And third,
which belongs to Icch stands for the external
projection. The externality is in a sense
figurative, because Savit being perfect even
the socalled externality has no scope outside it.
The problem is : how does the determinate
creation (Vikalpa S  i) proceed from the
indeterminate (Nirvikalpa) source? The answer
is, from the autonomy or dynamicity of Samvit,
though creation is a manifestation and its variety
is also in the nature of manifestation. The world
is inherent in akti and akti in Parama iva.
When akti is inactive or dormant Vimara is
considered
dissolved
in
Prak  a
(Antarlnavimara) : in the typical language of
the tantras iva minus akti is ava (corpse) :
and when akti is active, as it always is, supreme
consciousness overflows with reflective
awareness of itself. This self-awareness (tmaparmara) of the supreme being expresses
itself as ‘I’ (Aha) which is called perfect and
total (Pura) because there is nothing outside
or beyond it that may act as its counter-positive
in form of ‘this’ (Ida). In the usual tantric
diction this is Pur-hat-complete and total
I-hood. Perfection of ‘I’ implies presence of the
entire reflected world in it as in the case of a
mirror. Then alone the world becomes identical
with “I”.14 From this it follows automatically

TVSD, pp. 405-406. (Phrases in parenthesis convey our interpretation).
HPEW, p. 406.
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that Savit is both Praka as well as Vimaratranscending the world (Vivtmaka) as well as
remaining immanent within it (Vivamava). Bath
together constitute the total (Pra).
Perhaps the above discussion has became
inordinately long, but it has served a purpose.
As it will be seen that the foregoing discussion
embodies the logical arguments of the  aiva
absolutist against the charge that aiva position
of ‘real unity’ with its concomitant ‘real
plurality’ is logically unthinkable. The same
logic also meets the charge of logical
incoherence against the  advocacy of the
relation of identity between the Absolute and
the world order, bath being two reals of
coordinate status.15
(b) As Smarasya
The other term used far driving home the
essence of Advaita is Smarasya i.e., harm any
or synthesis. S  marasya means oneness
resulting from dissolution of one into the other.
In the absolute reality  iva- akti, PrakaVimara and Satt- Bhavana (being-becoming)
are found in complete unison. Perfection,
ther efore, means synthesis of being and
consciousness (iva-akti - smarasya).16 The
perfect reality cannot otherwise be explained
than as free un-interrupted luminosity.17 Siva,
is continuous undifferentiated luminosity and
 akti is self-repose of that luminosity,

amounting, in other words, to self-recognition.18
In the pure Siva state there is only Praka—in
the absence of any relation with akti it is transcendental state. The world is an off-shoot of
 akti. But in Parama  iva state there is a
complete relationship of identity with akti bath remain in equal prominence, equipoise and
identity. The two, even while conceptually
remaining two, are actually one. Hence
Parama  iva is transcendent and immanent
simultaneously. Following an the heels of
K emarja, 19 Kaviraj considers it a special
feature of Kashmir aivism. The same thing has
been repeated elsewhere in a different idiom,
Being means consciousness and consciousness
means being and bath coexist in bliss. 20 For
further explication of the concept of Smarasya,
Kaviraj takes recourse to several equations. The
first among them is the equation of Sat, Cit and
nanda. The same absolute reality which is
‘being’ (Sat) from the paint of view of existence
is Cit from the point of view of expression and
nanda from the point of view of aesthetic
enjoyment.21 The second is one of simultaneity
between the two states of Samdhi-Vyuthna
(waking up from Sam  dhi) and Nirodh a
(cessation of determinate idea). 22 This has
earned its designation as Nityodita or
Nirvyuthna Samdhi in the classical texts,
because even in the awakened condition the

15
16
17
18

SJP, p. 217-218
TVSD, p. 12
Ibid., p. 106
Ibid., p. 165

19

^^izR;fHkKkân; esa dkSyxr rFkk rU=ker ls f=kder dk LFkku Å¡pk ekuk x;k gSA bldk dkj.k gS fd dkSykpk;Z vkRek dks
fo ÜÒ:i ekurs gSa ,oa rU=kkpk;Z mls fo ÜÒkrhr ekurs gSa ijUrq f=kderkoyEcks fl¼ egkiq#”kksa dh n‘f”V esa vkRek ;qxir~ fo ÜÒ:i
rFkk fo ÒÜ krh nksuksa gS*a *TVSD, pp. 2, 8 (Introduction)

20
21
22

Ibid., p. 166
Ibid., p. 8 (Introduction).
BSS. I. p. 6.
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experience of Samdhi continues unabated. 23
The third is the equation of Bhakti (devotion)
and Citi (consciousness) marking individual’s
and iva’s powers respectively.24 This particular
point will be somewhat enlarged upon in the
sequel. Thus we are fully seized of the fact that
the Absolutic essence consists of the ultimate
equipoise and coincides with the Upaniadic
idea of “Parama smya,”25
Ignorance
In order to substantiate the extreme monism
of Kashmir  aivists, Kaviraj subjects their
concept of ignorance to a detailed treatment. A
question may be raised: where does the world
come from when the world is essentially
identical with Praka? The question may be
framed differently: If the ultimate reality is
characterized by self-effulgence what is it that
leads to emergence of the world because in the
absolutist’s view nothing except Praka exists?
aivist’s favourite reply has already figured
above in a different context. Here we will spell
out the traditional approach as presented by
Kaviraj. As stated earlier, the Absolutic freedom
has two elements-diminution and expansion
(Sakoca and Prasra). The divine potency
responsible for this diminution is called ‘power
of obscuration’ (Tirodhna akti) and the event
of diminution ‘act of obscuration’ (Tirodhna
Ktya). The ultimate reality first of all manifests
Tirodh  na  akti which obscures former ’s
intrinsic character. In other words, it is the nonappearance of the Godly potency which
remained undifferentiated hitherto.26 Negation
23
24
25
26
27
28

or non-realization of freedom in consciousness
constitutes one type of ignorance where-as
absence of consciousness in freedom the other
type. Both these types of ignorance depict two
phases of imperfect knowledge (Apra Jna)
and both are usually conveyed by a single termavamala. ava literally means finitude or
atomicity (Aubhva) i.e., turning perfect into
imferfect. By calling it Mala (coating) a
reference is made to its veiling capacity.27 The
definitive terms used to denote these two phases
of ignorance are Paurua and Bauddha linked
with the individual or empirical being and the
intellect respectively. The intellectual ignorance
possesses twofold character-Incomprehension
and miscomprehension, where as atomic
ignorance consists in individuation or selfdiminution. Understandably enough this is
singled out as the sole cause of worldly career.28
The self, despite being perfect and identical with
Siva, considers itself imperfect due to selffinitude wrought by this Mala. Though infinite,
it starts experiencing itself as finite and
conditioned. Once individuation sets in, good
and evil tendencies (V san  s) arise, which
invariably result in birth (association with body),
age (span of physical existence) and enjoyment
(Bhoga = experience of pleasure and pain). This
in fact constitutes Karma mala i.e., obscuration
in the form of coatings arising from action,—
Kal , Vidy , R ga, K la, Niyati, and their
conglomerate called My. Myya Mala is the
next impurity that is responsible for the
experience of gross elements, subtle and gross

TVSD, p. 167.
Ibid., p. 163.

ijea lkE;eiSfr fnO;e~A Ibid., p. 3; BSS, I, p. 304
BSS, I, p. 38.
Here ignorance or Mala has a wider meaning and Maya is conceived to be its dependent category.
BSS, I, p. 149.
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body, their regional substrate as well as their
varied enjoyable objects. The bound or
individual self remains perpetually obscured by
the three impurities. 29 Amongst these three
ava is the basic impurity whereas Krma and
Myya are dependent or secondary ones. They
tread the following coutse = Paurua +Krma
→Myya and Bauddha. Towards regaining
 ivahood adherence to the fourfold Upyas
(redemptive knowledge) = ava, akta etc.—
is considered necessary in the first instance for
removal of the intellectual or Bauddha
ignorance. Refinement of the determinate idea
due to constant practice leads to the emergence
of indeterminate idea. 30 At this point Dk
(initiation) is brought in to eliminate Paurua
Ajna (atomicity). In other words, the removal
of intellectual ignorance (negation of
consciousness in freedom) leads to the rise of
Bauddha Jna (awareness of freedom) and the
removal of atomicity to that of Paurua Jna
(realization of freedom in consciousness). This
is in fact what is known as emancipation. In
fairness to the absolutistic character of the
system it must be stated that Dk too emerges
in the wake of the Absolutic activity.31 Thus the
entire process transpires to be one of freeing
self by the self.
Kashmir aivism VS. Advaita Vednta
A comparative estimate of Advaita Vednta
and Kashmir aivism by Kaviraj is a classic
example of philosophical insight and assumes
enormous significance for proper appraisal of
the aiva absolutism of Kashmir. This has in
fact helped to bring out distinctive character of
29
30
31
32

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

34

the two excellent systems of thought. The main
distinctions may be recounted as under:
Brahmavda describes My as different from
both real and unreal, and indescribable. The
aivists hold that this does not totally eliminate
the impression of duality. It is admitted that
M  y  is non-entity, unreal (Tuccha) when
viewed from the Absolute’s angle and also that
the reality of empirical level has 110 bearing
oil the transcendental principle of Brahman. But
the question is: why does duality appear at all,
if there is only one non-dual conscious
principle? To the Vedntin pure Brahman is
simply the substratum of the beginningless
world-order whose appearance is rooted in the
illusory transformation (Vivarta). To assert that
the properties such as creativity etc. are
superimposed upon Brahman, makes it all the
more difficult to grasp as to how the Absolute
becomes the finite being, world or God? There
is no denying the fact that there too is ignorance,
M  y  , in the  aiva absolutism, but its
appearance is not contingent. It represents an
Absolutic mode occasioned by voluntary
exercise of the Absolutic freedom. By fully
exploiting the analogy of cloud and sun Kaviraj
emphasizes that there is no deviation from its
unobscured nature even when it veils itself by
its own power. The worldly variety is nothing
but the reflection or awareness (Vimara) of its
own being. The manifestation of variety
constitutes the nature i.e., self-being (Svabhva),
of the Absolute.32
Brahmavdins too admit that the Self has
its own nature. In their view, however, the Self

p. 265-66.
p. 149.
p. 266.
I, pp. 3-4
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is pure witness or constitutes locusconsciousness (Adhihna- caitanytmaka),
while i  varav  dins (a traditional way of
describing the aiva absolutists) subscribe to its
nature as consisting of freedom, as constituting
freedom and as agency. Here lies the major
disagreement between the two-a feature proudly
noted by Kemarja.33 In fact, the description
of the Absolute ill both the systems admits of
similar terminology except that Brahman is
devoid of Karttva (agency), whereas Vimara
or Karttva constitutes the Absolutic essence of
Parama  iva. 34 The absence of vigorous
affirmation of freedom in the. Vedantic Absolute
compels Kaviraj to conclude, hesitatingly
though, that appearance of duality is not actually
eliminated from Sabkara’s Vednta.35
In the  aiva monistic tradition the term
Advaita denotes eternal synthesis of the two. In
akara’s view Advaita means negation of the
two.  akara describes Brahman as real and
My as indefineable. He cannot accept My
to be real or treat it at par with the Absolute.
That is why the Vedantic absolutism, according
to Kaviraj, is exclusive and based on
renunciation or elimination. Unlike the agamas,
33
34

35

it fails to become inclusive or all-embracing.36
In the agamic view the identity of the Absolute
and M  y  is automatically established by
showing My as stemming from Brahman and
also as real. If we adhere to the logic of akara’s
Vedanta we will have to concede that Brahman
too is unreal/indefineable, because in the
condition in which My is stated to be unreal/
indenneable, because the knowledge of
Brahman in that stage will be a byproduct of
My. Even while assuming the correctness of
 a  kara’s premise, “of the two opposed to
another like darkness and light,”37 it may be
stated that darkness arises from light by friction
and it is darkness again that culminates in light
by friction. Both are eternally united, both exist
totally integrated in their being.38 This is what
has been pr onounced time and again as
Smrasya of iva- akti or attainment of Cit nanda which marks a unique feature of
Kashmir Saivism.
(a) Jna-Bhakti Synthesis
Kaviraj goes on enlarging the equation of
Cid-nanda-synthesis. According to him the
additional peculiarity of the aiva absolutism
lies in the fact that it neither advocates the path

LorU=k'kCnks czãoknoSy{k.;ekp{kk.kf ÜÓrks ekgs ÜÓ;Zlkjrka czwrsA
Quoted from PH, TVSD, p. 4
The Saiva absolutists never try to conceal their attitude towards Brahma-vdins. The description of Vedntin‘s
position as fufoZe'kZczãokn or 'kkarczãokn does not appear to be laudatory. Also see Conception of Matter (COM),
Umesh Misra, Allahabad, 1936, p. xiv (Foreword)
BSS, I, p. 5.
For what has been stated in the foregoing discussion the aivists assign Smkhya’s Purua and Ved nta’s Brahmn
to the lower state (Apar- vasth) of the Self. aivists are not even prepared to accommodate them in the penultimate
(Parpar) state, not to talk of the ultimate state of the self. According to aivists such state has never come up for
discussion in the Ved nta texts. In fact, that alone is the absolute. BSS, I, pp. 148-49.
Cf. rs losZ O;k[;krO;kfidkReksikldk% 'kSo s¿ fLeu~ v};u;s ijef’koa O;k[;krLo:ia u xPNfUr] u rUe;hHkofUrA

lka[;;ksxosnkUrok|kn;L;rq vijn'kkoLFk ,o] bfr dsu ds”kkfe;RizkfIr LkaHkkoukfiAA
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Uddyota on Svacchanda-tanra 4.391-92.
Ibid., p. 6
re% izdk'kon~fo#¼LoHkko;ks% akara on Brahma-stra 1.1.1
BSS, I, p.6
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of dry knowledge, nor the path of devotion bereft
of knowledge, rather it lays down a path that
integrates knowledge and devotion both.
Logically Bhakti has no place in the ultimate
stage of the absolutism propounded by akara.
According to him devotion is basically dualitycentric and as such does not exist in the
Absolutic state on attainment of knowledge.
Needless to say, this devotion is ignorance-based
and instrumental in character. 39 But, on the
contrary, in the Trika philosophy Moka has
been portrayed as Cidnanda-lbha (attainment
of consciousness-bliss) or Pur  hamtcamatkra (self-relish flowing from perfect
I-hood). Now the aspect of consciousness
(Cida  sa) is knowledge and that of bliss
(nandsa) devotion. The perfect I-hood or
self-relish which marks the limit of knowledge,
also marks the limit of love or devotion. It is
why it offers congenial ground for synthesis.
Here the element of consciousness i.e., ivastate, and that of bliss i. e., akti-state, stand
fused together instantly turning it into synthesis
of devotion-knowledge or equipoise of  ivaakti.40
(b) Synthesis of the efficient and material
causes
By expounding the analogies of Yogin and
Myvin employed in Tripur and Pratyabhij
Kaviraj has drawn our attention to the creation
of world as being rooted in the Absolutic will
or as being totally independent of the material
cause. Citing a Krik from Utpala.41 he says
creation means externalisation of the inner

content. The objective totality exists in the
consciousness-Self (Cidtm), only part of it
occasionally gets manifested due to its Will. In
the creation of this kind the material cause is
rendered irrelevant.42 This independence from
the material cause in the aiva absolutism is very
well known in the form of the doctrine of the
unity between efficient and material causes
(Abhinna-nimittop d -navda) in  a kara’s
Advaitism. Indeed, belief in absolutism
presupposes the rejection of distinction between
the efficient and the material. But, since
akara’s absolutism hesitates to admit the real
agency in the Absolute, the creation turns out to
be an off-spring of ignorance, instead of Selfwill.
Absolutist’s Logic of Advaita Bhakti
Since the notion of devotion (Bhakti) has
been mooted out in the context of the  aiva
absolutism we ought to record our indebtedness
to Kaviraj for his two contributions. In the first
place, he has developed the concept of the’
Absolutic devotion in its necessary dimensions
giving out the absolutist’s rationale and, in the
second, he has brought into bold relief the
aesthetical implications of the notion of Bhakti
highlighting its Rasa-character.
(a) Its mechanism
In the  aiva absolutism knowledge and
devotion, Jana and Bhakti are synonymous
expressions. According to the Tantrloka the
distinguishing feature of the descent of power
(aktipta) consists in the rise of devotion for

lk/u:ik vKkuewyd HkfÙkQ Ibid., p. 8.

39
40
41

Ibid., pp. 6-8.

42

BSS, I, p. 13

fpnkReSo fg nsoks¿ Ur%fLFkrfePNko’kn~cfg% A
;ksxho fu:iknkueFkZtkra izdk’k;sr~AA IPK 1.5.7
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the divine.43 And this aktipta is basically an
expression of Anugraha Sakti i.e., the Absolutic
capacity of self-enlargement. Abhinava equates
it with the direct cause of Mukti.44 The ultimate
reality is essentially consciousness-bliss that is
freedom, attainment of whose identity is
devotion and one who is capable of such an
attainment is a devotee (Bhakta).45 Vimarsa as
self-relish or self-realization of Praka and
quiet rhythmic inherence of Praka in Vimara
symbolise iva-akti synthesis and it will not
be at all Inconsistent to call it Advaita Bhakti
(Absolutic devotion). Here we are likely to
encounter a problem. Knowledge and devotion
are distinguished from one another on the
ground of their cognitive and emotive contents
respectively. In their essence one is cognition
while the other is empathy. This is what has been
repeatedly stressed by the respective equation
of consciousness-aspect and bliss-aspect
(Cidasa and nanda). In order to account
for the empathetic or emotive nature of devotion,
reciprocity—devotee-God-reiationship—is
required. How is that reciprocity possible in the
Absolutic state? In one answer the problem is
sought to be tackled by treating this distinction
as ‘imaginary’ ( h rya) and not real. The
necessity for harea (lit. fetching = imagining)
43
44

45
46

47
48

is dictated by overflowing urge for selffulfilment. 46
Wherever the ultimate reality is posited in
terms of synthesis, it leaves little scope for
duality. The devotion here is not a quest for selfinterest47 as is the case with instrumental or
dualistic devotion rooted in ignorance, rather
its essence lies in the quest for pure synthesis
of self wher e devotee happens to be an
enlargement of the divine and the world that of
the Universal I. The other answer too follows
from the same line of argument. In the technical
phraseology of the Bhakti tradition, the
Absolutic state is designated as great emotion/
feeling (Mahbhva) defined by the unfolding
of the perfect I-hood. The perfect I-hood is
synonymous with self-consciousness, that is,
self-relish. 48 Self-relish (tmsvda) is both
emotive as well cognitive, since Cit and nanda
denote one and the same thing even though their
connotation is different. As has already been
pointed out earlier, Cit is the expression of Sat
and nanda experience thereof. Thus Anugraha
comes to mean the existence of only one total
reality. Totality means absolute identity. Identity
means identity of the devotee and the divine.
The notion of synthesis logically pressupposes
complete fusion of two effecting the uniformity

Ibid., p. 231. Though Kaviraj does not refer to the Tantrlok, his treatment is obviously based on it.

,o p vuqxgz y{k.kks¿ Ur;% iape% ikjes ÜÒj% ÑR;fo’ks”k%
ijeiq#”kkFkZikz id% rfUucU/uRokr ijekFkZeks{kL;A
varapratyabhij-vimarin with Bhskar (IPV), Ed. Iyer & Pandey, Allahabad, (in three volumes), 1938 Vol. I,
p. 26.
Ibid., p. 29.

Cp. ;RlqHkDrSjfr’k;izhR;k dSrootZukr~A
LoHkkoL; Lojlrks KkRokfi Lok};a ine~AA
foHksnHkkoekâR; lsO;rs¿R;UrrRijS%AA
Quoted from the Tripura-rahasya (TR), Jna-khaa 20.33-34.
LokFkkZuqlU/kkukfRedk in BSS, II, p. 81.
Ibid., I, p. 8.
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of being. That is why the rise of great emotion
of Bhakti implies ubiquitous perception of the
divine-constant experience of all-encompassing
divine presence.49
The notion of Absolutic devotion has been
further nurtured by Kaviraj by taking recourse
to one more equation. He says devotion is an
individual’s power and consciousness iva’s.
The emergence of synthesis between the finite
and the infinite drives home the fact that the
individual’s power of Bhakti is completely
merged with the divine power of Citi. As a result,
the individual even though r etaining its
individuality becomes identical with the divine.
This represents the state of Mahyoga (i.e. great
union).50
The kind of Bhakti subscribed to by the
Trika school is known as Dsya (servitude) in
the traditional circles, where Bhakta
(individualized consciousness) is Dsa (servant)
and Bhagvn (cosmic consciousness) is Svmin
(master). By propounding Dsyabhakti, the
aiva absolutist concedes the quintessence of
Bhakti.51 Not that his acceptance is confined to
the root-element alone, he also accepts the final
fruit of Bhakti i.e., Mdhurya (sweetness) or
love, as appearance (  bh  sa). One must,
however, remember that Bhakti is not a progeny
of duality occasioned by ignorance. It marks a
state of blooming non-duality, which is
49

enlivened by a transworldly or transcendental
duality. “In fact what is required in Bhakti or
love is a ‘real’ unity and an apparent difference
between the Bhakta and Bhagv n which is
possible only in the absolutist’s position.52 It is
why here one comes across the simultaneous
presence of Jnna and Bhakti, Cit and nandaThis, as we have seen, is a state of identity of
iva and akti.
(b) Its Rasa-character
In this pr inciple of Rasa complete
integration of unity and multiplicity is easily
discernible. The experience in Bhakti state is a
sort of aesthetic relish, different from the
intuitive delight of Samdhi and metaphysical
delight of Brahman (Brahm  nanda) and is
unique In itself, in metaphysical delight there is
no relishing, no tasting, no I-hood, no triadic
relationship but in Rasa there is everything,
albeit transworldly. Aesthetic enjoyment is
nothing but the Self-relishing of the Universal,
yet there is transcendental duality without which
aesthetic enjoyment will not be possible.53 This
discovery of transworldly distinction or
transcendental relationship, so to say, is an
essential constituent of the aesthetic delight.54
Rasa is an eternal entity and represents a state
of perpetual relishing, or else the word will lose
its essential signification. When the aesthetic
object and aesthetic enjoyment both are eternal,

Abhinavagupta in one of his couplets gives exquisite vent to this idea:

Hkon~HkÙkQL; latkrHkonziw L; es¿/qukA
RoekRe:ia laisz{; rqH;a eãa ueks ue%AA
50
51
52
53
54

Mahopadesavirbsatika, verse 4.
Also see BSS, II, p. 81; Sva-sariwedana (5S), G. N. Kaviraj, Patna, 1983, pp. 50, 150.
TVSD, p. 163. For fuller treatment of the idea see ibid., SS, pp. 8, 10, 13.
Significance of the Tantric Tradition (STT), K. Misra, Varanasi, 1981, p.37.
BSS, I, pp. 9-10.
Ibid., p. 10.
Ibid., II, pp. 310-311.
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the aesthete of necessity ought to be eternal.
However, this triadic relationship does not
surface at the time of actual enjoyment, if it does
the aesthetic enjoyment will come to nought.
Kallata says enjoyment is necessarily a mode
of the enjoyer.55 The upshot of Abhinavagupta’s
view, therefore, lies in holding that it is the
perfect ‘I’ which is constantly relishing itself.
But this aesthetic tasting is not just pure
knowledge—it is a feeling, an emotive
experience. Since Rasa is a dense and expressed
form of emotion, it is to be experienced with
pleasure and without exertion. That is, the
principle of Rasa is in the nature of bliss
(  nanda-r  pa) also, it is not exclusively
cognitive (Cidtmaka). Following this logic of
Abhinavan aesthetics we could perhaps easily
understand why the Rasa-experience does not
fall under either of the opposing categories—
determinate and indeterminate. Because the
division such as determinate etc. belong to
cognition and not to emotion or feeling. This
Rasa is bliss, Rasa is love. It is why the Vaiava
scholars expounded love (Prema) in terms of
nanda-cinmaya Rasa.56
It is interesting to know, according to
Kaviraj, that the aiva absolutists, like Sufis,
consider their Absolute as consisting of beauty
and bliss. The perfect beautiful views its own
image reflected in itself and goes ecstatic with
joy. This is what has been called Spandakrik
(self-relish) in Kashmir  aivism. T his
C matk ra is really Pr uhamt camatk ra

(self-relishing of the total I-hood) manifesting
Itself in love or desire (Kma). This spells out
the cause and effect both of iva-akti union
i.e., it is the original or Sgra Rasa. It is this
principle of Rasa that is active at the root of the
world process. 57 Kaviraj, however, does not
attempt an answer to the question which Rasa,
nta or gra is original and constitutes the
source of Bhakti. Perhaps this is not immediately
relevant either. He, nevertheless, does inform
us that nta Rasa is considered most important
by the aivists, though they attempt a synthesis
of gra with nta in the form of iva akti
union.58
Naturally a question arises. If the Godhead
remains ever enshrined III Its self-delight, what
is then compulsion for it to get inclined towards
pain. The reply we get from the aiva absolutist,
bears the imprint of the aesthetical undercurrents
of his metaphysics. Somnanda says that Rasa
or bliss-experience is concomitant with the
process of self-enlargement. Since the world is
essentially an expression of the Most Beautiful,
the activity or phase of self-enlargement is
neither evil nor an object of despise.59 As such
its outward worldly flow, though occasioned by
Maya, is necessarily part of the Absolutic
process of self-evolution set in motion by the
urge for self-enjoyment.
From here we are automatically led to the
doctrine of L lvda of the  aiva absolutists.
The creative joy of iva not only sets in motion
the worldly process, it also accounts for its

55

HkksÙkSQo HkksX;:is.k lnk loZ=k lafLFkr%A

56
57
58
59

Quoted from the Spandakrik (Sp. K) in BSS, II, p. 312.
BSS, II, pp. 311-312.
Ibid., I, p. 20. Kaviraj dwells on Kma-tattva (desire or sex) in detail in a different-context. See SS, pp. 359-361.
BSS, I, p. 314.
iva-di (SD), KSTS, 1.11-12.
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joyful march. Thus the world is taken as Lil or
sport of the divine. This sport is an eternal affair
because the waves of joy in the ocean of self
always keep tossing up due to the ever active
dynamicity of the Absolute. As such aivists too
talk of Nityalila like Vai  avas. 60
Philosophically it would mean that though the
world is manifestation or an appearance
(bhsa) it is unbroken spontaneous, projection
of the universal mind.
Juana-Yoga Synthesis
A little earlier, we have seen that in order to
substantiate Absolutic freedom and creation’s
independence from the material cause the
analogy of Yogin has been successfully
employed in the Pratyabhij  and Tripur 
systems. Really speaking the equation of
consciousness-principle and Yogin was utilized
in proving two things. One, the creation of the
world IS volitional or has the divine volition
for its material cause and two, the system firmly
subscribes to the Jna-Yog synthesis, like J
na-bhakti synthesis, in the final repose. In other
words it underlines the unity of J  t  tva
(subjectivity) and Kartrtva (agenthood) that is,
they are essentially one in spite of their
conceptual distinction. In the very first
Pratyabhijk  rik  , Parama  iva has been
depicted as knower and doer both. 61 The
universal mind is the ultimate knower, hence
its activity amounts to knowledge, knowledge
being the property of knower. The same
60

principle is the universal agent, hence its
knowledge amounts to activity. The
undifferentiated unified state of the two is selfconsciousness. The inclination of knowledge
and activity is called ‘will’. It is why the
consciousness is deemed to be possessed of
volition, and creation is said to arise from that
volition without recourse to any material cause.62
At this stage the will or desire being selfcontained does not remain unsatiated and there
is, therefore, no scope for pain. This explains
why the Yogins are always full of bliss and selfenjoyment. The absence of will characterises the
state of knowledge, witness or pure subjectivity.
The presence of will marks the state of the unity
of Dtva-Bhokt tva, Jttva-Karttva and
iva-akti.63 In this context it will be pertinent
to recall that the  aiva absolutism regards
Sattarka as the best part of Yoga. Sattarka means
pure cognition, intuitive knowledge, reflective
awareness of the self. Technically it has been
defined as definite comprehension characierised
by spontaneity and self-awareness. Those who
get endowed with this intuitive vision (Sattarka)
on their own, instantly get all their knots
loosened and attain the perfect ivahood. Such
Yogins or Jnins—both are synonymous—do
not turn inactive on attaining perfection. They
continue working for the uplift of the world.
Thus the synthesis of knowledge and activity
(i.e., Yoga) remains undisturbed even during the
worldly course.64

Kemarja describes iva as

^^dSyklkfn”kq fuR;izorZekuizeksnfuHkZjØhMke;a yksdksÙkjizHkkoa foLrkjf;=ks**
Stava-Cintmani-Vtti, pp. 60-61, quoted in TVSD, p. 6.
61

drZfj Kkrfj LokReU;kfnfl¼s egs ÜÒjsA
vtMkRek fu’ks/a ok flf¼a ok fon/hr d%AA

62
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64

BSS, I, pp. 4-5.
SS, p. 8.
BSS, I, pp. 230-233,256-257.
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Mukti: An Extension of  iva-  akti—
Synthesis
From the above premises we arrive at an
important conclusion that the concept of Mukti
as envisaged here is an extension of the basic
notion of  iva-  akti— synthesis. Quoting
Kallatav65 Kaviraj remarks that Jvanmuktas
perceive the world as their sport or, in other
words, play of their own intrinsic freedom, The
yogic trance, they are firmly entrenched in, never
gets interrupted since their perception of the
essential synthesis between unity and diversity,
between break from and re-pose in Samdhi,
eliminates all chances of any doubt. In fact both
constitute two modes or aspects of one and the
same state. This justifies the description of
agamic Mukti as Par  -mukti (supreme
emancipation). Par  Mukti is perfection. 66
Expression or restoration of the Siva-hood on
removal of the finitude or inviduation is
emancipation. Attainment of such a state during
the continuance of physical body is known as
J vanmukti, while after the fall of body as
Videhamukti. So far as the outer semblance is
concerned there does not appear much difference
between the  aiva and kara absolutisms.
Here it is attaining identity with Paramasiva, in
akara it is with Brahman but the difference
that obtained earlier still continues between the
concepts of iva and Brahman—a point which
we have already discussed at length. Thus one
65

66
67

68
69

is the state of witness consciousness and pure
cognition, whereas the other is that of synthesis
between freedom/agency and knowledge. There
is one additional disagreement-and that relates
to the process involved. In Vedanta it is removal
of ignorance, in  aiva it is sublimation of
ignorance into knowledge i.e., self-recognition.
The  aivists, therefore, dismiss the Vednta
Mukti’s claim to Pratva. On the contrary, it is
the attainment of perfection that constitutes
Mukti in Kashmir aivism. Perfection consists
in synthesis of Bhoga (enjoyment) and Moka
(emancipation). The unity of enjoyer and the
object of enjoyment goes as well by the name of
Bhoga as by that of Moka. There is definite
evidence to believe that such an approach had
crystalized by the time of Abhinavagupta. 67
Mahevarnanda considers it a unique feature
of the Trika thought.68 This state, that is, the state
of self-immanence is marked by the perception—
”this all is mine.” This immanence is the essence,
not an accidental property, of the self. Jivanmukti
is, therefore, another name for self-reflection.69
Now the question is how does the state of
Moka come into existence? Whether the rise of
knowledge is consequent upon the removal of
Karma or ignorance, or the destruction of Karma
follows in the wake of emergence of knowledge.
According to Jaina philosophy attainment of real
knowledge will not be possible till
Karmapudgalas are done away with. On the

bfr ok ;L; lafofÙk% ØhMkRosukf[kya txr~A
l i'pUlrra ;qÙkQks thoueqÙkQks u la’k;%AA
Quoted from Sp. K. in BSS, I, p. 6.
BSS, I, p. 254.
;L;k% HkksD=;k% LorU=kk;k HkksX;Sdhdkj ,”k ;%A
l ,o Hkksx% lk eqfÙkQ% l ,o ijea ine~ AA
Quoted from pp in BSS, I, p. 253.
BSS, I, p. 9.
Ibid., p. 584.
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contrary, Indian philosophy in general advocates
the rise of knowledge first—whether it is due
to the effect of divine grace or due to one’s
efforts—and then the removal of doubt and
destruction of Karma. But in the tantric
philosophy a sort of synthesis between the two
mutually opposite positions seems to have been
worked out.70 The obscuring principles of the
self are—ava-mala and M y-ka cukas.
ava-mala leads to diminution of one’s infinite
being, whereas M y-ka cukas obscure the
divine potencies of the self. For the rise of real
knowledge it is imperative that the root coatings
must be removed first. An adequate maturing
of these coatings causes the automatic descent
of divine grace and, due to instrumentality of
Kriyakti at the time of initiation (Dik), basic
obscurity in the form of individuation gets
dispelled. Similarly withdrawal of Paurua Aj
na (individuation or finitude) leads to the rise
of Paurua knowledge.71
Problem of Succession in Mukti
A problem that has constantly engaged
Kaviraj’s attention relates to succession
(Krama) in self-realisauon. To him this problem
appears more relevant in the context of Kashmir
aivism, specially in view of its firm belief in
the akti-character of Vimara, He has handled
this problem on different occasions and the
upshot of his contention is that there is no
succession in self-realization or Absolutic state.
In this connection he refers to the  aivist’s
prescription of Krama-mudr whereby the grasp
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

of objectivity and that of the primal subectivity
i.e., perfect I-hood, is effected simultaneously.
To him this represents the highest type of Yoga
i.e., Parama Yoga. 72 Realisation of transsequential character of self-awareness is termed
Krama-parmara in the scholastic diction of
the system. T his Krama-par  mar  a is
Jivanmuki.73
The vibrational character, that is, the
dynamic character, of reality does not deter
Kaviraj from sticking to his view that succession
has no place in the Absolute, even when there
may be a sort of extra-subtle succession in the
akti state. This is sought to be explained in the
following manner.
The Absolute is pure synthesis. At the time
when this synthesis gets disturbed, that is, when
creation begins, it is akti that vibrates, though
iva continues as pure witness. akti, as we had
occasion to notice, has two phases-expansion
and contraction or enlargement and diminution.
Both the beginning and end of these two points
are invariably characterized by equilibrium.
Between these two points inequilibrium
(Vaiamya) i.e., the cycle of time, sets in. The
.creation and withdrawal i.e., expansion and
contraction, form inalienable essence of akti.74
This is also recognized as ‘opening out’
(Unmea) and ‘closing in’ (Nimea) of Spanda
(elan).75 These phases appearing in succession
one after the other arc referred to as the cycle of
time, K  lacakra, within which the entire
creation keeps moving.76

Ibid., pp. 584-585.
Also see ibid., p. 269.
TVSD, p. 4 (Introduction)
Ibid., p. 95.
BSS, I, pp. 304-305.
TVSD, p. 14.
BSS, I, p. 305.
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Succession is an aspect of time (Kla) while
Moment is one and indivisible. Owing to its
dynamicity (Spandana) the latter appears to be
endowed with succession. Time is a logical
entity-totality of moments. Hence, unless time
is transcended, it is impossible to clinch the
moment. In the world two conflicting powers
are always at work.77 One is the divine power
(Bhagvat-akti) or power of grace (Anugraha).
In the Absolute they function in harmony and
are designated by a single term Sv tantrya
(freedom). Beginning with self-contraction these
two streams adopt separate course. Klaakti
strengthens the individualization of
consciousness while Anugraha akti restores the
original Absolutic essence of the self. The power
which dislodges the time-force from its regular
course of obscuration is significantly termed
Kla-sakarii akti (one that drags or pulls
time). This is a name given to the Absolutic
transcendence. When Moment gets firmly
entr enched-it repr esents a moment of
successionless or timeless time. This is the state
of Klasakarii. This is the state of total I,
compact with undifferentiated self-luminosity.
The signal is clear-self-realization brooks no
succession.78
It must be, however, pointed out that the
original inspiration comes from the system of
77
78
79
80

Patajali79 whose seed idea of Kaa80 has been
developed by Kaviraj in the light of Kashmir
 aivism, specially its Krama branch. The
concepts of moment and intuitive grasp thereof
in Patajali and Vysa have been extended to
the notion of the Abslute in the Absolutic
 aivism with all its concomitant logical
implications.
Philosophy of Speech
One of the most significant contributions
of Kashmir  aivism has been in the field of
philosophy of speech or language. Really
speaking the root concept of speech (Vk) is
implied in the concept of Vimara i.e., reflective
awareness of the self. In his Pratyabhijkarik
Utpala defines Caitanya (consciousness in terms
of Pratyavamara and Pratyavamara in those
of Par Vk (ultimate speech) arising out of its
own spontaneity that is equated with the
Absolutic autonomy in the final run.81 Now this
reflective awareness of the self (Pratyavamara)
consists in the delightful activity of selfrealization in the form of the total I-hood.82 It is
this principle that acquires the title of Para Yak
for its precise function lies in expressing the
universe in its totality. The journey from word
to meaning is a journey of cosmogonical process
till its completion. The same reality that is
realized as self in knowledge appears as notself in the spoken word. This is meaning.

Sambodhi, G. N. Kaviraj, Varanasi, 1981, pp-2-3.
Ibid., pp. 6 and 14.
TVSD, p. 4 (Introduction).

rsuSo {k.ksuÑRLuks yksd% ifj.kkeeuqHkofr]
Yoga-Sutra-Bhasya (YSB) 3.52;
also cf. vØefefr ,d{k.ksik:<a lo±
YSB 3.54. See Sambodhi, p. 2.81

loZFkk xqg~.kfr

fpfr% izR;oe'kkZRek ijk okd~ LojlksfnrkA
LokrU=;esrUeq[;a rnS ÜÒ;± ijekReu%AA IPK 1.5.13
82 LokRepeRdkjy{k.k% vgfefr Lofo"k;kLokn:i%A
Bhskar, published with IPV, I, p. 250.
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The descent of Vk passes through four
stages—Par  , Pa  yant  , Mudhyam  and
Vaikhar. Par Vk is knowledge defined by the
supreme self-awareness. It stands for the perfect
state of all the objects. The second stage named
Payanti (lit., perceiving) is the extrovert state
of the ultimate speech and consists of inner
reflection (ntara Pratyavamara). Against the
universal reflection in the Par state it figures
here in the extraordinary form. That is why in
this state the denoted meaning which is being
visualized by the knowing subject appears as
wrapped in I-hood. In fact, the dawning of an
individual realization which is not dependent
upon its objective counterpart always adopts this
cour se. This is intuitive knowledge. At
Madhyam (middle, intermediary) level the
subjective reflection undergoes inner
differentiation. At that moment its content
assumes significaned-significans frame ‘as
distinct from the subject-object frame. Being
indistinct it eschews sensory apprehension. But
at the gross level, called Vaikhar (i.e. pertaining
to body), it becomes distinct and is subject to
sensory perception. 83 No doubt, the subtle
indeterminate root word, by assuming the form
of gross determinate idea, denotes the gross
meaning i.e., object. One may, thus, note that
the differentiated form of the significandsignificans frame has its genesis in the
synthetical relationship of Praka and Vimara
and comes into existence along the course of
linguistic descent.
The problem has been further studied from
another, though related, point of view in the
overall context of Mtk (matrix). It forms an
integral and a major aspect of the agamic
83
84

mysticism. We do not propose to take up its
treatment by Kaviraj as in our view this aspect
relates more to Sdhan than philosophy84
Appraisal
In the foregoing discussion an humble effort
has been made to present
Kaviraj’s view of Kashmir  aivism as a
system of thought piecing together his relevant
contribution at one place and to focus on his
understanding of the key concepts and
metaphysical problems. Before we proceed to
take a stock of his contribution a few remarks
about his approach appear necessary at this
juncture. He tries to understand a problem with
deep reverence of a disciple, or expounds it with
the command of a competent teacher. Moreover,
to him the philosophical process is essentially
an experiential process rendering the
philosophical analysis subordinate or
complementary to the process of Sdhan. It
may further, be borne in mind that though his
thinking is complete—logical and consistent, yet
at times several gaps do appear in treatment of
the related issues, perhaps owing to the scattered
treatment of the issues. As a natural consequence
his method has not been as critical as is generally
expected from a philosophical scrutiny and
analysis. But he is extremely logical in one
sense. He knows what he wants to say, and hence
he analyses or expounds an abstruse or difficult
idea in terms of or with reference to the cognate
concepts. If necessary, he goes back in history
to keep track of the phases that have been
eventually instrumental in reaching the present
state of idea and also points out to its latent
possibilities. Across the entire intellectual
exercise the inner thread of logical consistency

BSS, I, pp. 544-545.
TVSD, p. 281.
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is maintained—i.e., the argument does not suffer
from inner contradiction. In the forthcoming
paragraphs we shall endeavour, indeed against
the background of our preceding treatment, to
draw the attention of the scholarly world to the
missing links and also to the issues that hold
great possibilities in future.
Let us begin with the nomenclature of the
system. We have seen at the outset that by
Kashmir Saivism Kaviraj understands
Pratyabhij  and Spanda. He adopts this
classification from R. K. Bhandarkar and finds
some grain of truth historically, but considers
this division misleading. 85 In his view
Pratyabhij or Spanda is as good a school of
philosophy as Krama, Kula, Trika and Tripur
systems are. But from philosophical point of
view their essential and original character is
almost the same, if we leave aside details relating
to the respective Sdhans or practices. And for
effectively conveying that central theme there
cannot be more representative expressions than
these two. While Pratyabhij embodies the
epistemic and spiritual means towards the
attainment of the Absolutic reality, Spanda is
instrumental in achieving integral character of
that reality. This is the reason that though
Kaviraj devotes considerable time and space to
the discussion of several important ideas of the
systems such as Krama, Kula, etc., he does not
accord them the status of an independent system
of philosophy. Likewise, despite treating Kulaand Tantra-prakriy  s as two independent
systems of S  dhan  he propounds their
culmination in Trika. Perhaps he imbibes this
85
86
87

attitude from Abhinavagupta who declares that
all the Upyas-which constitute the traditional
method of presenting different schools-finally
culminate in Anupya that is, Pratyabhijopya.
Against this background one finds it strangerather one is irked by lack of an adequate
explanation at least-when Kaviraj approvingly
cites Kemrja where the latter points out to the
Trika concept of self as distinguished from
Tantra and Kula’s86
Likewise Kaviraj does not throw any special
light on the concept of Pratyabhij. Perhaps
the reason for this lies in his emphasis that it is
not a kind of some school or discipline, instead
it embodies a philosophical approach. It might
be intersting to know that even in the system of
Pratyabhij itself recognition has not been
recognized as an independent source of valid
knowledge, rather it is found imbued with all
the sources of knowledge as well as the entire
cognitive activity.87 The particular terminology
employed by Kaviraj in the course of
comparison between the two absolutisms of
akara and Kashmir (e.g., akara’s monism
is exclusive and negative while Saivist’s
inclusive and all-embracing) finds its source in
the notion of Pratyabhij . The Advaita attitude
may be described as analytical and isolationist
(Vivekam  la) and the  aiva as synthetical
(S marasya-m  la). These attitudes may be
conveniently extended tot he realm of
epistemology where its impact’s felt in their
respective congnitive processes which may be
styled as determinative and assimilative for want
of better expressions. The former has

BSS, I, p. 1.
TVSD, pp. 2, 8 (Introduction).

bg nh?kZnf'kZuk izR;{kkuqekukxekU;reizek.kewyka
IPV, II, p. 195
izR;fHkKkekfJR; -----
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Adhyavasna—knowing by excluding the otheras its basis, while the latter Anusadhna—
knowing by including the other.88 Needless to
say that Pratyabhij is assimilative knowledge
and therefore falls under the second category.
Imperfect knowledge (Apra Jna) in terms
of which the concept of ignorance has been
nurtured, regains its perfection only through this
Pratyabhij, That is why the notion of valid
knowledge as developed in the Saiva absolutism
is not rendered in terms of revealing the
unknown but in terms of removing the stupor
or veil from the known.89 Befittingly enough it
has been called Mala i.e., coating. Pratyabhij
 is, therefore, the result of the integral and
affirmative attitude of the  aiva absolutist
towards life.
Similarly though the concept of Spanda
(elan/vibration) has received thoughtful
attention from Kaviraj, its philosophical
implications, it seems” could be exploited
further. Let us see.
Kashmir aivism and, for that matter, the
other monistic agamic systems have adopted the
original Skhya scheme of categories after
necessary modifications in tune with their
metaphysics. But some of them have been
adopted in the Skhya fashion, while some on
the Yoga pattern-because the process of change
has been assigned to the will of God instead of
leaving it to the whims of a blind destiny. This
adoption has been partial in the sense that the
nature of Prakti, Purua and vara is not
88
89
90
91
92

different but identical basically. This unity has
been arrived at in two ways. On the one hand,
by advocating the theory of the dependent My
that is, by identifying My and the principle
of consciousness; and, on the other, by extension
of the S  khya process of homogeneous
transformation(Sada-parima) -whatever is
appearing externally in the form of a
heterogeneous transformation is not
heterogeneous but homogeneous one occurring
in the body of the God. Such an approach takes
care of both the apparent transformation
(Vivarta) as well as the real transformation
(pari  ma) 90 in spite of its appearance as
external, an object is real and is identical with
its source.
From it a significant conclusion follows that
the concept of real we come across in Kashmir
aivism is that of a kinetic real. Vysa, the
celebrated commentator of the Yoga-s  tra
alludes to two types of eternity: Kastha-nitvat
and Pariami-nityat,91 that is, being-eternity
and becoming-eternity. Being-eternity is the
nature of Purua, while becoming-eternity of
Prak ti. The synthesis of these two bipolar
notions is found in the  aiva Absolute i.e.,
Paramaiva. In its iva- aspect reality is being,
whereas in akti-aspect it is becoming—their
unity is real. This aspect of the tantras may be
designated, borrowing a term from Dasgupta,
as ‘concrete idealism’.92 The gulf between the
two polarities has been bridged in a genuine
philosophical style. We have already seen that

Vide ^^rkfU=kd n'kZu% izÑfr vkSj lkaLÑfrd lanHkZ**
N. Rastogi, PP, p. 38.
Vide “Recognition in Pratyabhij School: A Study in Epistemology”, N. Rastogi, ABORI, Diamond Jubilee Volume
(1977-78), pp. 847-848.
Attributed to Siddhanatha, quoted in PP, pp. 55
Yoga-Stra- Bhya 4.33
Indian Idealism, S. N. Dasgupta, Cambridge, ]962, Sub-section 37, p. xxm.
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iva is Praksa i.e., pure consciousness and
 akti is Vimar  a (self-consciousness) i.e.,
inherent dynamism or activity of that pure
consciousness. Consciousness and its intrinsic
dynamicity cannot be separated from one
another. In order to apprehend and explain their
unity the Skhya process of identification
between Buddhi and Purua has been taken
recourse to. Here Vimar  a is reflected in
Praksa which actually means reflection of the
real essence of Praksa itself. Praksa can grasp
its own purity of consciousness when it is
reflected by its own activity or Vimara. This is
actually what is understood by I-consciousness.
Thus the first point in evolution of the notion of
reality is Praksa—pure consciousness; the
second is Vimar  a -intrinsic dynamism of
consciousness; and the third is synthesis of the
two-return of Praksa as ‘I’ through the medium
of Vimara. Since the concept of Vimara is
involved in the concept of Praksa. Just as
‘thinking’ is involved in ‘thought’, their unity
stands accounted for. This is why it is reckoned
as synthesis of duality and unity both and the
vital source of this fusion is the conceptual
process of thought or idea in the form of
Spanda.93 Such an approach also takes care of
the so-called discrepancy involved in admitting
the reality as a changing constant. 94 Eternal
Sport (Nitya Li l) to which Kaviraj makes
several references appears to be a theological
interpretation of the metaphysical activity of
Spanda.
93
94

95

In the tantric absolutism this synthesis has
been achieved through another source also. This
pertains to speech or language. Though
Kaviraj’s treatment in this sphere is obviously
more disposed towards S  dhan  , it is not
difficult to gather the phi losophical threads. The
concept of six passages (aadhva) appears to
have been embarked upon in the tantras specially
for drawing attention to the twin directions of
the cosmic flow of the Absolutic dynamismword-current and meaning-current. Mantra,
Pada and Vara represent gross, subtle and
ultimate stages respectively of the word-flow,
whereas Bhuvana, Tattva and Kal those of the
meaning-flow. In the aivgamas the process
that marks the creation of the world also marks’
the linguistic evolution. Hence, the linguistic
evolution is a real symbol of the creative
process. It is the inherent potentiality of
consciousness or cr eative freedom that
actualizes in the twin modes of word and
meaning. The enormous emphasis that has been
put on Varai or Mtks has its source in
the same line of approach. Here too word is
Vimara and meaning Praka. The denotation
of a meaning by the word, therefore, has the
same thrust-self realization of meaning in the
form of a word.
Kalidasa Bhattacharya95 has drawn certain
important conclusions from the agamic doctrine
of word/meaning-flow. In his view, Indians’
Par Vk-pure or highest form of speech is what
the Western aprioristic thinkers recognize as

Philosophical Essays, S. N. Dasgupta, London, Chap. ‘General Introduction to the “Tantra Philosophy.”
“But so far as the monistic school (i.e., Kashmir aivism) is concerned we do not think it warrantable to suppose
that the Self is believed to be a changing constant. It is affirmed in one breath that the Self merely appears to
undergo change and that this appearance is real. It is difficult for the logical understanding to be reconciled with
this position.” SJP, p. 218.
Philosophy, Logic and Language (PLL),
Kalidas Bhattacharya, Bombay, 1965, p. 227.
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‘thought’. This pure speech is free and universal.
It is pure in this sense that the gross sounds that
constitute the spoken form (Vaikhar  ) of
language and the mental Images, that reside in
mind at the time of its articulation, are not
contingent events. Not only these sounds and
mental images but the concrete objects of the
world as well, are self concretisation or self
actualization of pure speech or language. The
meaning of words neither depends upon the
logical connection of words nor on the intention
of the speaker. That the word ‘A’ means the
object ‘B’ undoubtedly depends upon
convention, but a word must convey ‘some’
object is necessarily a-priori. 96 Since these
meanings are a-prioristic anticipations of facts
and these facts are free or different from the pure
word, these meanings must be considered aprioristic. 97 According to Bhattacharya, the
syntactical and semantical study of pure word
is quite close to the traditional Western logic of
terms and judgement.98 But, this has to be borne
in mind that analysis of pure speech has taken
place in the context of metaphysics, not in
isolation from it.
Let us address ourselves to the problem that
is likely to generate some heat. It is whether
Kashmir  aivism be considered pure
96 Cp r=kkfi vfLr var% ijke'kZ%A
IPV, I, p. 289, also Cp.

metaphysics or a theology, as in the case with
several Bhakti schools. The opinion seems
divided. While Pandey describes it as ‘Realistic
Idealism’ 99 and Dasgupta as ‘concrete
Idealism’100 Murti chooses to refer to it as
‘Absolutistic Theism’, 101 Sharma as theistic
absolutism102 and Alper as theology.103 From the
perusal of Kaviraj’s treatment one gets fairly
certain that he is inclined to treat it as a theistic
system. Kaviraj has a point. Earlier we have seen
that ignorance in Kashmir aivism has a twofold
character—individualisation of consciousness
called Pauru  a Aj  na and defilement of
intellectual operation called Bauddha Ajna.
For the removal of the former, which is the
predominant constituent of the  aivist’s
ignorance and consists in loss of freedom,
initiation is considered essential; while for the
removal of the latter, which consists in loss of
knowledge, recourse to the four Upyas—four
modes of redemptive knowledge namely
 ava’,  kta,  mbhava and Anup ya is
prescribed. The purpose of Bauddha Jna,
consequent upon the removal of Bauddha Aj
na, is to prepare ground conductive for the
elimination of individuation i.e., Paurua Aj
na. The initiation is secured as a result of the
divine grace. From these premies it becomes

ldysu fg 'kCnxzkes.k 'kCnua lgUrs oLrwfu r=k p fu;r'kCn;kstua fØ;rsA

bfr lw{es.k izR;oe'ksZu laofrZr&'kCnHkkouke;su HkkO;esoA laofrZrk fg 'kCnHkkouk izlkj.ksu fooR;Zekuk LFkwyks ?kVkfn------A
Ibid., p. 293.
97 Cp v=k n'kZus fo"k;L;kfi foe'kZe;Rokr~ vfHkykie;RoesoA
Ibid., I, p. 289.
98 PLL, p. 227.
99 Abhinavagupta : An Historical And Philosophical Study, K. C. Pandey Varanasi, 1963, p. 319-320.
100 He uses it to describe tantric position which equally applies to Kashmir aivism. See Indian Idealism, p. 23.
101 Kashmir aivism , L. N. Sharma, Varanasi, 1972, p. 1.
102 Ibid., p. 3 (Preface).
103 “ ... Utpala’s thought is as much theology as any non-Western System.” ‘H. P. Alper’s forthcoming work’ “On
Recognizing iva.” SUNY Series, fn: 2, p. 39.
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abundantly clear that synthesis of Sdhan and
knowledge is absolutely essential for securing
release. The chances of Pratyabhij staking its
claim as a system of pure metaphysics are thus
bleak indeed. But if we view the things a little
more objectively, we will notice immediately
that the basic thrust of the four Upyas lies in
transforming determinacy into indeterminacy.
Anupya, whose etymology negates its Upya
character and which has been named Pratyabhijopaya, has been equated with Moka-self
awareness of the total I (Purnha-vimara—
by Abhinavagupta. If this is Moka, one will
have to concede that the rise of freedom of
consciousness (Bodhasvtantrya = Paurua J
na) is possible from consciousness of freedom
(Svtantryabodha = Bauddha Jna). In other
words there appears a strong possibility of
transcendence of experience leading to
transcendence of being. Besides, describing the
rise of Dik as ‘internal’ in such situations and
equating divine grace with the ‘expansive’
component of the vibrating ideality lend
sufficient strength to the view that there is
enough potential in Kashmir aivism, for its
blooming into a pure metaphysical thought.
In this context it will not be unreasonable
to state that the Absolutic devotion (Advaita
Bhakti), which has been passionately discussed
by Kaviraj at length, pins its total faith in
invariable unity of the devotee and the divine
rather than in apparent duality thereof. Advaita
Bhakti unexceptedly believes in the intrinsic
divinity of man and, therefore, resolutely holds
that the devotee is actually transformed into the

Godhead.104 Such a notion of Bhakti seems to
have emerged from the notion of unity between
the infinitesimal and the all-pervading (Au and
Bhm) or microcosm and macrocosm.105 The
equation between Yogin and Parama-iva also
focusses on the same. In other words not only
Bhagav  n-Parama  iva-Absolute, which
happen to be the ultimate aim and destination
of Bhakti-Yoga (Sdhan)-Jna, are one but
even the means e.g., Bhakti-Yoga-Jna, too are
identical between themselves. Viewed from this
angle the metaphysical thrust of the  aiva
absolutism becomes more potent.
By advocating the complete and uninhibited
expression of the Sat-Cit-nanda character of
the Absolute in Bhakti and also by highlighting
the aesthetical dimensions of Bhakti Kaviraj has
laid down the basis for the growth of a fullfledged aesthetics from the metaphysical
premises of the system. In fact, Kaviraj is the
pioneer scholar who develops the theory, of
aesthetic enjoyment (Rasasstra) as the applied
metaphysics of the aiva absolutism. Though
Pandey has done remarkable work in this
direction, Kavir  j’s approach is more
comprehensive. After the great Hindi poet
Prasad106 Kaviraj is the only person who so
passionately unearths a meaningful relation
between the cosmic activity of creation and the
creative activity of a poet. But undoubtedly
Kaviraj worked on a much wider canvas. The
link-up of Bhakti, Sdhan, Yoga, philosophy
and aesthetics required kind of intellectual
calibre only Kaviraj was the capable of
providing.

104 “ ... another object is to unite the worshipper to the God and in fact transform him into the God.” Hinduism &
Buddhism. An Historical Sketch, Charles Eliot, London, Vol. II, p. 190.
105 Kvyakal Tath Anya Nibandha, Jai Shanker Prasad, Chap. on nandavda.
106 BSS, I, p. 17.
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Growth Areas
During the course of unravelling the
mystries of Kashmir aivism, Kaviraj offers a
few brief but invaluable insights in the
unexplored areas. A work on those lines is bound
to deepen our understanding of Kashmir
aivism. Our job, for the time being, lies in
inviting attention of scholars to these areas.
One, there is more in Kaviraj’s observation
than meets the eye when he says that though
Kashmir  aivists proclaim the supremacy of
nta Rasa they synthesize nta with gra
in iva- akti synthesis. If there is synthesis,
supremacy of either sentiment is lost. While
nta is philosophically more fundamental,
g ra is aesthetically more basic. In the
Abhinavabhrat Abhinava declares gra
to be the primary sentiment. An enquiry into this
will naturally bring us at the threshold of a more
important issue—which Puru  rth  is the
primary source of Indian aesthetics—Kma or
Moka, and if both, how is their synthesis
effected—bringing us back to the integral
attitude of the Absolutic aivism.
Two, Kaviraj draws our attention to the
historical ties between Kashmir aivism and the
of
Chaitanya
Achintya-bhed  bheda
Mah  prabhu. Kaviraj had postponed the
discussion on this to some later occasion107
which perhaps never came. He also finds a close
parallel between the two with reference to the
aesthetical undertones of the Absolutic devotion.
Even from the points of view of metaphysics,
Sdhan and cultural significance he finds both
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

systems equal in importance.108 A philosophical
and critical appraisal of the two may provide
vital information enriching our understanding.
Three, according to Kaviraj there exists a
close nexus between the agamic and Sufi
thoughts. He singles out their relation for a
detailed scrutiny. He finds the following three
doctrines of Sufi’s quite close, though partially,
to  va,  mbhava and  kta Up  yas
respectively.109
(i) The ultimate reality is self-conscious will
and the world is its limited evolution.
(ii) The ultimate reality is one and is of the
nature of eternal beauty.
(iii) The ultimate reality consists of
knowledge or luminosity.
We are, however, not in a position to
comment on the above contention. However, the
analogue between the Upyas and three Sufi
principles is not clear to us, because the
traditional understanding of the respective
Upyas appears somewhat different. But one
thing is pretty definite that Sufism and Kashmir
aivism did come closer at some point of history.
Nilla Cram Cook has visualized a close
parallelism between the poet-philosophers of
Irfan in Central Asia and philosophers of
Kashmir.110
Four, Kaviraj further draws our attention
to the existence of a dialogue between Christian
mystics and Kashmir aivists with reference to
the notions of grace, 111 power of
consciousness,112 synthesis,113 as well as Bhakti
as synthesis. A study of the last two i terns wi

Ibid., p. 11, 20; II, p. 314.
Ibid., I, p. 1.
Ibid., I, pp. 17-19.
Cf. The Way of Swan, quoted in Kashmir Bi-annual, Ed. P. N. Pushp, Vol. I, No. I, Srinagar, p. 90.
TVSD, p. 5, (Introduction).
Ibid., p. 6 (Introduction)
Ibid., pp. 163-164.
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11 be found particularly rewarding from the
angle of comparative’ philosophy and
mysticism.
Conclusion
The Absolute is not only a metaphysical
reality, it is also the Supreme Value. Smarasya
must have an additional implication also—
Synthesis of the ultimate reality and the ultimate
value in the Absolute. Identity between the
individual and the universal exhorts us to instal
man or individual in the centre of entire
evolution as its pivot, because microcosm and
macrocosm are essentially one in their divinity.
The ‘datum’ is neither unreal nor a matter of
ridicule. Similarly it is not that the
‘transcendental’ alone is to be cherished as
desirable or attainable. Perfection consists in
divinisation of both the “daturm” and the
“desirable”—that is, induction of the valueconsciousness and a sense of worthiness towards
this life. This, therefore, constitutes the world

VIJNANABHAIRAVA

view of the aivists. Kaviraj declares “Life’s
meaningfulness lies not in rejecting My or the
world generated by it, but in perceiving it as
divine power and divine enlargement.” 114
Invariably and logically this results in the
spontaneous inclination of a Yogin towards
human or cosmic welfare even after attaining
emancipation.115 Kashmir aivism offers a well
cultivated background for building up Kaviraj’s
own philosophy, Akhaa Mahyoga, whose
aim is collective welfare of the entire mankind
i.e., emancipation of all from the emancipation
of one. He is firm in his conviction that a Yogin
never sits idle even after attaining perfection.
His spontaneous activity is always on the move.
Kaviraj’s message is all the more relevant
today. With these words I pay my homage to
this great son of India;

t;fUr rs lqÑfruks jlfl¼k% doh'ojk%A
ukfLr ;s"kka ;'k%dk;s tjkej.kta Hk;e~AA

[DHARANA 51]

VERSE 74

;=k ;=k euLrqf"VeZuLr=kSo /kkj;sr~A
r=k r=k ijkuUnLo:ia lEizorZrsAA74AA
Whenever the mind of the individual finds solace and
contenement, let it be focussed on that. In all such instances the
true nature of the supreme bliss will manifest itself.

114 BSS, I, p. 6.
115 Ibid., pp. 232, 256.
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Who Was Abhinavagupta
Christopher Wallis/Hareesh
When studying the writings of non-dual
aiva Tantra, there is one figure who stands out
above all others, who appears as the very
lynchpin of the tradition, who is the convergence
point of much that had come before and the
source of much that was, to come after: the
unparalleled master Abhinavagupta.
This great Tantrik master was active during
980-1020 CE in the Kashmir Valley: that
exquisite paradise on earth where, Abhinava
wrote, ‘saffron flowers scattered everywhere
seem to make the earth into a garden for the
worship of the three goddesses’, that center of
learning and literature ‘where everyone is either
a poet or a scholar, where even warriors are
eloquent!’
Abhinava’s parents were advanced Tantrik
practitioners who conceived him in Kaula ritual;
he was thus said to be yogin-bh, ‘born of an
awakened yogin,’ and thereby possessing a
special capacity for liberation.
1000 years ago, Abhinavagupta set pen to
paper for the last time, completing his last great
work, a multivolume commentary on the most
profound and erudite philosophical text in Indian
history (the Stanzas on the Recognition of the
Divine). We know the date because he wrote it
at the end of his manuscript: the end of the month
of Mrgaśīraa, in the year 4090 of the Saptari
calendar (corresponding to 1015 CE).
Temperatures probably hovered just above
freezing in the Kashmir Valley on that Winter
Solstice night. Why do we still remember and
revere this man 1000 years later? What makes
him so powerful, so insightful, that some of us
alive today would call him our Guru?

52

Before we jump in to his life story, let me
share with you one of my favorite Abhinav,
verses of all time, so you can drink from the
source; and be sure to read to the end for more
treasures (all translations in this blog are my
own unless otherwise noted):
“Spiritual experience is what we call it when
that Divine Reality which we long for
spontaneously unfolds within, without a
thought-process, suddenly subordinating who
you thought you were—which turns out to be a
mere reflection in the ‘mirror’ of your real
nature—and continuously revealing ever greater
degrees of its glory within the abundant purity
of your sacred Heart.” (from Light on Tantra)
He blows my mind and opens my heart.
Sometimes I can scarcely believe he really lived.
But he did, and I love him so much for it.
(Abhinavagupta - 12min track from the
Tantra Illuminated audiobook)
I’ve already published a blog on his justly
famous signature verse, in which Abhinavagupta
managed to weave together the key teachings
that he would expound over thousands of
Sanskrit verses in five great works, including
Light on Tantra and The Essence of Tantra. That
he did so while simultaneously honoring the
special circumstances of his own birth in that
same verse, bowing to the siddha and yoginī who
conceived him, makes the signature verse one
of the most extraordinary literary achievements
of the tradition.
The death of Abhinava’s mother, Vimal,
at a young age contributed to his passion for
spirituality. Speaking both of himself and his
sister Amb, who lost her husband early, he
wrote: “Among people that are assaulted by the
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power of fate (lit. ‘what must bel), an
unfortunate and [seemingly] meaningless
incident may lead them to the truth of [spiritual]
traditions of deep meaning.”
Abhinava learned Sanskrit from his father,
Narasirnha Gupta and received initiation into
the Klī-worshipping Krama lineage at an early
age from his father’s Krama Guru, Bhutiraja,
who had been a direct disciple of the famous
Chakrabhnu (see Tantra Illuminated p. 255).
In his early twenties, he wrote his first work, a
hymn to the divine powers of consciousness
personified as the goddesses of the Krama,
which is now unfortunately lost. Then he wrote
a commentary on the Bhagavad-Gīt, which we
do have, a work that shows the young Abhinava
as learned but still callow, his words lacking the
power, precision, and mature wisdom of his later
works. However, in that commentary he quotes
from a poem he wrote in which he alludes to his
early spiritual experiences:
“Taking refuge in the flow of goddessconsciousness (svarasavhinī, from the previous
verse) that has been brought under its own
control and that clearly transcends the physical
body, the Fire of Awareness (bodhnala) of its
own accord suddenly blazes forth without any
fuel, sporting spontaneously, accompanied by
thrilling sensations, trembling, and tears.”
Elsewhere he tells us that his first spiritual
experience came to him while reading poetry:
“while engaged in the intense pleasure of
aesthetic emotion from poetic works I was
spontaneously seized by an intoxicating
devotion to the Lord ... “
(T 37.58, translation by Ben Williams) and
perhaps the verse above alludes to that
experience. In time, Abhinava studied with many
gurus-more than fifteen aiva teachers in all,
plus teachers of logic, exegesis, Buddhism,
Jainism, and Vaishnavism. He had a passion for
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learning! He received direct transmission from
masters in the Trika, Pratvabhij, Krama and
Saiddhntika lineages, a transmission which
authorized him to teach in those lineages. He
tells us that it was sweet nectar to offer them
the service (sev) which effected their favour.
(T  37.63) He describes himself as a bee, going
from flower to flower, collecting the nectar of
each of these branches of the tradition in order
to make them all into the sweetest honey, (T 
13.335) But it was not until he met his true
master (sadguru) that his realization was
complete. It is said in the Kaula tradition that
full awakening can only be transmitted by a guru
who has himself attained it. This guru, for
Abhinava, was a man named ambhu Ntha.
Their meeting was like that of Rumi and Shams,
for Abhinava was already an expert scholar of
the scriptures and not lacking in spiritual
experience. Yet something was missing: the final
descent of grace (śaktip ta), triggering the
complete and permanent expansion into allencompassing blissful nondual awareness,
expressed and grounded in embodiment.
ambhu Ntha, a master of both forms of
the Trika (Kaula and non-Kaula), came to
Kashmir from the great śakti-pīha or holy place
of Jalandhara, in the Pujab. It was to this master
that Abhinava attributed his Self-realization, and
thus he praised him before all his other teachers.
For example, introducing both his two major
works on Tantrik philosophy and practice
(Tantrloka 1.21 and Tantrasra 1.3), he invites
the reader to study the text by saying:
“As an act of divine worship, may all
contemplate the lotus of the hear t of
Abhinavagupta, its blossom opened by the light
falling from the rays of the sun - that is to say,
its contraction forever banished by the wisdom
descending from the feet of the illuminator, [my
master] ambhu Natha.”
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Kashmir Shaivism: Historical Roots and
Philosophical Doctrines
S. S. Toshkhani
Courtsey Dialogue Vol16, No. 2

Kashmir Shaivism, or the non-dual
Shaivism of Kashmir as many scholars now
prefer to call it, is a system of philosophy and
theology rooted in the Tantric world view. What
distinguishes it, is its idealistic outlook and
monistic vision that conceives of the Ultimate
Reality in terms of pure and undifferentiated
consciousness vibrating in every atom of the
universe. Describing consciousness as an allpervasive principle that forms the ground and
substratum of all existent things, Kashmir
Shaivism regards the phenomenal world, with
all its diversity, as its manifestation or
expression. Man, according to this system of
thought, is a contracted or congealed form of
Parama Shiva or universal consciousness, the
one and the only Reality. Realization of one’s
true nature and self as one with Shiva liberates
one from the tyranny of finitude. Rejecting the
otherness of God, Kashmir Shaivism asserts that
there is nothing that exists apart from or outside
absolute consciousness.
Central to non-dualistic Shaiva philosophy
of Kashmir is the concept of the fundamental
unity of the universe of diversity and the notion
of mutual interrelation of all things. This unity
is integral and organic as “the One is not anyone
thing because it is all things,” as pointed out by
the eminent Shaiva scholar, Mark S. G.
Dycskowski. Parama Shiva or the Supreme
Reality who makes “all varied forms of the
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universe to appear” as the light of consciousness,
has a creative and self-referential aspect, Shakti,
which “unfolds itself everywhere.” According
to Kashmir Shaivism, Parama Shiva, who is
transcendent and immanent at the same time,
manifests himself as the phenomenal world
through his creative cosmic power, Shakti, who
is in no way separate from him.
Both Shiva and Shakti are two aspects of a
conjoint Reality, with Shiva, as self-luminous
universal consciousness being the ground and
essence of everything and Shakti, the real source
from which the whole phenomenal world and
all its entities emanate. For the Kashmir
Shaivite, the symbolism of the “bipolar” unity
of these two cosmic entities is what constitutes
the highest point of bliss in the ultimate mystic
experience.
Historical Roots
Prof. Navjivan Rastogi, eminent scholar in
the field of Shaiva and Tntric studies, describes
non-dual Kashmir Shaivism as “the essence of
the entire Tntric thought.”2 Straddling over both
Hinduism and Buddhism, and touching also the
domain of Jain religious thought, T ntricism
developed around the fourth or fifth century CE,
or even earlier according to some, and began to
acquire a definite shape by the 6th or the 7th
century CE. As a powerful spiritual movement
that deeply influenced all aspects of religious
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life across the country, T ntric gave a new
dimension and direction to India’s medieval
culture and thought. This was a period when
numerous Shaivite sects belonging to diverse
preceptorial lines were flourishing in Kashmir.
These cults began to assume “a clearly defined,
although immensely varied identity” through the
emergence of a vast corpus of Tntric or gamic
texts which came to be considered as divine and
revealed and looked upon as spiritual authority.
Passing through long centuries of evolution,
various  aiva T ntric cults “coalesced and
integrated” to give shape to a new school of
philosophy and practice called non-dual
Shaivism which held its sway in Kashmir from
the 9th century to the 13th century CE. The
gamic tradition reached its pinnacle in the loth
century CE when Shaivism’s greatest
philosopher and theologist, Abhinavagupta,
arrived on the scene and wove these different
strands of Shaivite thought and ritual into a
coherent and integrated philosophy which he
called Anuttaratrika, or simply Trika. The entire
medieval Shaiva tradition has been divided by
scholars into two streams - the pre- T ntric
Atimrga or the Outer Path and the T ntric
Mantramrga, the Path of Mantra. While the
Pupata and the Klmukhas and Kplikas are
among the sects included in the first group the
 aiva Siddh ntists and non-dual Kashmir
Shaivites can be placed under the Mantrmarga
or the Mantra Path. There is the third sect also,
which holds the Goddess as the ultimate reality.
Deeply influenced by Abhinavagupta’s thought,
it is known as Vidypha with Tripura Sundari
as its primary deity. The cults that emerged from
the gamic texts can be classified under four
main categories: the  aivasiddh  nta,
V  matantras, Bh  ta and Gru  a and
Bhairavatantras, representing the dual, dualcum-non- dual and non-dual traditions of Tntric
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Shaivism, the last mentioned being the main
inspirational source of the formulations of what
came to be known as Kashmir Shaivism.

The aivasiddhnta
While the Bhta and Grua Tantras are
completely lost, the Siddhntgamas, twentyeight in number, are aligned to the important
aivasiddhnta cult which now exists in South
India alone. Having little space for speculation,
the cult is devoted to the worship of Sadiva
and is largely concerned with rituals related to
him and the worship of the Linga, his iconic
symbol, conducted in public temples. The
aivasiddhnta cult is said to have flourished
in Kashmir originally from where it is believed
to have spread to the South and other places.
Though dualistic in orientation, aivasiddhnta
had a great influence on the monistic Kashmir
Shaivism with which it shared several features,
but differed mainly at the philosophical level,
Kashmir Shaivism being strictly non-dualist and
idealist in outlook and the  aivasiddh nta
pluralistic in its dialectics. Whereas for the nondualistic Shaivite the highest goal is complete
identity with Shiva, the Siddh ntist .seeker
aspires only for Shivasyujya or nearness to
Shiva. In opposition to Shaiva Siddhanta’s
insistence that liberation is possible only through
ritual, non-dual Shaivism of Kashmir maintains
that liberation can essentially be attained
through meditative insight.
Bhairavatantras
The Bhairavatantras were so called because
they are in the form of an eternal dialogue
between Bhairava and the Goddess (Bhairav),
with Bhairava answering her questions about the
secrets of liberation. Bhairava is considered to
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be the wrathful and fierce form of Shiva. But in
Kashmir Shaiva tradition Bhairava, as can be
seen in the sixty-four or so Bhairavgamas he
is the highest reality, the peaceful and auspicious
supreme power which creates, sustains and
dissolves the universe. Abhinavagupta, the
greatest Shaiva thinker of all times, interprets
the term in several ways. One of his etymologies
in the Tantrloka describes Bhairava as “He
Who bears all things and is supported by the
universe, filling it and sustaining it on the one
hand. While uttering it or conceiving it on the
other.”3 According to another popular Tantric
etymology, “Bhairava is He Who protects those
frightened by the rounds of rebirth.”4
The Pupata Cult
The earliest precursors of the gamic aiva
groups were the Pupatas, a sect of ascetics
whose final aim in life was dukhnta or the
end of suffering. They believed in the grace
(prasda) of Shiva as the only path to salvation.
The sect, also known as Lkulas, was probably
founded by the famous Lakula or Nakula
(Lord of the Club) who was regarded as an
incarnation of Shiva, Lakula is was born in a
Gujarat village, sometime in the second century
BCE. The P  upatas are mentioned in the
Mahabharata and Pata jali’s commentary on
Panin’s Sanskrit grammar. The tenets of the sect
are also cited by Mdhavacharya in his Sarvadarana-sagraha. Though the original texts
of the sect are not available, we have the
surviving P  upata-s  tras, attr ibuted to
Lakulisha himself with the Pacrtha-bhya
commentary on it by Kauninya, and also the
Gaakrik commentary by Bhsarvaja, which
tell us about the P upata doctrines and
practices.
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Kauninya explains the five essential tenets
of the Pupata doctrine given in the Pupatastras as, (1) Kraa or the cause (Pati or the
Lord), (2) Krya or effect, the bonded jvas, (3)
Yoga or the jvas joining with the Lord, (4) Vidhi
or practices and (5) Dukhnta or the end of
misery. 5 These tenets are known as the pa
crthas and the Pupatas, believed that these
could lead them to the end of suffering and
attainment of supernatural powers, and even
immortality. The sutras enjoin upon the ascetic
followers of the system to follow a five-phase
intense spiritual discipline to achieve eternal
presence of Shiva. In the first phase they would
act in a totally bizarre manner, and transgress
all norms of accepted social behaviour to
conquer egotistical tendencies. They would
intentionally court disrepute by behaving
incoherently like madmen, making lewd
gestures towards women and abusing people.
By doing so they sought to acquire the merits of
the victims of their incoherent and disagreeable
behaviour and pass on their own demerits to
them. The ascetics also tried to acquire Shivalike qualities and worship him by mentally
repeating the mantras of Sadyojta to Sadava.
As the last phase of his practice, a Pupata
ascetic was required to retire to the cremation
ground till he cast off his body, liberative death
being his most cherished goal.
Other Early Shaivite Sects
Two closely related skull-bearing cults, the
Kplikas and the Klmukhas, also followed
the Great Vow (mahvrata) of the Pupatas,
Little is known about them as no direct written
texts are available about their doctrines and
practices. From what we gather from references
to them, mostly by their opponents, they were a
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t  ntric group of wandering ascetics who
indulged in offensive and outrageous practices.
According to the limited evidence available
about them, they, especially the Kplikas, were
grouped collectively as atimrgs or followers
of the Outer Path. Citing Lorenzen, Paul
Eduardo Muller-Ortega, the reputed author of
The Triadic Heart of Shiva, says that these sects
existed as early as in the first century or at the
most in the fifth century. Like the Pupatas,
they too died out by the 15th century.6
Citing Lorenzen’s study on the Kapalikas,
Muller-Ortego points to the importance of the
six insignia (mudrik-aka) as a feature in the
sect’s system of worship.7 These six insignia are
the kathik (necklace), the rucaka (another
neck ornament), the kun ala (earring), the
ikhmai (crest jewel), the ashes and the sacred
thread. They had two secondary insignia
(upamudr) also; these are the skull (kapla)
and the club (khavga), which made them
emerge as “typically tantric group related
perhaps to the Knpha Yogis and to the Natha
Siddhas,” Muller- Ortega notes.8
For the Kplika ascetics it was necessary
to carry a bowl shaped from a human skull while
begging for alms. This had come to be regarded
as a sort of trademark of the group. They would
eat and drink from the skull bowl and also carry
a skull-topped staff (kha v ga) with them
wherever they went. Their head-hunting and
skull-wearing rituals, their association with
cremation grounds and corpses involved
symbolic meanings which gradually came to be
forgotten. Abhinavagupta clears a lot of
confusion by reinterpreting the whole
symbolism “in terms of inner phenomena of
consciousness”. Our knowledge of the
Klmukha sect is even more limited, except
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that its adherents were not involved in such
extreme tantric practices as the K  p  lika
ascetics did. The Klmukhas were called so
because of bearing a black stripe on the face.
According to Lorenzen, they were closer to the
P upatas than the K plikas and had their
origins in Kashmir. From there they began to
move southward by the end of the eighth century.
From the tenth to thirteenth century, they
emerged as a very important sect, particularly
in South India. With practically no texts
surviving to inform us about the doctrines and
practices of this group, whatever little we know
of them is that the ascetics of this group also
challenged conventional morality and social
norms, not believing in the polarities of good
and evil, pure and impure, right and wrong. Their
ultimate aim was to seek union with Rudra.
Schools of Non-dual Shaivism
The trajectory of the development of the
non-dual Shaivism can be traced in mythological
time to the sage Durvs who is said to have
asked his three mind-born sons Tryambaka,
mardaka and rntha to spread the teachings
of Shaiva non-dualism, dualism and dualismcum-non-dualism respectively. In historical time
proper, different systems based on these
philosophical standpoints came into being
around the fourth century, with the monistic
system founded by Trayambaka transmitting the
non-dualist doctrine of Trika. By the 7th century,
various
 aiv  gamic schools inspired by the
Bhairavatantras had risen. According to the
eminent Western scholar Alexis Sanderson,
three major traditions of Shaivism emerged from
the early aivgarnic environments in Kashmir.
These were: “(1) Non-dualistic tantric tradition
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that includes various lineages of the Trika,
Krama, and later Kaula, (2) a dualistic and
highly conservative tradition of the
ivasiddhnta, and (3) a cult of the worship of
Svacchanda-Bhairava that fell somewhere
between the two other traditions.”9 A further
development took place with an upsurge of
Triadic Shaivism in Kashmir in the first half of
the 9th century when the ivastras or Aphorisms
of Shiva are supposed to have been revealed to
the sage Vasugupta by Shiva in a dream, marking
the beginning of its formal systemization.
Regarded as “a unique treatise of yoga”, the
ivastras provided new insights into the nature
of Reality, which resulted in the emergence of
two non- T ntric schools in the non- dualist
milieu - the Spanda school concerned with the
Doctrine of Vibration and the Pratyabhij 
school expounding the hilosophy of
Recognition.
These creative developments in
Shaivgamic environments represented by the
emergence of five independent monistic schools,
the Trika, the Krama, the Kula, the Spanda and
the Pratyabhij, culminated in Abhinavagupta’s
masterstroke of synthesizing them and
reinterpreting them according to his monistic
vision in the 11th century. Bringing them together
under one exegetic scheme under the rubric of
Anuttartika, or simply Trika, in his monumental
tome, the Tantr  loka, and other important
writings, Abhinavagupta shaped them into a
coherent, well reasoned and integr ated
philosophical system of what is today known
as Kashmir Shaivism.
All the five are major and independent
schools with their own preceptorial lineages,
soteriology, metaphysics and spiritual discipline.
Yet they did not develop in isolation and are
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historically and doctrinally linked with each
other, like other Tantric groups. They all have
“a family resemblance” and can be seen as a
collective exposition of the doctrines, concepts
and spiritual practices of non-dual Shaivism of
Kashmir. Abhinavagupta has classified the entire
Shaiva tradition into “tantra prakriy” or the
tantric method and “kula prakariy” or the Kula
method, making Trika his ultimate focal point.
It will be relevant therefore to examine some of
the basic features of each of these schools in
order to be able to understand what constitutes
the essential structure and spirit of the Shaiva
Tantric tradition of Kashmir.
The Trika School
Trika in its original gamic context was an
independent non-dual Shaivite school like the
Krama and Kaula. It had such inclusiveness
about it that it was said to encompass the essence
of all the Siddhanta, Varna and Bhairava tantras.
Realizing its potential, Abhinavagupta made it,
under the name Anuttaratrika, a focal point of
his integral monistic vision which presents the
relationship of the transcendental and the
immanent as aspects of the same totality. This
new form of the Trika doctrine has now
completely subsumed doctrines of all other nondual schools of Kashmir Shaivism. However,
there is little we know about the theory, ritual
and preceptorial order of the original Trika in
absence of textual evidence except what we
learn from Abhinavagupta’s works. Its main
Agamic source is the Siddhayogevarmata
Tantra of which the Mlinviyottara Tantra is a
concise form.
The Trika School is so called because of its
conception of several triads or threesomes it
accepts as the central point around which its
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doctrine, system of worship and practice
revolve. The primary triad comprises the three
goddesses Par, Parpar and Apar, representing
various levels of Reality. Then there is the triad
of the gamas Siddh, Nmaka and Mlin out
of the 92 gamas it recognizes. It is also said to
represent the essence of the three modes of
knowing Reality,—non- dual (abheda), monodual (bhedbheda) and dual (bheda). The most
significant triad is that of nara (conditioned
human being seeking liberation), Shakti, the
cosmic creative principle and Shiva, the
Supreme Being, whose interrelationship it seeks
to explore—Nara-akti- ivtmakam trika. It
is its vision of the intimate relationship of Man,
World and God that makes Trika Shaivism a
unique philosophy. The basic concept of the
Trika, as the entire system of non-dual Shaivism
of Kashmir is popularly called, is that Shiva as
universal consciousness is the ground and
essence of everything, the highest reality. His
creative and active power Shakti is the source
from which the whole phenomenal world
together with all its entities has emanated. There
is nothing that exists outside consciousness,
which though one also appears in the form of
diversity. Being a manifestation of absolute
consciousness, the world is not only real but also
divine. Kashmir Shaivism is thus an affirmative
philosophy that celebrates life and validates the
world.
Eminent Western scholar Alexis Sanderson
speaks of three major phases in the evolution of
Trika. 10 The initial phase, characterized by a
system of r itual, constitutes of the
Siddhayoge  var  mata and related tantras
“which teach of the cult of the three goddesses
alone.” Then this phase is “transferred and
subsumed” with the cult of Kl beyond the level
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of outer ritual. Finally, there is the “Pratyabhij
 -based” Trika, a new tradition which
commenced with Vasugupta’s ivastra and
Kallata’s Spandakrik. It found its culmination
in Abhinavagupta’s three major works: the
Tantrloka, the Mlinvijay-vrtika and the
Partriik Vivaraa. In all these he expounds
the doctrine and practice of the Trika on the basis
of the Mlinvijayottara Tantra mixed with
Kula elements, eventually developing “a more
concentrated form of Trika worship, which
focuses only on Par.”11 Sanderson writes:
“The third phase of Trika claims to be
summation of and key to all Shaiva traditions,
both ‘orthodox’ and ‘heterodox’ (i.e. the
Bhairavatantras, Kaulism and the Krama). After
Abhinavagupta and his pupil Kemar ja, the
third phase of the Trika spread to the Tamil
country. There it provided the theoretical basis
for and influenced the form of rvidy.”12
The Krama School
Like Trika, the Krama is also one of the
oldest schools of non-dual Shaivism in Kashmir,
The word krama denotes sequence or
progression and Krama Shaivism, a system
which believes in the “notion of cyclic reality,”
maintains that the Ultimate Reality can be
realized through a succession of stages. It
perceives cosmic expansion as an unfolding of
absolute consciousness through the gradual
process of s  i or emanation, stithi or
sustenance, sahra, or dissolution, apohana
or obscuration and anugraha or gr ace,
corresponding to the five-fold or four-fold
functionality of Parama Shiva. The Krama
system is believed to have originated towards
the end of the 7th century in Uttarapha, which
most scholars identify with Kashmir. From there
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it spread to South India towards the end of the
7th century and other parts of the country.
According to Jayaratha, the teachings of the
Krama were transmitted by Shivnanda, its
earliest known teacher, to his three female
disciples Keyurvavat, Madanik and Kalyik,
who in turn passed them on to Govindar ja,
Bhnuka and Erakantha.13
The school has a long history and a vast
textual literature with its “scriptural prototypes”
consisting principally of the Devpacaatika,
Kramasadbhva, Kramarahasya, Klikkrama
and Kramasiddhi. Alexis Anderson attributes the
passage of Krama from its “scriptural phase to
char table history” to j  nanetra alias
Shivnanda and ascribes to him the period of
the first half of the 9th century. The contribution
of Abhinavagupata and Ksemaraja to the
exposition of the Krama system is indeed
immense. In the post-Abhinava era
Maheshvarnanda and Shitikaha carried its
exegetical tradition forward to the 12th and 13th
centuries with their significant contributions
while Shivopdhyya continued it to the 18th
century.
Abhinava emerged as one of the greatest
original thinkers of the Krama school and turned
it into a mystic and metaphysical system rather
than an esoteric and ritualistic process. He wrote
the (now lost) commentary Kramakeli on
Siddhantha’s work the Kramastotra and also
the commentary Vivaraa on his own Prakaraa
Stotra. He also analyzed the Krama doctrine in
several of his works including the Tantrloka,
Tantrasra, Mlinvijayavrtika, Partimik
Vivara a, and Paryantapac  ik , After the
Abhinava era his closest disciple Kemar ja
emerged as the topmost interpreter of the Krama
doctrine. All his works bear a strong impact of
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this cult. So strongly is he inclined towards the
Krama that we find him interpreting even the
Spanda philosophy in its terms,
Mahevarnanda’s Mahrthamajar is also a
very important 12th century Krama work written
in the South and so is the Cidgaganacadrik,
Shrivatsa’s commentary on Siddhan  ta
Kramastotra.
The Krama is a system deeply oriented
towards Shakti, envisioning ultimate reality as
feminine in essence and seeking intuitive
realization of one’s unity with it. The Krama is
also known as Klnaya for worshipping Kall
as the highest Goddess of Consciousness, and
also as the Mahrtha or The Supreme Meaning.
It is distinguished from other schools of
Shaivism by its unique’ concept of twelve Kls
who are worshipped as phases in the cycle of
cognitive energies (akticakra) representing the
subject, the means of knowledge and the object,
or the cosmic aktis of knowledge (jna), will
(icch  ) and action (kriy  ), engaged in the
fourfold functionality of emanation (s i),
maintenance (stithi), withdrawal (sahara) and
the state of ineffability (ankhy). In the centre
of the akticakra is Shiva as the Self or the
cakrea or Lord of the Wheel. The yogi by
contemplating on the wheel becomes liberated
and identifying with anuttrara or the Absolute
as the pair residing in the Hear t of
Consciousness experiences both bhoga and
enjoyment of the senses and nanda or spiritual
bliss.
The basic philosophical idea expounded by
Krama is that of bhed  bheda or unity in
diversity, underscoring the basic identity of the
individual consciousness with the universal
consciousness in its dynamic aspect as Shakti.
The conception of k la or time, taken as a
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sequence of actions connecting the ‘prior’ and
the ‘subsequent,’ holds an important place in
the Krama doctrine which has been defined not
in terms of “succession of time”, but “succession
as time” (k lakrama), to use Dr. Rastogi’s
words.14 Transcending time and realizing reality
as akrama or the trans-sequential unity of
phenomenal existence is regarded as the ultimate
experience in the Krama system. It is not simply
sequential time (klakrama) but creative time
signifying temporal as well as spatial succession
(de  akrama) in the context of K  l 
Klasakarin (The Destroyer of Time), as the
absolute reality or supreme principle.
It is interesting to note that the Krama
system presents its key concepts in terms of
several pentads. These include pacavha or the
five flows of “emanative spiritual energy”
represented by the five goddesses
Vyomavmevar, Khecar, Digcar, Bhcar and
Sa hrabhakin, the pacaugha or the five
traditions comprising Paraugha or the orders
of creation referring to the Highest tradition,
Divyaugha to the divine, Siddhaugha to the
perfected beings, Mnavaugha to human beings,
 i  yaugha or the lineage of disciples,
Guruparikti or the lineage of preceptors, besides
the five cakras, or five cycles of cognitive
energy symbolizing states of individualized
consciousness, namely, sicakra (the wheel of
emission), stithi cakra (the circle of
maintenance), sa  h racakra (the circle of
dissolution), ankhy cakra (the circle of the
ineffable), and bh  s  cakra (the circle of
luminosity). Transcendirig time and realizing
reality as akrama or the trans-sequential unity
of phenomenal existence is regarded as the
ultimate experience in the Krama system.
The worshipper is enjoined upon to
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contemplate on these pentads as the psychophysical structure of his being, consecrating his
own body as the pha or site of worship and
seat of power. Pacavha is the basic pentad
which is seen as the as emanation of the set of
five goddesses fr om Vyomav  mesvar  to
Bhcar. The worshipper is to proceed to a fivephased worship of the goddesses, with each
phase presided over by one these very divinities
and the worship enacting “the progress of
cognition fr om the initial to terminal
voidness.”15 This worship of the five deities
presiding over the five voids is reflective of the
“liberative mysticism” of all forms of the Krama
system induced through “assimilative worship
of Kali (The Self) in and as a ‘sequence’ (karma)
of sets of diviner powers,” to put it in the words
of Sanderson.16 The combination of metaphysics
and mysticism with ritual and esoteric ism is
the distinguishing feature of Krama tantricism.
Kula School
The Kula school is one of the most
important components of the non-dualist
Kashmiri Shaivite tradition. Abhinavagupta
emphasizes its distinct character by setting it
apart from other Tantric systems and designating
it as kulaprakriy or ‘Kula procedure.’ He
presents it as a sophisticated system of thought
and practice, whose teachings are the very
essence of Shaivite monism. According to
Muller-Ortega, it is “not exactly a school” but
rather a lineage which is linked to the Hatha
Yogins, the Siddhas and the Natha Yogins.17 In
fact, Kula tendencies are present the in other
systems of non-dual Shaivism tradition like the
.Trika and Krama also. The term ‘kula’ means a
family, a clan or a grouping, the emphasis being
not so much the merger or dissolution of
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individuality as on suffusing it with the idea of
totality. In actual terms it refers to the absolute
Reality manifesting itself in its dynamic
feminine aspect of Shakti as cosmic diversity.
This manifest reality or Shakti can be called kula
from which the categories emanate and, “in
contradistinction,” Shiva, who transcends the
manifested universe, is termed as akula.
The word kula also implies yogin kula or
the clan or group of the yogins, who are shown
throughout T ntric literature as surrounding
Bhairava and bestowing direct experience to the
worshipper. Kula can also be taken to mean the
totality of cosmic powers, with everything, even
the smallest unit of the manifested reality - the
whole univer se, the corporeal body, the
individual person, all objects - forming a part
of it. Anyone who enters into the “family,”
therefore, enters “the totality of things.” Kula
thus is the ‘embodied cosmos,” to put it in the
words of Muller-Ortega. “Each manifested unit
of reality,” Muller-Ortega writes, “is essentially
a contraction (sakoca) of the totality, while
simultaneously the whole, due to its freedom,
remains un-contracted.18 The highest goal for
man according to the Kula system is to achieve
the thought-free (nirvikalpa) state and
experience the bliss (nanda) of the paired union
(saghaa) of Shiva and Shakti, Kula and
Akula. In Kula terminology, this union of Shiva
and Shakti is called kaula, a relationship that is
one of harmony and repose.
A clear historical record of the Kula and its
textual tradition is not available. In his
Tantrloka, Abhinavagupta links its origins with
the mythical lineage of Trayambaka, the
preceptor who was asked by sage Durvs to
teach the Shaiva doctrine of non-duality on the
instructions of  r ka ha, an incarnation of
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Shiva, while mardaka was asked to spread the
doctrine of duality and Srlnatha that of dualitycum-nonduality. Tryambaka’s daughter founded
another school known as Ardhatryamabak ,
which has been identified as the Kaula tradition.
Abhinavagupta also mentions the name of the
legendary Siddha Macchandan  tha or
Matsyendrantha as the first expounder of the
Kula doctrine in historical times proper.
Macchanda, who is said to have been imparted
the knowledge ·of the doctrine in a dream, is
supposed to have lived in the 5th century. PostMacchanda, the tradition was carried on in the
South by Sumatintha, the guru of Somdeva,
who in turn was the guru of Shambhuntha, the
great teacher of Abhinavagupta who belonged
to Jlandhara Pha and from whom Abhinava
learnt the secrets of Kula and Trika.
There is not as much emphasis in the
tradition on production of written texts as on
practical experience. Yet there are some Tntric
texts which tell us about sect and its doctrines.
In addition to the V  mke  varmata-tantra
(available in the concise form of Mlinvijaya
and Mlinvijayottara tantras), Partriik (the
extant part of the Rudraymaia Tantra), J
nrava Tantra, Nity-oaikrava, Klkula
etc. mentioned by K. C. Pandey, Dr. Rastogi lists
them as the Kul  r  ava, Kutodd  a,
Kulac  ma  i, Kularatnam  l  etc. which,
according to him, do not have much to do with
the exposition of the Kula doctrines as such
despite the prefix’ kula’ attached to their names.
Ther e are also the Kulagahvara, Kulamlvtra, Kula-kamala and Rjuvimar, a gloss
on the Nity-oaikrava, cited by Silbum. Yet
most of these exist in the form of only references
and it is difficult, as Rastogi points out, to point
out any specific authoritative texts of the Kula
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tradition proper. However, besides two very
important commentaries on the Partriik, the
Par  tri  ik  Vivara  a and Par  tri  ik 
Laghuvritti, Abhinavagupta has written
extensively and authoritatively to explain the
Kula doctrines and practice in his Tantrloka
and other writings. In fact it is in their light that
we can understand and analyze some of the
fundamental characteristics of the Kula system.
The key terms constituting the conceptual
framework of the Kula tradition besides kula
and akula are kaula, kaulik siddhi, kaulik akti
and kaulin. While kaulik akti is the familial
power which has the capacity to emanate the
cosmic ‘family’ or kula, the blissful paired union
(ymala bhva) of kaulik sakti and akula is the
supreme kaula principle (parama kaula tattva).
Kaulik siddhi is the state of absorption into the
supreme kaula principle. Abhinavagupta places
the Kula Method under bhavopya or the
method of realization that relates to immediate
attainment of the state of Lord Shiva. It is the
thought-free nirvikalpa or non-dual condition
which can be attained only as a result of strong
aksipta or descent of divine energy, indicating
that Kula practice is meant only for highly
advanced practitioners.
The Kula tradition accords a great
importance to the human body as an instrument
of enlightenment. Equating the body with the
whole cosmos, it teaches that all the divinities,
all the powerful forces, the eight divine Mothers
(ata mrk), all reside in it. As Abhinavagupta
says, all the paths, all the movements of time
and space fill it. 19 making it an “object of
contemplation, of adoration.” These divinities
within the body, he says, can be perceived by
means of mantras. 20 By this Kula method of
bodily enlightenment, the worshipper can master
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the divinities, the powerful cosmic forces
operating within. Strongly non- dual in outlook,
the Kula path has the arousal of kunalin sakti,
or the coiled power of consciousness, which is
both a cosmic force and bodily energy, as its
basic practice along with mantravy  pti or
‘pervasion of mantra’.
Kula worship is characterized by the secret
left-hand practices associated with what is
widely known as the Five M’s i.e. offering of
meat, fish and wine to the Deity and indulgence
in ritual sex. This reveals an antinomian and
anti-conventional character of the cult. The
sexual aspect is an essential part of its group
rituals which, however, have an internal
symbolic level also, apart from the external
level, as’ Abhinavagupta explains in his
teachings. The ultimate purpose of these group
practices, Muller-Or tega points out, is
achievement of full freedom and “expansion of
consciousness to its fullest possible extent.”21
Overcoming the dichotomy between pure and
impure, body and spirit, sacred and profane,
enjoyment and liberation, the Kaula practitioner
aims at recognizing his real nature as “blissful
inner consciousness” rather than running after
mere hedonistic enjoyment or gratification of
the senses. nanda is the key concept, which is
an experience having many meanings and many
levels, the highest being jagd  nanda, or
universal bliss into which everything finally
submerges. Bliss is experienced in the union of
Shiva and Shakti, a relationship characterized
by harmony (s  marasya) and fr eedom
(svatantrat).
The Spanda School
Two schools whose antecedents are not
historically traceable to the gamas came into
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existence in the process of philosophical
systemization of Shaiva monism of Kashmir,
namely the Spanda and the Pratyabhij 
schools. The preceptorial lineage of both,
however, is regarded as belonging to the Trika
system. Both these are idealistic schools, and
yet despite difference of doctrine and
terminology, both share a common philosophical
ground and hold consciousness to be of
definitive nature of absolute reality. The Spanda
school derives its name from its root text, the
Spanda Krik (Stanzas of Vibration) or Spanda
S tras (Aphorisms of Vibration), which is
ascribed to Vasugupta or his disciple, Bhatta
Kallata. It is said to have been written basically
to explain and elucidate some of the concepts
present in the pithy aphorisms of the ivastras,
in which we see the beginnings of Kashmir
Shaivism as we know it today. The ivastras
are said to have been “inspirationally” revealed
by to Vasugupta. Shiva himself is said to have
told him in a dream to go to the the Mahadeva
Mountain in Kashmir where he would find a
message for the whole mankind. On going to
the indicated spot at the foot of the mountain,
Vasugupta found Shiva’s stras inscribed on a
rock, as told. The secrets of the seventy-seven
odd aphorisms, which consist of the essential
principles of Shaiva monism in an abridged
form, needed further clarification and
expansion. The teachings spread through a vast
commentarial literature, ,in particular
Kemar ja’s excellent exposition through his
two works Spanda Sandoha (The Essence of
Vibration) and Spanda Niraya (Determination
of Vibration). There are two more surviving
commentaries—Spanda Dpik or The’ Lamp of
Spanda by Bhagvatopala and the vivtti or
extensive commentary by R  j  naka
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R  maka  ha: while Abhinavagupta has not
written any commentary directly on these
Spanda texts, references to the term spanda are
replete in his writings.
The term spanda means the spontaneous
vibration or pulsation of universal consciousness
which is per ceived as a subtle or slight
movement -”kiciccalanam,” as Abhinavgupta
calls it - “within the fundamental core of the
absolute.” It is not a motion set in time and space
but it conveys the sense of an internal dynamism
of the Supreme Reality itself which gives rise
to the process of external manifestation. As
Mark S. G. Dyczkowski says, it can, therefore,
be described as a movement that “proceeds from
the inner to the exterior domain of its
manifestation which is created as it moves
outward and is destroyed when it returns to the
inner state of undifferentiated unity.”22
Abhinavagupta defines the specific nature
of the spanda vibration as “an overflowing”
(ucchalana),23 in the Self, which creates a slight
motion giving rise to “a wave of the ocean of
consciousness, without which there is no
consciousness at all.” This ucchalana or
overflowing “conveys the sense of a continuous
dynamism within the absolute reality, a
perpetual motion towards itself,” as OrtegaMuller puts it.24 It presents absolute reality both
in its inner thought-free state as well as its urge
to manifest. Spanda is thus a creative movement,
an internal movement from the “uncreated, unmanifested” state of the supreme consciousness
to the state of exter nal manifestation, a
movement from Being to Becoming. The
transition from one to another is a continual
process (satatodita). Dyczkowski describes
Being and Becoming as “the inner and outer
faces of universal consciousness which becomes
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spontaneously manifest through its inherent
power.”25
The Spandakrik uses the terms unmea
(unfolding) and nimea (involution) to explain
this pulsating movement of consciousness from
the inner to the outer state of reality and back.
The universe, it says, comes into existence when
Shiva ‘opens His eyes’ to see it, as it were, and
is dissolved when He ‘closes His eyes’ to see
His own nature. The two phases, also described
as vikasa or expansion and sa  koca or
contraction, are actually one. Shiva Himself
manifests as diversity of the phenomenal world
through His power of pulsation and yet does not
sunder His unity. The Spanda yogi too sees the
oneness of the two phases - expansion of the
Self identified as Shiva assuming the form of
the world of diversity and its contraction as
withdrawal back into his own undivided nature
- as the cosmic rhythm of the inner and outer
movements of Shiva’s vibrating power.
Spanda operates both in the form of
particular pulsations of I-consciousness or
viea-spanda at the microcosmic level and as
universal vibration consciousness or smnyaspanda at the macrocosmic or universal level.
Shiva as internal reality holding together the
outer manifestations is the ground of both these
aspects.
According to the Spanda doctrine, by
experiencing the vibration of universal
consciousness, the yogi realizes his own
essential nature (svasvabhva) as Shiva. He then
learns to recognize his own inner spanda energy
in the outer world which flows in all cognitions
and activities. And thus through his perception
of the totality of existence, he. enjoys the bliss
of undifferentiated awareness, free of any
thought constructs (nirvikalpa). The yogi finds
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that the spanda energy which he is trying to
experience has another name - sv  tantrya,
Shiva’s creative freedom. Shiva manifests
Himself as the phenomenal world or dissolves
it according to His free will. It is all His divine
play.
The Pratyabhij School
With the emergence of the schools of
Spanda and Pratyabhij, Kashmir Shaivism
stepped out of the shadow of gamic tradition
into the realm of mystic experience and
philosophical speculation. The school of
Pratyabhij or Self-recognition represents the
highest point in the development of the non-dual
philosophical thought in Kashmir Shaiva
tradition. It is a systematic and rational
philosophy of absolute consciousness developed
in the 9th century. Somananda, the pupil of
Vasugupta, first formulated its foundational
tenets in his ivadi (The Vision of iva), and
also wrote a vritti or commentary on it, which
is now lost. He presents the non-dual Shaiva
philosophical standpoint even as he engages in
strong polemical attacks on grammarians and
Buddhist logicians as well as on adversarial
philosophical systems like the classic daranas,
whose viewpoints he refutes logically.
Somananda is, therefore, called “tarkasya
kart” or originator of reasoning in the Shaiva
tradition. It is, however, his disciple
Utpaladeva’s  vara- pratyabhij  -k  rika
(Verses on the Recognition of the Lord), a
profound text systematically positing the basic
tenets of Pratyabhij  philosophy, which
became its main scripture, and from which the
school derived its name. Utpaldeva refers to
Pratyabhij  as “navamrga” or the ‘New
Path’,26 and justifiably so as its source cannot
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be directly traced to the scriptural tradition of
the gamas. Utpaldeva also wrote a commentary
on his own work to clarify his views. While
Somananda concerned himself with refuting
dualistic notions of other philosophical systems
even as he strongly argued in favour of nondual Shaivism, Utpaladeva built up the
Pratyabhij  doctrine as a critique of the
Buddhist doctrine of Anattavda or non-self.
Abhinavagupta further amplified different
aspects of the doctrine in his two important
commentaries, the  vara- Pratyabhij 
Vimar  in  (Laghv  V tti) and the  varaPratyabhij - vivtti Vimarin (Bhat Vtti).
K  emar  ja, Abhinavagupta’s closest
disciple, also gave a very succinct exposition
of the doctrine in his work Pratyabhij 
Hdayam. These and other commentarial works
authentically interpreted and analyzed the
concepts of self-recognition, perfectconsciousness, appearance, svtanatrya etc. that
Somananda and Utpaladeva had introduced for
the first time. Abhinava synthesized the Spanda
and Pratyabhij  doctrines to present an
authentic version of non-dualist Shaiva thought.
The term Pratyabhij is generally taken
to mean “recognition” or self-recognition. Often
referred to as the “philosophy proper of the
Trika,” the Pratyabhij doctrine emphasizes
the non-duality of Shiva as absolute
consciousness. Madhavchrya underscored its
importance by mentioning it as a significant
philosophical system in his Saravada  ana
Sagraha, a classical work on the history of
Indian religious philosophy. The central concept
of the Pratyabhij is that liberation consists
of the ultimate recognition of one’s own true
identity as Shiva through self-awareness. The
importance of the doctrine lies in the fact that it
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encompasses all the fundamental features
common to different schools of non-dual
Kashmir Shaivism and presents them as a
coherent system of philosophy and theology.
Pratyabhij  does not just mean memory remembrance of something that is already
known; it is recognition in the sense of
knowledge of one’s real identity, which is of key
importance in Kashmir Shaivism.
The Pratyabhij  School uses the
symbolism of light to explain the nature of the
absolute. It describes the ultimate reality, or
Shiva, as prak  a or the light of universal
consciousness and identifies vimar  a or
reflective awareness of that primordial light as
Shakti. It is vimar  a, the “self-referential
capacity,” or the power of consciousness, which
makes the “light of consciousness conscious of
itself,” explains Paul Eduardo Muller-Ortega.
“Shakti,” says Muller-Ortega, “is responsible for
the process of manifestation of all finite
appearances within ·the infinite light.” “The
self-referential capacity of consciousness,” he
adds, “lies at the basis of the yogic sdhan.”27
Pratyabhij  conceives of Reality as
prak  a-vimar  amaya, transcendent and
immanent at the same time, the relation between
transcendent Shiva and immanent Shakti being
one of smarasya or perfect harmony. The two
are in no way separate realities, but constitute
poles of the same reality. Praksa, the shining
Light of Consciousness, not only makes all
things appear, bringing countless forms into
existence and imparting to them their specific
nature and identity. The One appears as
diversity, manifesting the whole phenomenal
universe in the “vibrating radiance” of this
Light, and withdrawing all phenomena into
itself. Consciousness, however, is not a lifeless
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or inert light like that of a crystal, but a ‘living
light’ that reflects upon its own nature and forms
the substratum of all that is manifested. Shaiva
philosophers like Utapaladeva and
Abhinavagupta conceive of consciousness as an
absolutely clean, polished mirror with the world
and all its phenomena appearing as reflected
images within it. These reflections in a mirror
correspond to outer objects, appearing as distinct
from it and from one another. Yet this is not the
case, they are not so. They have no existence of
their own. They are not unreal or illusory either.
In case of consciousness, the reflections are not
of any object outside the mirror but images of
the original object which itself is a reflection
created by consciousness. All the manifest forms
emerge from consciousness and ultimately rest
in it. Consciousness itself is aware of its being
the only reality. This self-reflective awareness,
according to the Theory of Recognition, is what
Vimar  a means. It is the power by which
consciousness can reflect on itself and on all
the elements that appear within it.
Kashmir Shaivism is the aggregate of the
different viewpoints that developed within the
fold of non-dualistic Shaiva tradition of
Kashmir. The four schools mentioned here were
in fact contagious as they emerged almost side
by side. “While not identical,” says MullerOrtega, “these groups bear a strong family
resemblance; in many cases, the differences
seem to rest on rather minor points of doctrinal
emphasis, or even on the preference for specific
technical terms or ritual practices not favoured
by one of the other groups.”28
Abhinavagupta
Kashmir Shaivism touched its peak heights
in the sophisticated philosophical writings of
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Abhinavagupta, one of the greatest figures of
India’s philosophical and cultural history.
Abhinavagupta lived in Kashmir from the
middle of the 10th well into the 11th century.
Obtaining mastery over every branch of
knowledge available to him, he emerged as a
thinker and teacher of the highest order. For the
extraordinary spiritual powers he possessed
from the very beginning, it was believed that he
had attained the state of Bhairava himself.
Among the three sources of knowledge: the
guru, the scriptures and experience, Abhinava
laid greatest emphasis on experience. To share
his vast knowledge and spiritual insights,
Abhinava took to writing and authored more
than 44 works. Of these, 23 have been published.
These include monumental works like the
Tantr  loka, a virtual encyclopapedia
encompassing almost every aspect of Tantric
Shaivism, and the Partriik Vivarana, an
exposition on phonematic emanation. The two
form the “most sophisticated and comprehensive
expression” of his teachings. Among his other
philosophical works, two are regarded as most
important: the varapratibhij  Vimasarin
(Laghv Vimarin) and the varapratibhij
Vivtti Vimarin (Bhat Vimarin). While the
first is a commentary on Utpaladeva’s
 varapratibhij  K  rik , the second is a
commentary on Utpala’s own commentary on
the work. Mlin- vijaya-vrtika, Tantrasra,
and Paramrthasra are some of his other major
extant works. The MVV is a commentary on the
first verse of the Mlin Vijayottara Tantra.
Abhinava also wrote a unique commentary on
the Gl from the Shaiva perspective entitled
Bhagvadgtrtha Sagraha . The Tantrasra is
a shorter form of the Tantr loka, while the
Paramrthasra outlines the essential tenets of
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Trika for people of lesser power of
comprehension. Besides these, there are his
beautiful hymnodies like Bhairava Stotra (The
Bhairava Hymn) and Dehastha- devat-cakra
Strotram (Hymn to the Circle of Deities in the
Body). These works represent the pinnacle of
the exegesis and hermeneutics of non-dual
Shaivism of Kashmir.
Abhinavagupta is also recognized as the
most authoritative exponent of Indian aesthetic
thought and theory of art creation. His two
important works of Shaiva aesthetics, the
Dhvanyloka Locana and the Abhinavabhrat
made the rasa-dhvani theory integral to Indian
aesthetical thinking.
Madhurja Yogin, a South Indian itinerant
ascetic and a disciple of Abhinavagupta informs
that Abhinavagupta was unanimously
recognized by all Shaiva sects of the time Siddh nta, Varna, Ymala, Bhairava, Kula,
Trika and Ekavra - as their spiritual head at the
great conclave of spiritualists, yogis, siddhas
and yogins held in Srinagar during his visit. As
a philosopher Abhinavagupta not only
contributed significantly to all schools of nondual Shaiva thought, he also synthesized and
integrated these schools, bringing them together
under a single exegetical scheme.
Some Characteristic Aspects of Kashmir
Shaivism
As a philosophical system, Kashmir
Shaivism conceives of the Ultimate Reality in
terms of pure, undifferentiated consciousness,
which it calls Parama Shiva. Consciousness, it
holds, is the ground and essence of everything
and vibrates in every atom of the universe.
Paramashiva’s creative and dynamic power,
Shakti is the source from which the whole
phenomenal world and all its entities have
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emanated. There is nothing that exists outside
consciousness, which though one appears to be
many. Being a manifestation of absolute
consciousness, the world is not only real but also
divine.
An important aspect of Kashmir Shaivism
is that it does not accept any dichotomy between
j na or knowledge and kriy  or action. It
recognizes both as two aspects of Shiva’s
inherent power, Shakti. What this implies is that
Shiva as absolute consciousness is both the
‘knower’ and the ‘doer’. He is the Supreme
Subject and knows that he knows. And this
knowing is an act which he constantly performs
as his powers of will, knowledge and action are
one. The unity of the knower or the subject of
knowledge (pramtr), knowing or the means of
knowledge (prama) and the known or the
object of knowledge (prameya), all being held
together by pramiti or the basis of knowledge is
one of the fundamental doctripes that mark
Kashmir Shaivism. Awareness or knowledge (j
na) is the very nature of Shiva for Shiva is the
I-consciousness of all. There is nothing that is
separate from Shiva, the universe being but his
self-manifestation or extension (prasra), Shiva
or the absolute is thus independent as well as
non-dual and the only reality. His self-awareness
or consciousness of his own self is his very first
activity. As Shiva’s creative and dynamic aspect,
Shakti is known as svtantrya or free will, She
manifests and dissolves and manifests the world
again out of her free will, It is because of this
that Shaivism is also known as Sviitantryavda,
Shaiva texts give an interesting analogy to
explain that Shiva though himself indeterminate
and without form or variety, all variety comes
from him. It is called mayrarasa nyya or
the analogy of the liquid present inside the egg
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of a peacock. Though this liquid itself has no
colour, it contains potentially all the colours and
patterns of the peacock’s splendid plumage.
Similarly all things with all their diversity are
present inside consciousness in a potential form.
Shiva’s act of cosmic creation points to his
complete freedom (sv  tantrya) to manifest
variety out of his own consciousness without
sundering his unity as the absolute. This is his
spontaneous and natural activity (kriy). Unlike
the absolute of Advaita Vednta, Shiva is not
portrayed in Kashmir Shaivism as inert and
passive. In Abhinavagupta’s words he is the
vibr ating, pulsating, wondr ous light of
consciousness which “unfolds itself
everywhere” and makes “all the varied forms
of the universe to appear.” Shiva’s cognative,
creative power, his natural dynamism is what
in Shaiva terms takes the form of Shakti, or the
Goddess. Svtantrya (freedom), vimara (selfawareness), spanda, (vibration), p  r  at 
(fullness), are all her various names. The
Goddess is no way different from Shiva, as
Abhinavagupta’ makes abundantly clear.29 As
Shiva’s inherent power, Shakti is shown to have
to have two aspects: the Power of Knowledge
or jna sakti and the Power of Action or kriy
akti. These two powers are not separate or
incompatible but complimentary aspects of
Shiva’s infinite power. Besides “power to know”
and “power to act,” there is another aspect of
power that Shakti possesses - icch akti or the
“Power to Will.” In fact, there are two more
denominations of Shakti in the Tantric tradition
- cit akti or “Power of Consciousness” and
nanda akti or “Power of Bliss,” taking the
total to five. These five are actually different
names of Shakti given to her for the different
roles she plays.
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Kashmir Shaivism conceives of Reality as
Shiva and Shakti “united in the oneness of pure
consciousness.” Simultaneously they open out
and evolve in the form of the universe, both
mirroring each other as transcendence and
immanence. It is here that the individual soul,
nara, the third side of the triad, comes into the
picture. The Kashmir Shaivite holds that Shiva
is his essential nature, as of all things, but
ignorance of this makes him suffer limitation,
restricting his freedom of will, knowledge and
action. He becomes “Shiva with amnesia.30 Still
he is a “finite symbol of the infinite” and
realization of his true identity by him can restore
his Shivahood to him.
Cosmic Manifestation
The drama of cosmic manifestation unfolds
with pure, undifferentiated consciousness
opening out and evolving spontaneously into the
universe through a process of self-limitation or
contraction. These stages or categories (tattvas)
number 36 in all, according to the Shaiva theory
of cosmogenesis, ranging from the innermost
states of subjectivity to the outermost objective
forms of existence. The first five tattvas or
categories are shown as belonging to belong to
the realm of “pure creation” where there still is
integration between the subject and the object.
The highest among these are Shiva and Shakti,
the Supreme Self and his power of selfawareness, both together representing the state
of pure l-consciousness and expressing the sense
of abheda or total non-duality. In these two states
there is no objectiveness, only the awareness of
aham or “I am” prevails, unfolding cit akit or
the power of consciousness, and nandaakti
or the power of bliss. Then comes the category
called Sad iva where the idea of idam or
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‘this’ shows up for the first time. Yet,
‘I-consciousness’ still prevails over ‘this’consciousness’ with the dominant experience of
the soul being aham- idam or ‘I am this’consciousness I. Here jnaakti or the power
of knowledge predominates. Paul E. Murphy
compares it to “the desire of an artist as the
inspiration to paint a canvas arises within him
or to the faint outlining sketch on the canvas
before paint is apptied.31 The category of vara
comes next which corresponds to the awareness
idam-aham or ‘this I am.’ Here the
consciousness of ‘this’ submerges the
consciousness of ‘I’, and icchakti or the power
of will prevails. The subject and the object are
both clearly discernible in a state of perfect
balance in the category uddhavidy or ‘Pure
Knowledge.’ Here there is an equal stress on
the awareness of aham-idam or ‘I am this
(universe)’ and idam-aham or ‘this (universe)
am I’ and kriyakti or the power of action is
emphasized. With this the categories belonging
to the realm of ‘Pure Creation’ comes to an end
and the domain of Maya or self-obscuration
begins. This is what Dyczkowski calls “the
sequence of descent into matter.32
M y is the principle of limitation and
obscuration that separates subject from object,
the “dotted line” below which the “Impure
Creation” begins creating contraction and
confusion. With My taking the centre- stage,
Shiva ‘looses’ his svtantrya and becomes au
or limited individual with restricted powers of
cognition and agency.
It is Shiva Himself who though beyond
My initiates this process of self-coagulation
(rodhana), as without it cosmic creation is not
possible at all. He suffers atomicity of his own
free will to become the bound person because
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Shiva enjoys it as part of his sporting activity,
his Ll or play of assuming diverse forms. But
even while performing his part as the Cosmic
Actor, Shiva remains Shiva, unaffected by
limitation.
But the My of Kashmir Shaivism is not
the My of Advaita Vedanta, an indefinable and
inexplicable cosmic principle that creates the
world of illusion superimposed on the reality of
Brahman. My in Kashmir Shaivism is Shiva’s
own power of self-limitation that splits universal
consciousness into subject and object and
creates the delusion of separate identity.
Mya accomplishes its act of obscuration
with the help of sheaths or coverings called ka
cukas. These evolutes of M y  are five in
number (six including M y itself) and are
called kal or limited action / aptitude, vidy or
limited knowledge, r  ga or feeling of
attachment, kla or the power of time and niyati
or power of natural law. As My plays her part
through these paca-kacukas or five powers
of obscuration to mask Shiva’s “undifferentiated
luminosity,” the Supreme Shiva enters the
spatio-temporal sphere of finitude “through
myriad diverse manifestations.” Forgetting his
infinite nature, he becomes the limited
individual soul, bound and bereft of the ability
to recognize his predicament. The kacukas, it
must be noted, are not ontological but
conceptual entities.
The remaining 25 categories of
manifestation have been adopted by Kashmiri
Shaivites straight from S  khya with some
interpretative changes here and there. Beginning
with Puru  a or the Person - limited
consciousness - and Prakti or Nature, the chain
ends at pthv or the earth. While Purua is the
witness of all activities of objectivity, Prakti is
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the principle of materiality. Prakti provides
Purua the three guas or qualities that are the
basic constituents of experience - sattva (purity,
goodness), rajas (passion, activity) and tamas
(darkness, ignorance). Both Purua and Prakti,
according to Kashmir Shaivism, are
manifestations of Shiva and Shakti. Prakti is
the primordial principle of materiality and from
it the remaining categories of manifestation
evolve. First we have the triad of manas, or
mind, buddhi or intellect and ahakra or ego
- the apparatus of subtle mental activities. From
the threesome evolve j  nendriyas or five
perceptive faculties: eyes, ears, nose, tongue,
and skin, and karmendriyas or the five motor
faculties: voice, hands, nose, feet, anus and
genitals. Lastly, there are the five subtle tattvas.
or the tanmtrs: sound as such, touch as such,
sight as such, taste as such and smell as such,
and five gross tattvas or the mahbhtas : ether
(ka), air (vyu), fire (agni), water (jala) and
earth (Pthv).
With all these S  khya categories
incorporated, the process of cosmic
manifestation is complete with consciousness
moving from inner to outer and subtle to gross
and grosser form in its “descent into matter.”
Conversely, in the case of “ascent to
consciousness,” the movement is from the gross
to subtle and subtler forms of consciousness.

bhsavda
This leads us to another important doctrine
of Kashmir Shaivism, namely bhsavda or
reflective manifestation. Everything that appears
is, according to this theory, identified with the
all-inclusive universal consciousness and is an
appearance (bhsa) of the manifested form of
the absolute. Appearances are like the waves of
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ocean or like reflections in the mirror, they arise
and submerge where they arise from and so
cannot be said to have an independent existence.
They are semblances but they have a real basis.
Consciousness can appear in any form by its
own free will. The whole universe with all its
diversity exists in the form of a pulsating
potency within absolute consciousness, just as
the tree exists in a seed. They, therefore, cannot
be regarded as unreal. It is in this way that
Kashmir Shaiva philosophy chooses to explain
the so-called change that transforms the absolute
into the phenomenal world of experience. The
diverse appearances do not in any way
compromise the oneness of the absolute
consciousness. But though an object may not
undergo any change, it is perceived differently
by different perceivers. This accounts for the
variety of our experience.
According to the bhsavda doctrine of
Kashmir Shaivism, all objects are existent
within the all-inclusive Universal Self as bhsa
just as reflections in a mirror. The numerous
reflections cast into the mirror do not affect its
reality in any way. The reflections cannot be said
to be unreal even though they may be regarded
as transitory. All categories of existence (tattvas)
from Shiva to the earth are bhsas as they are
manifestations of the highest reality. The
appearances, from Kashmiri Shaiva point of
view “are real in the sense that they are aspects
of the ultimately real.”33 According to exponents
of the Vivarta theory of Vedanta, however, they
are creation of My and as such nothing more
than “names and forms” (nma-rpa mtra) and
can in no way be regarded as real as there is no
essence (satt  ) in them. Kashmir Shaivism
rejects the conception of M  y  as an
inexplicable illusory power-”sadasadbhy m
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anirvcy,” regarding it as a Shakti of Parama
Shiva which veils or obscure the real nature of
Shiva as a result of which he imposes limitations
upon his own self and becomes au, making
manifestation possible. Since all appearances
have emanated from Shiva himself, the ultimate
reality, they are real and rest eternally in his
infinite consciousness, though not in their
phenomenal form.
Bondage and Liberation : The Theory of the
Three Malas and the Ignorance Factor
The human individual is Shiva Himself in
bondage. After going through the sweep of the
36 tattvas, he suffers due to the process of selflimitation or contraction set into motion by
Maya. Under the spell of self-imposed
obscuration, he forgets his real nature as Shiva
and is reduced to a state where his powers of
will, knowledge and action are extremely limited
and vitiated. Caught up in the whirl of karma,
he loses all his freedom due to limitations arising
from delusion and ignorance. The notion that
ignorance is the cause bondage and can be
removed only after acquiring knowledge is
supported by all systems of Indian philosophy.
But in Kashmir Shaivism ignorance does not
necessarily mean lack of knowledge but wrong
and limited knowledge which hinders us from
an insight into the reality of things - the nonduality of consciousness. However, it is regarded
as a kind of stain or impurity without removing
which it is impossible for embodied beings to
liberate themselves Abhinavagupta posits two
kinds of ignorance - and correspondingly two
kinds of knowledge. These are spiritual
ignorance or paurua aj na and intellectual
ignorance or baudha ajna. Abhinava defines
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paurua ajna as itman; antmabodha or the
experience of non-self in the self, and baudha
ajna as antmani umabodha or experience
of self in non-self. We are led to think of duality
as the real state of existence and lose our sense
of unity with the rest of the world. This state of
ignorance or restricted vision that makes it
difficult for us to recognize the truth is called
mala (stain or impurity) in Kashmir Shaiva
terminology. According to Kashmir Shaivites
there are three such malas or impurities: ava
mala, m  y ya mala and k rma mala, each
working havoc at Our level of existence and
causing a contraction of our powers of will,
thought and action.
ava mala is the impurity of individuality
which makes the individual soul to identify itself
as a limited being. The impurity is responsible
for giving rise in the individual soul a sense of
being imperfect and incomplete due to its failure
to recognize its prnat or fullness, which in
turn results in a craving for something it desires
but has not acquired as it is outside itself. It is
primordial impurity that causes the other two
impurities as well. According to Utpaladeva,
ava mala operates ill two ways: ‘’there is no
freedom of consciousness” and “there is no
consciousness of freedom.”34 It gives rise to a
sense of self in non-self as one is not aware of
one’s nature.
Myya mala reinforces ava mala, the
impurity of limited individuality and gives rise
to a perception of duality and diver sity
everywhere. This sense of difference is caused
by the limitation of individual soul’s freedom
of knowledge which separates him from the rest
of the world. In a way all the impurities are the
products of May and can be as such called
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myya mala. Pointing to this Abhinavagupta
writes:
“The name m  y  ya mala given to the
impurity of seeing difference is just a name; all
three malas are also myya by virtue of being
products of my.”35
Krma mala is the impurity pertaining to
karma or action that comes into play when the
individual soul acts in a state of ignorance and
imperfection. Losing his freedom and will he is
“prompted by desires and fears for his personal
gain” and subjects himself to good and bad acts.
This embroils him in the cycle of birth and
deaths. According to Utpaladeva, “Krma mala
is the action done when the doer is ignorant of
his real nature.”36 We have seen how according
to Kashmir Shaiva philosophy, Shiva obscures
his real nature and takes the form of a human
individual suffering from self-imposed
limitations that result from a shrunken state of
consciousness. The Shaiva thinkers like
Abhinava blame it on ignorance, which they
insist arises from three kinds of mala or impurity.
There is no escape from this state of contracted
consciousness or sakoca and its disastrous
ramifications unless we recognize our real
nature as Shiva again with the help of means
that expand our consciousness. This for the
Kashmir Shaivite is what liberation really
constitutes of and his goal is to achieve it while
alive and become a jvanamukta. Making it clear
that one’s ‘true nature’ actually means “pure Iconsciousness,” the inner core of one’s being,
Abhinavagupta says, “Moko hi nma naivnyo
svarpa prathanam hi tat”37— moka is nothing
but awareness of one’s innate nature. Kashmir
Shaivism has a whole array of spiritual means,
meditations, yogic practices for such a
realization. There are 112 non-ritualistic
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meditations given in the Vijna Bhairava alone.
These yogic means to achieve liberation from
the state of ignorance and duality take us on a
kind of return journey through the grosser to
the pure and subtler planes of existence back to
the state of un-differentiation. In his Tantrloka,
Abhinavagupta divides practice under four, or
rather three, categories, which he calls J 
nacatuaya or upyas. Regarded as the most
important elements of Shaiva praxis, these four
upyas or means of liberation are: avopya or
Individual Means, ktopya or the Method of
akti, mbhavopya or the Method of ambh
and Anupya or the No- Means or Null Method.
Of these four up yas, avopya or the
Individual Means, as the name suggests, is
concerned with a  u, the limited, atomized
individual, and is therefore associated with the
physical body. Various external practices at the
level of physical effort come within the scope
of this upya. As Navjivan Rastogi points out
“notions of mantra, mudr, diagrams and mental
installation (nysa) assume implicit importance
at the plane of the avopya.38 The ktopya
or the Empowered Means is associated with
mental activity in which the yogi resorts to
contemplative meditation to purify thought. He
uses cit-akti to free himself of the thoughtconstructs arising out of ignorance. With the
help of one uddha vikalpa or pure thought
which the yogi holds in his mind, auddha
vikalpa or impure thought is eliminated by
constant contemplation and the true nature of
the self is revealed. The uddha vikalpa could
be a powerful thought such as, “I am omnipotent
and omniscient Shiva.” The mbhavopya does
not need any exertion, but only the visualization
of one’s identity with Shiva without the
interference of any thought constructs. The yogi
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in the realm of mbhavopya, subtly directs
his power of will or icch and his reflective
consciousness to recognize that his state is no
different from Shiva’s own state of svtantrya.
It is therefore also called icchopya. Anupya
is more a state of being than a means of
liberation and requires no or little practice. It is
based’ on direct intuitive insight into the
supreme reality without any effort, with the yogi
penetrating into his real nature in a state of
uninterrupted awareness due to pure grace
(aktipta) of the highest intensity. The yogi in
the realm of Anupya, therefore has just to be
aware of his transcendent nature through the
guru’s word, and repose in his own self. Nothing
has to be done or achieved, says Abhianavgupta,
no udyama or effort is needed as the goal and
the means are the same.
Although all these four categories are
regarded as what Abhinavagupta calls the
“means of liberation,” it need not be implied,
as Dyczkowski points out, that “there is just one
means to realization belonging to each category,
but rather all forms of spiritual discipline are
based on one or the other of these principles.”39
All these lead ultimately to the same goal, which
is samvea or realization of one’s true nature
and mystical immersion or absorption in Shivaconsciousness. All are interrelated in a manner
that they can be regarded as continuation or
extension of one another. This four-fold upyayoga was systemized by Abhinavagupta in his
Tantrloka as the authentic praxis of Kashmir
Shaivism as “a unique feature of the Trika path.”
The Yoga of Kashmir Shaivism though patterned
on the eight-limbed (a  ga) structure of
Patafijali’s yoga is actually only six-limbed
(ga) in structure. It eliminates yama and
niyama, and gives absolutely new interpretation
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to sana and pryma. Instead it posits the
unique concept of sattarka or right reasoning.
More potent than mere logical argument,
sattarka is supposed to rid the mind of impure
thought constructs and replace them with
positive and powerful thoughts. It matures
gradually to what is called bh van, which
according to Jaidev Singh connotes the sense
of “creative contemplation.”40 Making the use
of “constructive imagination,” bh  van 
implants in the yogi’s mind a liberating idea like
“sarvamevedam ahameva” or “I alone am all
this.” Leading ultimately to uddha vidy, or the
“Pure Knowledge” which reveals to him his true
identity as Shiva, this pure vikalpa (purifying
thought) culminates in the state of nirvikalpa
(thought-free) consciousness, rendering all
external worship, yga, japa, homa, mudr ,
dhyna etc. as superfluous. Ultimately all
contradictions and polarities dissolve, leaving
the yogi immersed in the bliss of experiencing
universal pulsation of pure I-consciousness.
Shaktipta or the Descent of Divine Grace
Kashmir Shaivism, does not, however,
consider self-effort alone sufficient for the
spiritual aspirant to achieve the desired goal. It
holds anugraha or the descent of divine grace
to be a decisive factor in removing the basic
ignorance that transforms Shiva into au or a
limited individual. It is through bestowal of
grace that he cuts the veil of self- imposed
ignorance and restores his original divine nature.
Known as aktipta in Shaiva terminology, this
divine grace comes mysteriously, depending
entirely on Shiva’s free will, and destroys all
the malas or impurities that stain the individual
soul. As it comes freely, there is no compulsion
on the flow of grace from Shiva, who can shower
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it on anyone he chooses irrespective of his
efforts or exertion in the field of spiritual
discipline.
aktipta or anugraha comes freely as an
eternal act of grace on the part of Shiva, the
highest source of power, and is’ essential to undo
the effect of nigraha or the act of self-limitation
that sets into motion the process of cosmic
manifestation. Shiva does not have any personal
motive in showering it nor does any particular
spiritual effort on anybody’s part make him
eligible to receive it. It has been described as
ahetuk or unmotivated, without any cause,
which, however does not mean that it comes
without any regard of worthiness or that it is an
arbitrary act.
It is said that of the three malas - ava,
myya and krma - that envelope the individual
soul with the help of My and its evolutes, the
last two, viz. myya and kiirma, can be removed
by spiritual practice, but ava, which is the
fundamental mala as it cripples the individual
soul by imposing the limitation of atomicity, can
be overcome only by aktipta. aktipta or the
unmotivated descent of Shiva’s energy is a
decisive factor and a “central fact” of Shaiva
yoga. Though the divine grace showered by
Shiva is qualitatively the same in the case of
every recipient, it varies in intensity according
to the capacity of the individual recipient.
Accordingly, Abhinavgupta has classified it
under three main categories in Tantraloka - tvra
or intense, madhyama or medium, and manda
or mild. These can be further classified into nine
or even twenty-seven types according to the
permutations and combinations they make. The
intensity of grace varies in proportion to the
recipient’s spiritual progress.
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The Supreme Word and the Four Levels of
Speech
Fundamental to the world view of non-dual
Kashmir Shaivism is its theory of language
according to which the whole drama of creation
and dissolution and bondage and liberation is a
linguistic process. As language is an essential
expression of consciousness, it is an innate
capacity of man. It can act as a “primary
delusionary force” by concealing from us our
real identity, as it does by formulating thoughtconstructs; it can also be a liberating force when
it mirrors the reality of our life as a manifestation
of universal consciousness. Shiva’s awareness
(vimara) of his infinite reality itself is a kind
of “emitting.” The process of this emission or
manifestation is shown as occurring at four
levels of speech or v  k - par  , pa  yant  ,
madhyam and vaikhar. At the highest level it
is identified as the parvk or the supreme word
and is identified with the pure, reflective Iconsciousness of Shiva (aham vimara) – a level
where language is “a pure potentiality coexistent with Shiva’s pure cosmic ideation.” It
is a level beyond speech and thought and yet
the source of all language. The next level is that
of payant vk, literally “the word which sees
something” or “visible speech.” Here word and
meaning are undivided and indistinguishable,
with speech at the level of “mental image prior
to thought.” And then there is the level of
madhyam vk or “intermediary speech.” It is
subtle, inner discourse, with speech not having
taken the distinct shape of words yet. The final
level in this process is of vaikhar vk or the
“manifest speech,” the stage where vocal organs
utter the gross everyday speech. The word and
its object are now completely separate and
distinct. In these four levels of speech we can
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see a correspondence between the manifestation
of the tattvas (categories of creation) from the
non- manifested supreme reality to the tangible
world of daily discourse.
Phonemic Mysticism and Liberation through
Mantra
Phonemic symbolism or what some term as
phonemic mysticism is an important aspect of
Kashmir Shaivism. Abhinavagupta attaches
great importance to it as it is phonemes from
which mantras are structured. Every letter and
word is derived and therefore inseparable from
Divine Consciousness. The sixteen vowels of
the Sankrit alphabet, including the bindu or the
dot and the visarga or the Emissional Power, as
represented in Devanagari or Sharada script, are
treated as symbolic of Divine Consciousness.
Playing on the intricacies of Sanskrit grammar
and linguistic speculation, Abhinavagupta in his
Tantr  loka and Par  tri  ik Vivara  a has
associated language and the revelation of
consciousness so intimately that every letter of
the alphabet represents some aspect of the
creative energy of Shiva. What is more, vowels
as well as consonants ar e shown as
corresponding to one of the tattvas of cosmic
manifestation, with each tattva containing all
the other tattvas and thus creating an image of
totality.
As parvk or language at the highest level
is r egarded as identical with divine
consciousness, Kashmir Shaivism holds that
language can be used as an instrument of
liberation through antra, its smallest unit.
Mantras are made up of letters and every letter
or word is derived and inseparable from
consciousness. A significant example of this
phonemic mysticism is provided by “aham,”
the Sanskrit word for “I”, “the very centre of
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consciousness.” Here the phoneme, ‘a’, the first
letter of the Sanskrit alphabet, standing for
anuttara or the Ultimate and ha, the last letter,
standing for Shakti, combine to form the “most
natural, innate mantra” ‘aham, ‘ The two letters
contain between them all the letters of the
Sanskrit alphabet, the gross form of the phonetic
energies residing in a potential state in
consciousness. The phoneme ‘a-ha’ or the
visarga represents the emissional power of the
Divine akti, while bindu, the dimensionless dot
above ‘ha’ represents the reflective awareness
of I- consciousness. The mantra “aham’ is, thus
fully charged with the divine energy of Iconsciousness (prhant).
Futuristic Potential
The emphatic proclamation of Kashmir’s
non-dualist Shaiva philosophy that the world
and its phenomena are the manifestation of
divine consciousness and not illusory, that the
human individual is not an atomic, limited self
but a part of cosmic totality, is reassuring for
the modem man. “I am Shiva” is an assertion
that could sound audacious, but it underscores
the point that Man is not an isolated, forsaken
entity; he is a part of cosmic forces. And the
forces that operate at the macrocosmic level also
operate at the microcosmic level. What is here
is also everywhere, say the iva tras. What
Kashmir Shaiva philosophers say about the
fundamental unity of the universe and
interrelation of things is supported by modern
physics, and so is their contention that there is
no dichotomy between the subject and the
object.
Kashmir Shaivism is open to all without any
barrier of caste, creed or gender—”Na atra
jtydyapek kvacit.” 41 Unlike the cold and
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self-denying approach of Advaita Vedanta, it has
a warm, positive, life-affirming T  ntr ic
ambience about it. Rejecting renunciation and
rigorous asceticism, it reaches out to the
householder and addresses the anxieties of the
modern man. Its meta-concepts like Pratyabhij
, Spanda, Praka and Vimara, Svtantrya,
bhsa, Vk, Mala,
Samvea, nanda. have an appeal beyond
the frontier of religious sects. Perhaps that is
why “Kashmir Shaivism has continued to
influence and inspire people in India and
throughout the world,” as Sanderson says. They
see in Abhinavagupta’s thought, a futuristic
potential of giving today’s disoriented humanity
a new sense of direction.
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dk'ehj dh rU= ijEijk ,oa rU=kyksd
;ksxs'k 'kekZ
laLÑr vè;;u ds oSfnd vè;;u foHkkx
ouLFkyh] fo|kihB ¼jktLFkku½
Hkkjrh; Kku ijEijk esa rU= vkxe lafgrk
,oa ;key i;kZ; ds :i esa ns[ks x;s gSAa ftldk
izeq[k dsUnz d'ehj dks ekuk tkrk gSA d'ehj dh
rkfU=d ijEijk vkSj ize[q k mithO; vkxe gSA
dkfjdkxe rU=kUry iVy esa rRo vkSj eU= ds
lkFk fofo/k&fo"k;ksa dks ruu vFkkZr~ foLrkj djus
okyk rFkk Kku ds izfriknd 'kkL= ds :i esa
rU= dks ns[kk x;k gSA 'kSo inkFkksaZ ds mRiknd
'kkL=ksa ds :i esa Hkh rU= dh O;qRifRr dh tkrh
gS tks /kkj.kkFkZd rU=h /kkrq ls fu"iUu gSA
bl izdkj rU= 'kCn foLrkj vFkZ esa ruq /kkrq
ls /kkj.kkFkZd vFkok O;k[;kFkZd rU=h /kkrq ls
fu"iUu ekuk tk ldrk gSA rU= dks Hkkjrh;
ijEijk esa 'kkL= ds lkekU; okpd ds :i esa Hkh
ns[kk x;k gSA lka[;dkfjdk dh ;qfDrnhfidk
Vhdk esa tks rU= ds xq.k crk;s x;s gSa ;k pjd
lafgrk vFkZ'kkL= vkfn esa ftu rU=;qfDr;ksa dk
mYys[k feyrk gS os oLrqr% 'kkL= lkekU; ds
fy, gh gSA esfnuhdks'k esa vkxe ds fy, rU=
'kCn dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA vkxe ds fdlh
,d Hksn ds vuqlkj vkxe 25 fo"k;ksa dk] rU= 7
dk] ;key mUgha esa ls 5 fo"k;ksa dk fu:i.k djrs
gSAa rU= ijEijk esa rkfU=d ok³~e; ds ,d Hkkx
ds fy, ;key 'kCn dk Hkh iz;ksx crk;k x;k gS
ftlds 8 y{k.k mfYyf[kr gSaA LoPNUnrU= ds
vuqlkj egkrU= ,oa lafgrk i;kZ; :i esa ns[kk
x;k gSA blds eqnzkeaMy eU= ,oa fo|kihB vkJ;
'kSo] 'kkDr ,oa oS".ko vkfn lEiznk;ksa ds fodkl
esa budk ogh egRo vkSj LFkku ekuk tk ldrk
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gS tSlk fd mifu"knksa dk vfLrd n'kZuksa ds
fodkl esa vkxe] fuxe] Le`fr ,oa iqjk.k ls fHkUu
ok³~e; ds izfrfuf/k gSaA1
vkxe dks 'kCnizek.kewyd] ijEijkewyd]
vFkkZr~ ekSf[kd ijEijk ls izfl) vkSj vu`r%
ijes'oj :i esa Hkys gh fl) djus dk iz;kl
fd;k tk, ijUrq os fdlh Hkh 'kkL= ds lkekU;
Lo:i ls vkSj fo'ks"kr% bZ'oj izksDr ekus tkus
okys fuxe ls fHkUurk LFkkfir ugha dj ikrs Jqfr
dh rjg vkxe Hkh cks/kkRed vkSj 'kCnkRed gSA
oLrqr% 'kCn ls 'kkL= dh gh ugha vfirq lexz
l`f"V dh mRifRr vR;Ur izkphu fl)kUr gS
HkrZ̀gfj ds }kjk 'kCn czã ds mn~Hkkouk ds i'pkr~
bZ'oj izksDr 'kkL=ksa ds izdk'kkRed vkSj foe'kZkRed
gksus dh fopkj/kkjk dk fLFkjhdj.k ns[kk tk ldrk
gSA Lo;a HkrZ̀gfj ds }kjk gh _f"k;ksa ds Kku dks
Hkh vkxe iwoZd ,oa izkphu ijEijk ij vk/kkfjr
ekU;rk ds :i esa Lohd`fr nh xbZ gSA bl n`f"V
ls ijef'ko tks lEiw.kZ fo'o dk vk| lzksr gS
mldh foe'kZ 'kfDr gh vkxe rU= ds :i esa
vorh.kZ ekuh xbZ gS vkSj Lo;a lnkf'ko xq:f'k";
Hkko esa fLFkr gksdj iz'uksRrj laoknkRed 'kSyh esa
vkxe rU= dk vo rj. k d jrs gSa A
ikr´~ty;ksxlw= dh Vhdk rÙo&oS'kkjnh esa vkxe
dks vH;qn; vkSj fu%Js;l~ nksuksa dh ,d lkFk
izkfIr ds mik; ds :i esa O;k[;k dh x;h gSA
vkxe rU= ds fooj.kkRed y{k.k ds :i esa Hkh
ns[ks x;s gSaA fiaxyer vkxe y{k.k dks NUnksy{k.k
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ls lafl) crkrk gSA dqyk.kZorU= vkpkj dk
Kkiu djus okys] fnO; xfr dh izkfIr dk mik;
crkus okys rFkk dFku djus okys dks vkxe
crkrk gSA
'kCnkFkZ fpUrkef.k lxZ] vfrlxZ] eU=y{k.k]
nsolaLFkku] rhFkZo.kZu vkJe /keZ] ea= laLFkku]
ewy laLFkku] ;U=fu.kZ;] nsor: vkfn dh mRifRr]
y{k.k foKku] iqjk.k foKku] ozrifjHkk"kk] 'kkSp'kkSp]
ujdo.kZu] L=h&iq#"k y{k.k] jktnku&/keZ O;ogkj]
v/;kRe o.kZu vkfn vusd fo"k;ksa dks lfEefyr
djus ds dkj.k vkxe&rU= dh igpku dj ikus
vkSj mls iqjk.k&lkfgR; ls fHkUu dj ikus dks
vkSj Hkh dfBu cuk nsrk gSA
iqjk.k ds i×p y{k.k dh rjg ije laf{kIr
vkxe ds lIry{k.k crk, x, gSaA ¼l`f"V] izy;]
nso rkvksa dk vtZu rFkk lk/kuk] iqj'pj.k]
"kV~deZ&lk/ku rFkk /;ku ;ksx½
d'ehj rkfU=d ijEijk ds ,d ize[q k xzUFk
LoPNUn rU= esa izkjEHk esa gh vkxe vkfn dk
fu.kZ;kRed funs'Z k fd;k x;k gSA buds vuqlkj
xq:] f'k";] Hkwfe ¼eU= ;ksxkfn LFkku½ eU=] dky]
;t u] gou ] vf/kokl ¼ la L dkj ½] jt
¼e.My&fuekZ.k ds fy, mi;ksxh 'kkfy?kw.kkZfn½]
ia p xO;] p:] nUrdk"B e.My] nh{kk]
d.kZ&eU=&in dyk rRo&Hkqou "kM~fo/k v/ok
vkpk;Z dk vfHk"ksd nhf{kr O;fDr ds fof/k fu"ksèk
:i vkpkj] flf) izkfIr ds lk/ku] U;kl] ti]
vkT; ladkj dk fu:i.k vkfn dk mins'k rU=kxe
gSA
ekfyuhfot;ksRrj rU= vR;Ur foLrh.kZ fl)
;ksxh'ojhrU= dk laf{kIr :i gSA blesa ;ksx]
;ksx dh flf) pkgus okys _f"k;ksa dh izkFkZuk ij
bl ^ijes' ojeq[kksn ~xr~* vkxe N% mikns;
¼f'kokfn"k~Vd f'ko] 'kfDr] lnkf'ko] eU=] egs'oj]
v.M½ vkSj gs; ¼ey] deZ] ek;k] ek;h; txr~½
ekfyuh

ds Kku ls flf) dk izfriknu fd;k x;k gSA
bu lcds lkFk&lkFk bl rU= esa tykfn
rRo fu:i.k vkSj mudh O;kfIr] eU=ks)kj] fØ;k
,oa Kku :ik f}fo/k nh{kk] Hkqou] nsgekxZ] eqnkz ]
t;uU;klkfn] vf/kokl ¼fØ;k nh{kk½] vfHk"ksd]
l|% izR;;nkf;uh nh{kk] ;ksXkkH;kl dh fof/k]
ikfFkZo h] ok:f.k] vkXus ; h ia p rŸo&rUek=
okfxfUnz;kfn dh /kkj.kk,¡] "kksM+'kkpkj pØkRed
nsg esa vgUrk dh /kkj.kk] izk.kk;ke] ijefo|k]
ije;ksx] dqyekxZ eU=fu.kZ;] pUnzÑf"V&lw;kZd`f"V
¼fof'k"V;ksxfof/k½ vkfn dk fu:i.k fd;k x;k
gSA d'ehj ijEijk ds vusd rU=dekZas esa nsoh ds
fofHkUu :iksa dk fo/kku fd;k x;k gSA vkSj rU=ksa
esa HkSjo] jkSjo] ik'kqir vkfn f'ko ds :i dk
foèkku fd;k x;k gSA
d'ehj rU= ijEijk esa rkfU=d lkfgR; dk
ok³~e; vR;Ur fo'kky gSA 'kkgtgk¡ ds ledkyhu
dohUnzkpk;Z ljLorh }kjk mifuc) rkfU=d xzUFkkasa
dh lwph esa rU=] vkxe] lafgrk] eU=] 'kkL=
vkfn xzUFkska dh ukekoyh rFkk egkegksik/;k;
xksihukFk dfojkt ds ^rkafU=d lkfgR;* esa laxzghr
lSdM+ksa rkfU=d xzUFkksa ds fooj.k ls rkfU=d ok³~e;
dh fo'kkyrk dh dYiuk dh tk ldrh gSA
Kku dh lRrk ds f=fo/k dh lEHkkouk dks
Lohdkj dj rU=kxekas ds rhu Hksn ekus x;s gSaA
Hksn&iz/kku] HksnkHksn iz/kku ,oa vHksn&iz/kkuA Hksn
iz/kku rU= dk lEcU/k :nz ls] HksnkHksn dk lEcUèk
f'ko ls ,oa vHksniz/kku rU= dk lEcU/k HkSjo ls
ekuk x;k gSA bUgha ds vk/kkj ij rU=&lkfgR;
dh ijEijk eas bUgsa jkSnzkxe] 'kSokxe ,oa HkSjokxe
dgk tkrk gSA jkSnkz xeksa dh la[;k vBkjg] HksnkHksn
iz/kku 'kSokxeksa dh la[;k nl ,oa vHksn iz/kku
HkSjokxekas dh la[;k pkSlB ekuh xbZ gSA
vfHkuoxqIr ds vuqlkj rU=kxeksa esa 9 djksM+
'yksd gSA budk izR;sd ;qx esa gzkl gksrk x;kA
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jko.k us budks 'kØ ls izkIr fd;kA ckn esa ogh
foHkh"k.k] jke] y{e.k] fl) nkou] xqád rFkk
;ksfu;ksa dks izkIr gqvkA
rU= vFkok vkxe ds Lo:i] izkekf.kdrk]
izkphurk ,oa ifjek.k ds ckjs esa vR;Ur] laf{kIr
mYys[k izkIr gksrk gSA dk'ehj dh ,sfrgkfld
rkfU=d xzUFk ijEijk dk izkjEHk lksekuUnukFk
ls ekuk tkrk gSA ftudk le; yxHkx 9oaha
'krkCnh gSA d'ehj dh rU= ijEijk ds vusd
egRoiw.kZ xzUFk vuqiyC/k gS ftuesa czã;key]
nsoh;key] nh{kksRrj] dqyxo~gj] xe'kkL=] fl)
;ksxh'ojh] uked] ekfyuhfot;] ekrax] jRuekyk]
lkj'kklu] flf)'kklu] f=d'kklu] f=f'kjl]
;ksxlapj vkfn izeq[k gSAa tks vkxe xzUFk miyC/
k dh lwph esa izeq[k gSA os ekfkyuhfot;ksRrjrU=]
LoPNUnrU=] ijkf=af'kdk] us=rU=] e`xUs nzrU= ,oa
foKkuHkSjoA
bl izdkj d'ehj rU=kxe dh ijEijk esa
lksekuUnukFk fof/kor~ :i ls izFke vkpk;Z ekus
tk ldrs gaSA budk xzUFk f'ko n`f"V lkr vkfàd
esa 724 'yksdksa esa fuc) gSa ftlds 7osa vkfàd esa
lksekuUn us eks{k&lk/kd rkfU=d fl)kUrksa ,oa
lk/kukvksa dk rFkk 'kSo;ksx vkSj mlds Qy dk
foospu fd;k gSA
blh ijEijk esa mRiynso dk uke vkrk gSA
tks lksekuUnukFk ds ize[q k f'k"; gSA budh izfl)
jpuk dk uke gS bZ'ojizR;fHkKkA blds vfrfjDr
bZ' ojiz R ;fHkKko`f Rr] bZ' ojiz R ;fHkKkfoo` f r]
vtMizekr`flf)] bZ'ojflf)] lEcU/k lafl) ,oa
f'koLrks=koyh vkfn xzUFk izeq[k gSAa
mRiynso ds f'k"; y{e.kxqIr dk rU= ijEijk
esa vxyk uke vkrk gSA ftUgsa d'ehj'kSokxe
ijEijk ds 'ka d jkpk;Z ekus tkus okys
vfHkuoxqIriknkpk;Z ¼10oah 'krh½ dk xq: ekuk
tkrk gSA vfHkuoxqIr us yxHkx 40 xzUFkksa dk
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iz.k;u fd;kA ftuesa dqN lkfgR;'kkL= ds gSAa
rU= ijEijk esa muds }kjk fy[kk x;k xzUFk
rU=kyksd dk ize[q k LFkku gSA ;g rU= dk
vR;Ur fo'kkydk; xzUFk gSA bls 'kSon'kZu] vkpkj]
rU=lk/kuk] ;ksx ,oa rkfU=d deZdk.M dk
fo'odks'k ekuk tk ldrk gSA
rU=kyksd ds izeq[k fo"k;ksa dk lkj vR;Ur
la{ksi esa vfHkuoxqIrd`r ^rU=lkj* uked xzUFk esa
fn;k x;k gSA
bl izdkj lksekuUn] mRiynso ,oa vfHkuoxqIr
d'ehj dh rU= ijEijk esa eqfu=;h ds :i esa
ekus tk ldrs gSaA vfHkuoxqIr ds i'pkr~ mUgha
ds izeq[k f'k"; {ksejkt us bl ijEijk dks vkxs
c<+k;k ftudk ^izR;fHkKkân;* uked izeq[k xzUFk
gSA {ksejkt ds vU; xzUFkksa esa f'kolw=foef'kZuh]
LiUnlUnksg] LiUnfu.kZ;] Lrofparkef.kfoo`fRr]
foKkuHkSjo m|ksr]us=rU=ks|ksr] lkEciapkf'kdk&
Vhdk vkfn gSAa {ksejkt ds f'k"; ;ksxjkt us
vkxs pydj vfHkuoxqIr }kjk jfpr ijekFkZlkj
ij ,d VhdkxzUFk fy[kk ftls ;ksxjktfoo`fRr ds
uke ls tkuk tkrk gS
blh ijEijk esa vxyk uke t;jFk ¼12oha
'krh½ dk vkrk gS ftUgksaus rU=kyksd ij foosd
Vhdk fy[kh gSA yxHkx 13oha 'krkCnh ls 16oha
'krkCnh rd d'ehj rU= ijEijk esa dksbZ egRoiw.kZ
xzUFk izkIr ugha gksrk gS fdUrq 17oha 'krkCnh esa
foKkuHkS j o ds Vhdkdkj f'koks i k/;k;]
bZ'ojizR;fHkKkfoef'kZuh dh Vhdk HkkLdjh ds
jpf;rk HkkLdjd.B iz/kku vkpk;Z gSaA vk/kqfud
dk'ehj esa ftl egku foHkwfr vkSj mlds opukas
dh lcls vf/kd ekU;rk gS] os gSa& yyn;n~
¼yYys'ojh½A muds opu dk'ehjh Hkk"kk esa fy[ks
x;s ga S A ftudk vuq o kn HkkLdjd.B us
^yYys'ojhokD;kfu** ds uke ls fd;k x;k gSA
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dk'ehj&rU= ijEijk ds vk/kqfud izeq[k
vkpk;ksaZ esa egksegkik/;k; xksihukFk dfojkt] Jh
ve`rokXeokpk;Z] jkes'oj >k ¼iw.kZrkizR;fHkKk½
cyftUukFk if.Mr vkfn us laLd`r esa xzUFk&ys[ku
dh ijEijk dks lqjf{kr j[kk gS vkSj mlesa dqN
tksM+k Hkh tkrk jgk gSA
ek/kokpk;Z ¼13oha 'krkCnh½1 ds vuqlkj Hkkjrh;
nk'kZfud fpUru dks izeq[kr% lksyg 'kk[kkvksa esa
foHkkftr fd;k x;k gSA bu 'kk[kkvksa esa nk'kZfud
fpUru ds izeq[k fo"k; izek.k] izes;] izekrk] izfefr
ij fHkUu&fHkUu n`f"Vdks.kksa ls fopkj fd;k x;k
gSA Hkkjrh; n'kZu ds ftrus Hkh lEiznk; izdk'k
esa vkrs gS]a muesa vf/kdrj izek.k o izes; fo"k;d
vk/kkjHkwfe dk vkJ; fy;k x;k gSA bUgha lEiznk;ksa
esa izekrkoknh n'kZu ^dk'ehj 'kSo n'kZu* dk uke
vkrk gSA bls ^izR;fHkKkn'kZu ,oa f=d n'kZu ds
uke ls Hkh vfHkfgr fd;k tkrk gSA blh dks
jgL; lEiznk; rFkk «;Ecd lEiznk; Hkh dgk
x;k gSA fl)k] uked rFkk ekfyuh bu rhu
vkxe&lewg dks f'ko] 'kfDr rFkk v.kq dks]s ifr
ik'k vkSj i'kq dks] f'ko 'kfDr RkFkk uj dks nsoh
ds ijk] vijk rFkk ijkRijk bu rhu :iksa dks
ekuus ds dkj.k Hksn] vHksn rFkk HksnkHksn dh
O;k[;k ds dkj.k bls f=d dgk tkrk gSA2
;|fi f=d n'kZu dk O;ofLFkr izorZu d'ehj
esa uoha 'krkCnh ds izkjEHk esa gqvk] fdUrq ftu
vkxeksa rFkk xq# ijEijk ds vk/kkj ij bl n'kZu
dk fodkl gqvk os blls dkQh izkphu gS]a mudk
le; fuf'pr dj ikuk dfBu gSA f=d n'kZu ds
vk/kkjHkwr 'kkL=ksa dks rhu 'kk[kkvksa esa foHkkftr
fd;k tkrk gS3 &
1- vkxe'kkL=
2- Li Un 'kkL=
3- izR;fHkKk'kkL=
rU=kyksd vkfàd 11] 12] 36 esa crk;k x;k
gS fd Jh d.BukFk dh vkKk ls «;EcdkfnR;]
ekfyuh

venZd vkSj JhukFk us f=fo/k 'kSorU=ksa dk izorZu
fd;kA vkfàd 13] 36 esa crk;k x;k gS fd
budk izorZu v)Z«;Ecd dh iq=h us fd;kA
mijksDr rhu 'kkL=h; 'kk[kkvksa dks Øe'k%
}Sr] }Srk}Sr vkSj v}Sr Hkh dgk tkrk gSA izR;fHkKk
n'kZu dk lEcU/k rhljh v}Sroknh 'kk[kk ls gSA
lksekuUnukFk us vius xzUFk f'kon`f"V ds vfUre
v/;k; esa v}Sroknh 'kk[kk dk laf{kIr ifjp;
nsrs gq, Lo;a dks =~;Ecd dk 19ok¡ oa'kt crk;k
gSA
lksekuUn us =~;Ecd ds ijorhZ@vkjfEHkd
14 oa'ktksa dk uke ugha fn;k gSA fdUrq 15oha
'krkCnh ls vkjEHk djds os Øekuqlkj viuh
oa'kkoyh dk ifjp; nsrs gSaA
¼15½ laxekfnR;
¼16½ o"kkZfnR;
¼17½ v#.kkfnR;
¼18½ vkuUn
¼19½ lksekuUn
lksekuUnukFk vfHkuoxqIr ds izfirkeg&xq:
FksA vfHkuo dk le; 950 ls 1025 bZ- ds e/;
gSAa bl vk/kkj ij dgk tk ldrk gS fd lksekuUn
muls ,d 'krkCnh iwoZ yxHkx 850 bZ- esa jgs
gksaxAs f'kok};oknh LiUn 'kk[kk ds izeq[k vkpk;Z
dYyV tks vofUroekZ ds 'kkludky esa gq;]s
HkÍs U nqj kt ds lEcU/k ls vfHkUkoxq I r ds
izfirkeg&xq# FksA bl vk/kkj ij dgk tk ldrk
gS fd lksekuUn ,oa dYyV ledkyhu Fks vkSj
nksuksa dk le; 850 bZ- FkkA yxHkx 825&850 bZrd olqxqIr f'kolw= dh [kkst dj pqds Fks tks
'kSok}Sr dh LiUn 'kk[kk dk ize[q k xzUFk gSA
olqxqIr ds iq= ,oa f'k"; dYyV us LiUndkfjdk
xzUFk fy[kkA muds ledkyhu lksekuUn us
f'kon`f"V rFkk lksekuUn ds iq= ,oa f'k"; mRiynso
us yxHkx 900 bZ- esa izR;fHkKkdkfjdk dh jpuk
dhA
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bl izdkj dk'ehj 'kSok}Sr dh nk'kZfud
vo/kkj.kk dh LFkkiuk vkSj fodkl uoha o nloha
'krkCnh esa ekuk tk ldrk gS] ftlesa f'kolw=
izFke xzUFk gSA f'kOklw= ,oa LiUndkfjdk v}Sr
'kSon'kZu dh LiUn 'kk[kk ds ize[q k xzUFk gSAa ogha
f'kon`f"V] bZ'ojizR;fHkKkdkfjdk] izR;fHkKk 'kk[kk
ds izeq[k xzUFk gS]a tks Øe'k% lksekuUnÑr ,oa
mRiynsod`r gSAa blh Ük`[a kyk esa egku~ n'kZfud
vfHkuoxqIrinkpk;Z dk uke vkrk gSA mRiynso
ds iq= vkSj y{e.kxqIr us vfHkuoxqIr dks izR;fHkKk
vkSj Øe 'kk[kkvksa esa nhf{kr fd;kA y{e.kxqIr
ds vfrfjDr vfHkuo us Hkwfrjkt vkSj muds iq=
gsykjkt ls Hkh f'k{kk izkIr dhA tks lEHkor%
Øen'kZu ds vkpk;Z FksA v)Z«;Ecd lEiznk;
}kjk izofrZr dqyekxZ esa vfHkuo ds xq# tkyU/kj
ihB ds 'kEHkqukFk FksA
vfHkuoxqIriknkpk;Z Hkkjrh; rU=kxeh;
ijEijk esa ,d ,slk uke gS ftls lEiw.kZ ijEijk
dk iz/kku izoDrk dgk tk ldrk gSA
vfHkuoxqIriknkpk;Z d’ehj 'kSon’kZu dh
v};oknh ijEijk ds vkpk;Z gSaSA vfHkuo
bZ’ojizR;fHkKkdkfjdk ds jpf;rk mRiynso ds
izf’k"; o y{e.kxqIr ds f’k"; FksA vfHkuoxqIr us
vusd xq:vksa ls f’k{kk izkIr dhA blh dk ifj.kke
gS fd tgk¡ v}Sroknh 'kSo n’kZu dh pkj 'kk[kkvksa
dk mYys[k vkrk gS ¼1- LiUn 'kk[kk 2- izR;fHkKk
'kk[kk 3- Øe 'kk[kk 4- dqy 'kk[kk½] ogk¡ vfHkuo
dks mi;ZDq r dkSy vkSj Øe] LiUn ,oa izR;fHkKk
v};okn ls lEc) lHkh laiznk;ks dk izorZd
ekuk tk ldrk gSA bldk izeq[k dkj.k muds
v/;;u {ks= ds xq: jgs A izR;fHkKk ,oa Øe
'kk[kkvksa esa mUgsa y{e.kxqIr us nhf{kr fd;kA
blds i'pkr~ Øe n’kZu ds gh iz/kku vkpk;Z
Hkwfrjkt ,oa muds iq= gsykjkt4 ls Hkh Øe
'kk[kk dk vfHkuo us v/;;u fd;kA okeukFk us
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mUgsa }Sr ra=ks ds fl)kUrksa ls ifjfpr djk;kA
HkkLdj ls vfHkuo us LiUn'kkL= ds fl)kUrkas dk
v/;;u fd;kA HkÍrkSr dkO;’kkL=] ukV~;’kkL=
vkSj O;kdj.k rU= ,oa n’kZu tSls fo"k;ksa ds
muds xq: Fks vkSj vUr esa 'kaHkqukFk ls mUgksaus
dqy lEiznk; ds n’kZu vkSj lk/kuk i{kksa dk Kku
izkIr fd;kA5 bu lHkh ds vfrfjDr vfHkuo ds
izkjfEHkd xq: ds :i esa muds }kjk vius firk
dk gh mYys[k fd;k x;k gS ftuls mUgksua s
O;kdj.k] rdZ’kkL= vkSj lkfgR; dk v/;;u
fd;k vfHkuo vius firk ds :i esa rU=kyksd
vkSj ijkf=f’kdk ds izkjfEHkd 'yksd esa Lo;a dks
ujflagxqIr ,oa ;ksfxuh foeydyk dk iq= crkrs
gSAa 6 ;g ns[kus okyh ckr gS ftl vkpk;Z dh
vè;;u dh i`"BHkwfe bruh fo’kky ,oa O;kid gks
mldk ltZukRed O;kikj fdruk foLr`r gksxk
blh dk ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd vfHkuo }kjk rU=
lkfgR; dk fo’odks’k dgk tkus okyk 37 vkfàdksa
esa vR;Ur foLr`r xzUFk fy[kk x;kA rU=kyksd ds
vfrfjDr vfHkuo us yxHkx 39 xzUFkksa dk iz.k;u
vkSj fd;k
1- cks/kiapnf’kdk 2- ekfyfufot;okfrZde~ 3ijkf=af’kdk& fooj.k 4- rU=lkj 5- rU=oVèkkfudk
21- vuqHkofuosnue~ 22- jgL;iapnf'kdk 23rU=ks P p; 24- fcEc&iz f rfcEcokn 25vuqÙkjrÙofoef’kZuho`fÙk 6- /oU;kyksdykspu 7vfHkuoHkkjrh 8- Hkxon~xhrkFkZlx
a zg 9- ijekFkZlkj
10- bZ’ ojizR ;&fHkKkfoef’kZu h 11- bZ’ oj&
izR;kfHkKkfoo`fÙkfoef’kZuh 12- i;ZUriapkf’kdk 13?kVdiZjdqyd&foo`fÙk 14- vuqÙkjkf"Vdk 15ijekFkZ } knf’kdk 16- ijekFkZ p pkZ 17egksins’kfoa’kfrde~ 18- ØeLrks=e~ 19- HkSjoLrks=e~
20- nsgLFknsorkpØLrks=e~ 26- iqjoksfopkj 27Øedsfy 28- f'kon`"V~;kykspue~ 29- iwoZif¥~pdk
30- inkFkZizos’kfu.kZ;&Vhdk 31- izdh.kZdfooj.k
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32- dkO;dkSrqdfooj.k 33- izdj.kfooj.k 34dFkkeq[kfryde~ 35- y?oh izfØ;k 36- Hksnok|&
fonkj.k 37- nsohLrks= & fooj.k 38- rRok/
oizdkf’kdk 39- f’ko’kDR;foukHkkoLrks=e~
dk'ehj dh rU= ijEijk esa ls ;fn vfHkuoxqIr
iknkpk;Z fudky fn;k tk;s rks ra= lkfgR; dk
yxHkx 20 izfr'kr Hkkx gh 'ks"k jg tk,xkA
vkpk;Z vfHkuoxqIr ds yxHkx 30 xzUFk d'ehj
dh 'kSokxe ,oa rkfU=d ijEijk ,oa muds fl)kUrksa
dh O;k[;k djrs gSAa buds izeq[k xzUFkkas dk
fooj.k bl izdkj gSA
1 - ekfyuhfot;okfŸkZd e~ %& ;g xzUFk
ekfyuhfot;ra= dh vfHkuoxqIr }kjk dh xbZ
vkaf'kd O;k[;k gSA ekfyuh fot; ra= rU=kyksd
dk mithO; vkSj d'ehj f'kok};okn dk lcls
izkekf.kd vk/kkj xzUFk gSA
2- ijkf=af'kdkfooj.k %& ijkf=f'kadkfooj.k
:nz;keyra= ds lekiu 'yksdksa ij vfHkuo }kjk
fy[kk x;k ,d egŸoiw . kZ Vhdk xzUFk gSA
:nz;keyra= 64 HkSjo rU=ksa esa ls ,d vkSj d'ehj
'kSon'kZu ds f=d lEiznk; dk vk/kkj xzUFk ekuk
tkrk gSA
3- rU=lkj %& rU=lkj ds fy, Lo;a vfHkuo
us xzUFk ds vkjEHk esa fy[kk gS fd&
^^forrLrU=k yksdks foxkfgrqa uSo 'kD;rs losZA
_tqopu fojfprfena rq rU=lkja rr% 'k`.qkrA**
vFkkZr~ rU=kyksd ,d fo'kky xzUFk gS ftlesa
voxzkgu djus dh lkeF;Z gj fdlh esa ugha gks
ldrhA blfy, ljy 'kCnksa esa eSua s rU=lkj dh
jpuk dh gSA
4- rU=leqPp; vkSj rU=oV/kfudk %& bu
nksuksa xzFa kksa esa Hkh rU=kyksd dk lkjka'k fn;k x;k
gSA rU=oV/kfudk ra= leqPp; dh vis{kk vkSj
Hkh vf/kd laf{kIr gSA 5- bZ'ojizR;fHkKkfoef'kZuh
%& vfHkuo us mRiynso dh izR;fHkKk ij 15
ekfyuh

vkfàdkas esa bZ'ojizR;fHkKkfoef'kZuh uked Vhdk
fy[kh ftls vkdkj esa vis{kkd`r NksVh gksus ds
dkj.k y/oh foef'kZuh dgk x;k gSA
6- bZ'ojizR;fHkKkfoo`fŸkfoef'kZuh %& izR;fHkKk
d'ehj f'kok};okn dh eq[; vkSj ekSfyd nk'kZfud
n`f"V gS ftlds fodkl dk vkxfed fopkj/kkjk
ls lh/kk lEcU/k ugha bldk fopkj&lw= loZiFz ke
vkpk;Z lksekuUn dh f'kon`f"V esa n`f"Vxkspj gksrk
gSA
7- ijekFkZlkj %& ijekFkZlkj 105 'yksdkas dh
,d i|c) jpuk gSa ftlesa d'ehj f=d n'kZu
dk lkj izLrqr fd;k x;k gSA ;g vkfn'ks"k
vFkok vuUr ukFk ftls vk/kkj Hkh dgk tkrk gS]
}kjk jfpr 85 'yksdksa dh blh uke dh ,d
oS".ko d`fr dk vfHkuoxqIr }kjk fd;k x;k
'kSo:ikUrj.k gSA
8 rU=kyksd %& vfHkuoxqIr dk lcls
egŸoiw.kZ vkSj fo'kkydk; xzUFk gS rU=kyksdA
lSarhl vkfàd n`f"V;ksa esa foHkkftr ;g xzUFkjRu
d'ehj esa fodflr lHkh rkfU=d n`f"V;ksa ds
lS)kfUrd vkSj O;kogkfjd i{kksa dk fo'kn~ foospu
djrs gq, mudk lefUor vkSj lqO;ofLFkr :i
izLrqr djrk gSA rU=kyksd lEiw.kZ rkfU=d ijEijk
dks ^rU= izfØ;k* vkSj ^dqy izfØ;k* bu nks
foHkkxksa esa foHkkftr djds muds ewyHkwr rŸoksa ij
izdk'k Mkyrk gSA
rU=kyksd dh i`"BHkwfe
1- rU=kyksd ds ys[ku ihNs dk mn~n’s ; cgqr
gh Li"V gS fd vfHkuoxqIr rd vkrs&vkrs
rU= ij nwljs izLFkkuksa ds leku dksbZ Hkh
LorU= ,oa le`)
+ xzUFk ugha Fkk] fdUrq ijEijk
vfr izkphu ,oa le`) FkhA ,sls esa muds
}kjk rU=kxe ds leLr i{kksa ,oa mlds lHkh
vk;keksa dks vfHkuo }kjk ,d= dj ,d
lQy iz;kl fd;k x;kA
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2- nwljh tks vR;Ur egÙoiw.kZ ckr gS og ;g gS
fd vfHkuo ds ikl d’ehj f’kok};okn dh
pkj 'kk[kkvksa dh fojklr Fkh A ftuesa lHkh
dh viuh Lora= ijEijk] LorU= fl)kUr
,oa Lora= lkfgR; FkkA ,sls esa rU=kyksd
tSls xzUFk esa gh ;g lEHko gks ldrk Fkk fd
f’kok};okn dh lHkh 'kk[kkvksa ds lkFk&lkFk
rU= dks nwljs d’ehjsrj lkfgR; ,oa fl)kUrksa
dks ,d:irk nh tk,A vkSj rU=kyksd bl
n`f"V ls ,d lQy iz;kl gSA
3- rhljk dkj.k ifjdYiukRed gSSA gks ldrk
gS fd vkpk;Z 'kadj ¼8 oha 'krkCnh½ ds
vkrs&vkrs lHkh nk’kZfud lEiznk;ksa dh fLFkfr
v}Sr osnkUr dh vkHkk esa Li"Vrk ds lkFk
izdkf’kr ugha gks jgh Fkh ,oa v}Sr dk izHkko
lHkh dks vkdf"kZr Hkh dj jgk Fkk ftlds
dkj.k ijorhZ vkpk;ksZa us lokZf/kd osnkUr ij
ppkZ djuk :fpiw.kZ le>k ,sls esa d’ehj
f’kok};okn esa f’ko’kfDr ds :i esa v}Sr dh
fLFkfr ij fopkj fd;k tkuk ;qfDr laxr Fkk
,oa rU=kyksd tSls fo’kky xzUFk dh jpuk
gksuk Hkh lkFkZd FkkA oSls ns[kus esa vkrk gS
fd vkpk;Z 'kadj ds i'pkr~ gh f’kok};okn
dk lkseuUnukFk—r f'kon`f"V ,oa vkpk;Z
olqxqIr —r f’kolw= ds :i esa O;ofLFkr
xzUFk vkrs gSAa lHkh pkj 'kk[kkvksa esa lHkh us
vius&vius O;ofLFkr xzUFk 8 oha 'krkCnh ds
i'pkr~ gh fy[ksA vkSj vkxs pydj mudks
lEiw.kZrk nsdj vkpk;Z vfHkuoxqIr }kjk
rU=ky ks d fy [kk x;kA Lo ;a
vfHkuoxqIriknkpk;Z ds }kjk rU=kyksd dks
lEiw.kZ vkxkfed lkfgR; dk ewylkj crk;k
x;k gSA4
4- vfHkuoxqIr rU=kyksd ds foLrkj ds i{k esa
rdZ nsrs gSa osnkfn ls fu;ekfn ds fof/k ,oa
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fu"ks/k vkfn ds fo"k; esa tks Hkh fo/kku gS mu
lHkh dk foLrkjiwoZd fo’ys"k.k djus ds fy,
rU=kyksd tSlk xzUFk gSA5‘rU=kyksd ds ys[ku
dh ihNs ,d rdZ ;g Hkh gS fd d’ehj dks
Hkkjrh; Kku dk ize[q k ØsUnz ekuk tkrk gSA
vkpk;Z 'kadj ds }kjk 9 oha 'krkCnh ds iwokZ)Z
esa Hkkjr ds lkaL—frd ,dhdj.k ds le;
Jhuxj dks 'kkjnkihB ds :i esa Kku dk
izeq[k dsUnz ?kksf"kr fd;k x;k A oSls Hkh
dk’ehj dk bfrgkl lkaL—frd :i esa le`)
jgk gSA izFke 'krkCnh esa dfu"d ds 'kklu
dky esa d’ehj esa gh prqFkZ ckS) laxhfr dk
vk;ks t u fd;k x;k tks lk¡ L —frd]
vkè;kfRed ,oa ckSf)d foe’kZ ds cht :i esa
ns[kh tk ldrh gSA ,sls esa bl rjg dh
i`"BHkwfe ds :i esa d’ehj lkfgR;] dyk ,oa
laL—fr ds cht ls vkpk;Z 'kadj ,oa vfHkuo
ds dky rd vkrs&vkrs ,d iYyfor ,oa
iqf"ir o`{k cu x;k ftldh Nk;k lEiw.kZ
yksd dks vkPNkfnr fd;s gq, FkhA ;g Hkh
,d iz/kku dkj.k dgk tk ldrk gS foLr`r
rU=kyksd dh jpuk dk] D;ksafd vfHkuo Hkh
mlh ckSf)d] lkaL—frd ,oa vk/;kfRed
i`"BHkwfe esa iYyfor ,oa iqf"ir gq,A
rU=kyksd dk izfrik|
foeydykJ;kfHkuol`f"Vegktuuh
Hkfjrruq'p iapeq[kxqIr:fptZud%A
rnqHk;;keyLQqfjrHkkofolxZe;a
ân;euqÙkjke`rdqya ee laLQqjrkr~
ukSfe fpRizfrHkka nsoha ijka HkSjo;ksfxuhe~A
ekr`ekuize;
s ka'k'kwykEcqtd`rkLinke~AA6
vFkkZr~ tuuh foeydykJ;k gSA ;g vfHkuo
l`f"V ds mRloksa ls mYyflr gSA tud iq"V ,oa
fo'oe; f'ko gSa iapeq[k ¼flag ,oa f'ko½ xqIr
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:fp ¼ia pd`R ;&vfHkyk"kh½ gSa bu nksu ksa es a
ekr`&fir`:i ,oa 'kfDr&f'ko ds ;key ¼la?kV~V½
ls LQqfjr Hkko ¼mRifÙk ,oa fo'o½ ds folxZ ls
lacaf/kr vuqÙkj ve`r dqy :i vdkydfyr
gksus ds dkj.k e`R;q ls 'kwU; dqy vFkkZr~ vekdyk
Lo:i vuqÙkjke`rdqy esjk ân; lE;d~ :i ls
LQqfjr gksA ekrk] eku vkSj es; :i ckgj mYyflr
'kwyksa ij vEcqtksa ij fojkteku ijk HkSjo ;ksfxuh
fpRizfrHkk nsoh dks eSa iz.kke djrk gw¡A
xzUFkdkj vfHkuoxqIr laLd`r ijEijk ds ,d
,sls vkpk;Z gSa tks oSf'od ,oa loZO;kih fpUru
dks izR;sd Lrj ij ;key Hkko ds :i esa ns[krs
gSaA izR;fHkKk n'kZu esa f'ko 'kfDr dk lkejL;
:i ;key gSA ftls vfHkuoxqIr f'ko&f'kok ,oa
fpr~&fpfr ds :i esa Hkh ns[krs gSAa vfHkuoxqIr
ds iwoZ 'kSokxe ijEijk dh vusd J`a[kyk,¡ gSa
ijUrq vfHkuo lHkh 'kk[kkvksa ds ijks{kkijks{k vè;srk
jgs gSa ftuds v/;;u dk izfrQyu muds xzUFk
rU=kyksd esa ifjyf{kr gksrk gSA ;fn rU=kyksd
ds eaxykpj.k ij gh n`f"Vikr~ fd;k tk, rks
blls vfHkuo ds Kku ds foLrkj dk vuqeku
yxk;k tk ldrk gS ftlesa mUgksaus f=d7 &
dqy8 ,oa Øe9+ rhuksa 'kk[kkvksa dk lekos'k fd;k
gSA f=d esa Hkh muds }kjk ijk&ijkijk&vijk
Lo:ik 'kfDr dk Hkh mYys[k fd;k x;k gSA ijk
ds :i esa vfHkuo fpRizfrHkk dk mYys[k djrs gSa
tks lEiw.kZ vHkkflr l`f"V dk izeq[k vk/kkj gSA
;gh ijef'ko dh ltZukRed 'kfDr gSA
vijk l`f"V vFkkZr~ fo'o ds fofp= iziap ds
izdk'ku dk Lo:i gSA10 og o"kkZ ds es?k ds /ku
?kVkVksi ls vkdk'k esa fctyh dh dkSa/k ds leku
peRdkje;h u`R;jr HkSjo :i f'ko ds LokRe esa
vofLFkr :i gSA
ijkijk dk lEcU/k fu'p;kRed Kku ls gSA
ftlds izHkko ls LoLFk HksnkRed voLFkkvksa dk
ekfyuh

uk'k gks tkrk gSA ;g futkuUn ;k fujkuUn
tSlh {kf.kd Hkwfe;ksa ls eqDr dj izekrk ds fy,
txnkuUn ¼lEiw.kZ vkuUn½ dk ekxZ iz'kLr djrk
gSA
bl izdkj ijk&ijkijk&vijk :i f=d n'kZu
¼izR;fHkKk½ f'ko dh rhu izdkj dh 'kfDr;ksa dk
ladsr djrk gSA
1 bPNk 'kfDr
2 Kku 'kfDr
3 fØ;k 'kfDr
;g foHkktu f'ko dh ltZukRedrk] izekr`rk
,oa izes;Ro ¼l`f"V izdk'ku½ dk ladsr djrk gSA
tgk¡ f'ko fo'kq) :i ls dykdkj ds leku
ifjyf{kr gks rs ga SA ,d ,sl s dykdkj tks
dykltZd Hkh gSaA dykd`fr Hkh gSa ,oa Lo;a Hkh
dyk xzkgd Hkh gaSA blh izdkj ds vykSfdd
rkfÙod ,oa ikjekfFkZd fpUru dk f=d n'kZu ds
:i esa rU=kyksd esa foospu fd;k x;k gSA ;g
foospu fo'kq) :i ls vuqHkwr Lo:i gSA blhfy,
rU=kyksd lEiw.kZ 'kSo ijEijk dk izeq[k xzUFk gSA
;g gj izdkj dh lk/kuk dk fl) xzUFk gaSA pkgs
og lkfgfR;d lk/kuk gks] ;k ;ksx lk/kuk ;k
fQj vuqHko lk/kukA vkSj vfHkuo bu lHkh ds
lQy lk/kd gSa ftlls rU=kyksd izdk'k esa
vk;kA vfHkuo ds ikl xq:vksa dk vikj vuq'kklu
gSA Lo;a f'ko dk vk'khokZn gSA ftlds dkj.k
mUgsa f=d 'kkL= dh flf) izkIr gSaA11 bl
f=d'kkL= ds foospu esa vfHkuo us rU=kyksd ds
iwoZorhZ yxHkx lHkh xzUFkksa ds ewy fo"k; ,oa Lo;a
}kjk izfrikfnr fo"k;ksa dh iqf"V ds fy, mu
xzUFkksa ds egÙoiw.kZ lUnHkksZa dks mn~/k`r fd;k gS]
tks bldk izek.k gS fd vfHkuo lEiw.kZ ijEijk
dks lkFk ysdj py jgs gSAa tSls fd rU=kyksd ds
vkjEHk esa gh vfHkuo mlds iz;kstu dk mYys[k
djrs gq, eks{k dk mYys[k djrs gaS ,oa Kku dks
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mldk ewy dkj.k ekurs gSa ,oa vKku dks cU/ku
dk ewydkj.k ekurs gSaA bl ckr dh iqf"V os
^ekfyuhfot;ksÙkjrU=*12 ls djrs gSaA blh izdkj
vKku ds Lo:i fu/kkZj.k ds fy, ^Kkueso rn~Kkua^
dk f'kolw=13 ls mYys[k djrs gaSA
;gk¡ ,d ckr dh vksj ladsr djuk vko';d
lk gks tkrk gS fd vfHkuo 'kCnksa dk iz;ksx ,oa
muds vFkksaZ dk fu/kkZj.k 'kkL= ,oa izLFkku dh
lhek esa gh jgdj djrs gaS tks muds vuq'kkflr
fpUru dk izek.k gSA ;g ckr rU=kyksd esa
vusd'k% n`f"Vxkspj gksrh gSA tSls fd *Kkueso
rnKkua*A vFkkZr~ vKku Kku dk vHkko ugha gS
vfirq viw.kZ Kku gSA ,slk Lo;a vfHkuo Lohdkj
djrs gSa bldk dkj.k izR;fHkKkn'kZu dk izeq[k
fl)kUr vkHkklokn ¼dk;Zdkj.kfl)kUr½ gS] tks
tkxfrd l`f"V dks f'ko dk gh vkHkklu ekurk
gS ftlls fcEc :i lr~ gksus ls l`f"V Hkh lr~
ekuh tkrh gSA vUrj ek= foLrkj vkSj ladksp
dk gS Kku :i f'ko foLrkj gS] txnkuUn gSaA
vKku :i Kku ladksp gSA viw.kZ Kku gS vkSj
tc ;g viw.kZrk iw.kZrk esa ifjofrZr gks tkrh gSa
rks og Kku dk Lo:i izkIr dj ysrh gSaA
pSrU;Lo:ik gks tkrh gSA14
rU=kyksd foLr`r ,oa fo"k;ksa dh foLr`r ,oa
fo"k;ksa dh l`f"V ls cgqvk;keh xzUFk gksus ij
vR;Ur O;ofLFkr ,oa vuq'kkflr xzUFk gS tks
ijoÙkhZ xzUFkksa ds fy, xzUFk ys[ku dh ,d izfofèk
Hkh izLrqr djrk gSA rU=kyksd esa xzUFk dk vfHk/
ks;] iz;kstu] izo`fÙkfufeÙk vkSj y{; bu pkj
rRoksa dks xzUFk dh iz;ksx fof/k ds :i esa lfEefyr
fd;k x;k gSA
xzUFk ds vkfn ds izFke ik¡p 'yksdks1a 5 esa
fuc) vuqÙkj "kM/kZer gh vij] ijkij vkSj ij
:ih f=d n'kZu gS ogh xzUFk dk *vfHk/ks;* gSA
vR;Ur dq'kyrk ls vius dÙkZO; dk mYys[k
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djrs gq, vfHkuoxqIriknkpk;Z us tholRrk vkSj
fpjUru lRrk ds ,sD; dk izfriknu fd;k gSA
dkSy vkxe dk iz/kkurk vkSj vfr'k;rk dk
dFku djus ds fy, iqu% *JhHkV~VukFk*16 vkfn
ik¡p 'yksdksa dh jpuk dhA blls vfHkuo dh
xq: ijEijk Kkr gks tkrh gS D;ksfa d *xq: ijEijk
ls izkIr* Kku ls gh ije f'koRo dks izkIr gksrk
gSA*
xq: ijEijk dh iqf"V ds fy, gh bUgksaus xq:
egÙo izfriknd lkr 'yksdksa dh jpuk dh gSA
blh Øe esa LokRe izR;fHkKku ls gh thoUeqfDr
:i *iz;kstu* dk mYys[k Hkh ;gk¡ Li"V gSA bl
mn~ns'; ls dkSu ,slk lân; iq:"k gksxk] tks
ijes'oj 'kfDrikr ls ifo= gksdj thoUeqfDr ds
egÙoiw.kZ mn~ns'; dh iwfrZ ds fy, u izo`Ùk gks
tk,\ ;gk¡ *izo`fRrfufeRr* dk funsZ'k vfHkuo us
fd;k gSA
iUnzgosa 'yksd17 esa vkIr iq:"kks]a lân;ksa ds
vkxzg ij bl iw.kkZFkkZ izfØ;k dh jpuk dh
izfrKk xzUFkdkj us dh gSA **'kSokxe 'kklu esa
rfU=r] esjs }kjk rU=kyksd** bl mfDr ds vk/kkj
ij bl 'kSo fo'odks"k dk uke *rU=kyksd* j[kk
x;kA
bl izdkj vfHk/ks; iz;kstu ,oa izo`fRrfufeRr
ds i'pkr~ vfHkuo Øe ls y{; dk mYys[k djrs
gSaA y{; lHkh erksa esa izk;'k% eks{k gh gSA ;gh
mikns; gSA bldk izfri{k txr~ gs; gSA feF;kKku
txr~ dk dkj.k gSA ftldk foijhr rRoKku
gSA blh dh izkfIr ls vKku nwj gksus ls eks{k
feyrk gSA eks{k dk LoHkko gh Kku gSA v[;kfr
ds vHkko dks gh iw.kZ [;kfr dgrs gSaA izdk'kkuUn?ku
vkRek dk rkfÙod :i iw.kZ [;kfr gh gSA blds
izFke ¼laLdkj :i ls n`<+ gksuk½ dks gh eks{k
dgrs gSaA18 eks{k dh Lo:ikfHkO;fDr ds i'pkr~
rU=kyksd esa gh vKku dk okLrfod Lo:i
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Li"V fd;k x;k gS ftls Kku dk vHkko u
dgdj Kku dk viw.kZ Kku dgk x;k gSA ;gh
lhfer Kku gSA bls gh ladksp dgk tkrk gSA
bldk rkRi;Z vKku Hkh Kku gh gS tks cU/ku Hkh
gS ftls f'kolw= esa *Kkua cU/k%*19 ds :i dgk
x;k gSA fdlh oLrq dh izrhfr Kku gSA ml oLrq
ds Lo:i dks tkuus dh bPNk dk Hkko izdk'ku
dh {kerk Ks; ¼tkuus ;ksX;½ ,oa ml oLrq dks
tkuus okyk Kkrk dgykrk gSA Kkrk] Kku vkSj
Ks; dh f=iqVh esa lkjk n'kZu&foKku lekfgr
gSA *Ks; dk izjeRo izdk'kkRed f'ko gh gSA**20
og nks izdkj dk gSA
1- oLrq] LFkku] uke vkfn }Sr dh izFkk ij
vkèkkfjrA
2- ijrRo] fpnkuUn/ku ijef'ko loZ= leLrrk
vkSj leljrk ls lekfo"V ijerRoA
bl f}rh; rRo dh ,dkUr lÙkk ds foijhr
lq[k&nq%[k vkfn }Sr izFkkRed Kku gh vKku
cu tkrs gSAa ;gh viw.kZ Kku gS] Kku dk vHkko
ughaA ;gh viw.kZ Kku cU/k cu tkrk gS] lalkj ds
vadqj dk ;gh dkj.k gS vkSj l`f"V dk gsrq gSA
viw.kZ Kku Hkh cU/k blfy, gS D;ksfa d ;g vk.ko]
dkeZ ,oa ek;h; eyksa ls vko`Rr gSA bUgha rhu
eyksa dh vuko`fRr eks{k gS] iw.kZ Kku gSA cU/k ls
eqfDr dk lk/ku mik; dgykrk gSA ;g rU=kyksd
dh fo'ks"krk gS fd fo"k; dk izfriknu vR;Ur
O;ofLFkr gSA
mldk rdZ laxr fuf'pr Øe gSA esjh n`f"V
esa xzUFk gh ,d xq: ds leku l{ke lk/kd cukus
dh {kerk j[krk gSA
blds Øec) v/;;u ,oa vkRekUrHkwZr djus
ls gh eks{k dh izkfIr lEHko gSA izrhr gksrk gS fd
vfHkuo tSls vuqHko djrs tkrs gSa oSls oSls gh
xzUFk dk Øe Hkh c<+rk gSA izFke vkg~fUkd esa
fo"k;ksiLFkku] HksnkRed l`f"V ,oa ladkspkRed
ekfyuh

Lo:i dks miLFkkfir djrs gSaA vfHkuo rU=kyksd
ds izFke vkg~fUkd esa Lo;a dgrs Hkh gaS fd ;g
Hksnksn~xkj ds izdVhdj.k esa leFkZ foKkufHkn~
vkfgUd gSA21 blds i'pkr~ HksnkRed Kku ¼viw.kZ
Kku½ dks vHksnkRed Kku ¼iw.kZ Kku½ ls tksM+rs
gq, f}rh; vkg~fUkd ls mik;ksa dh ppkZ djrs gSAa
'kkL=xzUFku vFkok fdlh Hkh fo"k; dh miLFkkiu22
fof/k dk iz;ksx Hkh rU=kyksd esa fd;k x;k gS
mÌs'; ¼fo"k; dk ladsrek=½ y{k.k ¼fo"k; dk
Lo:i fu/kkZj.k½ ijh{kk ¼yf{kr fo"k; dk ewY;kadu½
bu rhuksa dk iz;ksx rU=kyksd esa fd;k x;k gSA
rU=kyksd ds mÌs'; ds vUrxZr 'yksd
278&28623 dk mYys[k fd;k x;k gS bu 'yksdksa
esa 37] vkg~fUkdksa esa mifuc) fo"k; dks mUgha ds
vk/kkj ij vkg~fUkdksa dk ukedj.k fd;k x;k gS
tks bl izdkj gSA
1- foKkufHkn~
2- vuqik;
3- ijksik;
4- 'kkDrksik;
5- ujksik;
6- dkyksik;
7- pØksn;
8- ns'kk/ok
9- rÙok/ok
10- rÙoHksn
11- dyk/ok
12- Hkqou vkfn v/ok
13- 'kfDrikr
14- frjks/kku
15- nh{kksiØe
16- nh{kk
17- le; nh{kk ikSf=d fof/k
18- ize;
s kFkZ izfØ;k
19- lw{ek nh{kk
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20- l|%leqRØe.k nh{kk
21- rqyk nh{kk
22- ijks{k nh{kk
23- fyM~-xks)kj
24- vfHk"ksd
25- vUR;sf"V
26- Jk)
27- 'ks"ko`fÙk fu:i.k
28- fyM~xkpkZ
29- ioZ
30- jgL;p;kZ
31- eU=kS?k
32- e.My
33- eqfnzdk fof/k
34- LokReSD;kuqizos'k
35- 'kkL=esyu
36- vk;kfr dFkk
37- 'kkL=ksikns;Ro fu:i.k
vkg~fUkdksa esa fuc) ukeek=kfn vfHkuo iwoZt
mÌs'; dgrs gSa ,oa buds vUrxZr izfrikfnr
fo"k;oLrq dk mYys[k ek= vuqt mÌs'; ds uke
ls mn/k`r gSA rU=kyksd tSls brus fo'kky xzUFk
dh jpuk dk rkRi;Z Hkh LOk;a vfHkuoxqIr Li"V
djrs gSa fd ^^37 vkg~fUkdksa esa dfFkr 37 iwoZtksn~n's k
fo"k;ksas dks tks cqf)eku O;fDr lnk vH;kl djrk
jgsxk] og lk{kkr~ HkSjo gks tk,xk D;ksfa d vH;kl
ls lEiw.kZ gks tkuk fuf'pr gSA**24
rU=kyksd dk izHkko
vfHkuoxqIr ,oa vfHkuoxqIr—r rU=kyksd dk
izHkko ;g gqvk fd mlds ckn fd;k x;k lEiw.kZ
Hkkjrh; okM~e+ ; dk foe’kZ mlds izHkko ls Lo;a
dks i`Fkd~ ugha dj ik;kA d'ehj 'kSo n'kZu
nk’kZfud foe’kZ ,oa izLFkku ds :i esa 14 oha
'krkCnh esa ek/kokpk;Z ds }kjk loZn’kZulaxzg esa
lfEefyr fd;k x;kA
92

rU=kyksd ds izHkko ds dkj.k gh O;kdj.kn’kZu
esa vusd egÙoiw.kZ vk;ke la;qDr fd, x,A 18
oha 'krkCnh rd vkrs&vkrs O;kdj.kn’kZu ds izfl)
fo}ku~ ukxs’kHkÍ }kjk vius xzUFkksa ¼y?kqeatw"kk]
ijey?kqeatw"kk½ esa rU=kyksd esa fd, x, okd~ ds
foHkktu dks ijkijk] ijk] i';Urh] e/;ek ,oa
oS[kjh ds :i esa miLFkkfir fd;k x;kA
rU=kyksd dk gh izHkko Fkk fd 11oha 'krkCnh
ds ckn lkfgR; us nk’kZfud Lo:i ysuk vkjEHk
fd;k] D;kafs d blds i'pkr~ vusd ,sls vkpk;Z
gq, ftUgksua s rU=kyksd ij rks Vhdk xzUFk fy[ks
gh lkFk lkfgR;’kkL=h; xzUFkksa ij Hkh Vhdk xzUFk
fy[ksA buesa vkpk;Z t;jFk dk uke vR;Ur
vknj ds lkFk fy;k tk ldrk gSA vkpk;Z t;jFk
ds }kjk tgk¡ :;~;d fojfpr ^^vyadkjloZLo^^
ij foef'kZuh Vhdk fy[kh xbZ] ogha rU=kyksd ij
foLr`r foosd Vhdk dh jpuk Hkh dh xbZA
rU=kyksdfoosd
rU=kyksd ds foLrkj ,oa lEiwjd ds :i esa
gh foos d Vhdk dks ns [ kk tk ldrk gSA
rU=kyksdfoosd dks t;jFk ds lEiw.kZ thou dh
loksZRd`"V miyfC/k ds :i esa ekuk tk ldrk gSA
rU=kyksd ij foosd Vhdk ds fy, Lo;a t;jFk
gh dgrs gSa fd ^^rU=kyksd ij Vhdk fy[krs gq,
eSa ltZukRed ds vkuUn ls vR;Ur vfHkHkwr gqvkA25
foosdVhdk dh izeq[k fo'ks"krk ;g gS fd
ftl ijEijk ,oa izfof/k dk iz;ksx ewyxzUFk
rU=kyksd esa vfHkuoxqIr }kjk fd;k x;k gS] mlh
ijEijk ,oa izfof/k dk iz;ksx t;jFk Hkh djrs gSaA
os iwoZKksa dks cM+s vknj ds lkFk ns[krs gSa ,oa Lo;a
ds }kjk fy[ks x, Vhdk xzUFk dk mn~ns'; Lo;a
dks LFkkfir djuk vFkok vius vfHkO;fDr dkS'ky
dks O;Dr djuk ugha ekurs vfirq Lo;a gh
laLdkjoku~ cuus gsrq os foosd Vhdk dk vkjEHk
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djrs gSaA26 d'ehj 'kSo n'kZu ds ijorhZ lkfgR;
esa ftrus Hkh xzUFk ¼izR;fHkKkân;e~ HkkLdjh vkfn½
izkIr gksrs gSa mu lHkh dk vk/kkj rU=kyksd gh
jgk ,oa ;g Hkh rU=kyksd dk gh izHkko gS fd
'kSon'kZu dh vusd 'kk[kkvksa ds jgrs Hkh izR;fHkKk
n'kZu gh dsUnz esa jgkA

12-

13-

lanHkZ xzFa k
1- gsykjkt dks okD;inh; ds Vhdkdkj ds :i esa
Hkh ns[kk tkrk gS
2- Jh’kaHkqukFk HkkLdj pj.k fuikr izekxr ladkspe~A
vfHkuoxqIr ân;kEcqtesf}fpuqr egs’k iwtu
gsrksAA rU=kyksd 1@21
3- foeydyke; vfHkuol`f"Vegktuuh Hkfjrruq’p
iapeq[kxqIr :fptZud%A rU=kyksd 1@1
4- ;nq Dren~xq:fHk% v’ks "kkxeksifu"knkyksds rU=kyks dsA
rU=lkj
5- rLekr~
oS f ndkr~
iz H k` f r
ikjes’ojfl)kUrrU=dqyksPNq"ekfn’kkLr=ksDrks’+fi
;ks fu;eks fof/k% ok fu"ks/kks ok rFkSo
p mDra
JhiwokZnkS forR; rU=kyksdkr~ vUos";e~A ogha
6- rU=kyksd 1@1]2
7- f=d f'ko] 'kfDr ,oa la?kV~V :i gSA la?kV~V
lEiw.kZ txr~ dk cht :i vkdkj gSA
8- dqy vuqÙkjke`r gSA l`f"V dk y; vuqÙkj esa gh
gksrk gSA vuqÙkj ls vkxs dqN Hkh 'ks"k ugha
jgrkA blfy, og vuq Ù kj ,oa ve` r
¼LokRepeRdkj ek= ijekFkZ :i rRo½ gSA
9- Øe ^^izHkokI;;ksjUryksZyhHkkokr~ Øeks·orkjk[;%
vFkkZr~ l`f"V vkSj lagkj ds vUryksZyhHkko ds
ifj.kke ls izkIr vorkj gSA**
10- ukSfe nsoha 'kjhjLFkka u`R;rks HkSjokd`rs%
iz ko.es?k?ku O;ksefo|q Yys[ kk foykfluhe~~ AA
rU=kyksd 1@3
11- vrks·=kUrxZra loZ laiznk;ksfT>rScqZ/kS%A
vn`"Va izdVhdqeksZ xq:ukFkkK;k o;e~AA
vfHkuo xqIrL; d`fr% ls;a ;L;ksfnrk xq:fHkjk[;kA

ekfyuh

14-

1516-

1718-

192021-

2223-

f=u;upj.k ljks:g fpUruyC/kizflf)fjfrAA
bg rkoRleLrs"kq 'kkL=s"kq ifjxh;rsA
vKkua lal`rsgsZrqKkua eks{kSd dkj.ke~A
eyeKkufePNfUr lalkjkM~-dqjdkj.ke~A
bfr izksDra rFkk p Jhekfyuh fot;k;sÙkjsAA
rU=kyksd 1@22&23
vrksKs;L; rÙoL; lkeLR;suk izFkkRede~A
Kkueso rnKkua f'kolw=s"kq Hkkf"kre~AA rU=ksyksd
1@26
pSrU;ekRek Kkua p cU/k bR;= lw=;ks%A
la'ys"ksrj;ksxkH;ke;eFkZ% iznf'kZr%AA rU=kyksd
1@27
rU=kyksd 1@1&5
JhHkV~V ukFk pj.kkCt;qxkÙkFkk
JhHkV~Vkfjdka f?kz;;qxykn~xqjlUrfrZ;kZA cks/kkU;ik'k
fo"kuqÙkjnqikluksRFk& cks/kksTToyks·fHkuoxqIr bna
djksfrAA1@16
bR;ga cgq'k% lfn~Hk% f'k";lczã pkfjfHk%A
vfFkZrks jp;s Li"Vka iw.kkZFkksZa izfØ;kfHkeke~
fo'ks"k.ksu cqf)LFks lalkjksÙkjdkfydsA
laHkkouka fujL;SrnHkkos eks{kekczohr~AA rU=kyksd
1@24
f'kolw=] f}Ùkh; lw=
Ks;L; p ija rÙo ;% izdk'kkRed% f'ko%A
rU=kyksdfoosd 1@26
rU=kyksds·fHkuojfprs·eq= foKkulÙkkA
Hks nksn~xkjizdVu iVkokfgUds·fLeUlekfIr%AA
rU=kyksd 1@334
mn~ns'kkfn=;izk.kk loZ'kkL=Lo:fi.khAA rU=kyksd
1@277
r=ksP;rs iqjksÌs'k% iwoZtkuqtHksnoku~A
foKkufHkn~xrksik;% ijksik;Lr`rh;d%AA
'kkDrksik;ks ujksik;% dkyksik;ks·Fk lIre%A
pØksn~;ks·Fk ns'kk/ok rÙok/ok rÙoHksnue~A
dyk|/ok/;oksi;ksx% 'kfDrikrfrjksfgrhA
nh{kksiØe.ka nh{kk lke;h ikSf=ds fo/kkSAA
ize;
s izfØ;k lw{ek nh{kk l|% leqRØe%A
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rqyknh{kkFk ikjks{kh fyM~xks)kjks·fHk"kspue~A
vUR;sf"V% Jk)Dy`fIr'p 'ks"ko`fÙk fu:i.ke~A
fyM~xkpkZ cgqfHkRoioZifo=kfn fufeÙkte~A
jgL;p;kZ eU=kS|ks e.Mya eqfnzdkfof/k%A
,dhdkj% LoLo:is izos'k% 'kkL=esyue~AA
vk;kfrdFkua 'kkL=ksikns;Ro fu:i.ke~A
bfr lIrkf/kdkesuka f='kra ;% lnk cq/k%AA
rU=kyksd 1@278&285
24- vkfgUdkuka lEkH;L;sr~ l lk{kkn~HkSjoks Hkosr~A
lIrf='kaRlq lEiw.kZcks/kks ;n~HkSjoks Hkosr~AA 1@286
25- okpLrÙokFkZ x HkkZ % Jofl d` r orks oYydh
Dok.kân;k

VIJNANABHAIRAVA

fu R;kH;kls u
lE;Difj.kr o;lk
fpUr;klsO;ekuku~A
vkf'y";Urh uoks<k fufcMujfe;a Hkkouk yEHkf;";
&
R;kUnklzizokgkeyeq[kdeyku~ lkEizra fuoZ`fr u%AA
& rU=kyksdfoosd 8@45
26- u xzUFkdkjinekIrqeFkk lE;iwoZa
okDdkS'kya p u fun'kZf;rqa izo`Ùk%A
fda RosrnFkZaifj'khyurks fodYi%
la L dkjoka ' p lfe;kfnfr okf¥~ N ra u%AA
rU=kyksdfoosd f}rh; vkfàd] i`-2

[DHARANA 51]

VERSE 106

xzkáxzkgdlafofÙk% lkekU;k lnsfgoZuke~A
;ksfxuka rq fo'ks"kks¿fLr lacU/s lko/kurkAA106AA
The consciousness of duality i.e. the obejct and subject, is common
to all the individual beings. Only the yogis have, however, as they
are alert, can comprehend this distinction.

"A light but shiens only for himself, jewels shine not only for
themselves but for a few others also, the stars shine for even more,
the moon shines for still more, and the sun shines for the whole
universe. In the same way, he who is established in the
sambhavopaya state shines like the midday sun for the whole
universe."
Tantraloka: XIII: 159
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'kSo lk/kuk esa nwrh
jk?kosUnz feJ
Hkkjrh; fpUru ijEijk ds bfrgkl ij tc
n`f"Vikr fd;k tkrk gS rks 'kSon'kZu dk fnXn'kZu
gksrk gSA 'kSon'kZu dh ijEijk mruh gh izkphu gS
ftruh fd ekuo&lH;rk] ekuo&laLÑfr vkSj
ekuo&fpUruA 'kSon'kZu dh ijEijk dk bfrgkl
Hkkjro"kZ rd lhekc) uk gksdj vfirq ;g n'kZu
lEiw.kZ fo'o ds ekuo tkfr ,oa vU; thoksa ds
lkaLÑfrd vkSj nk'kZfud bfrgkl esa loZ= lekfo"V
gS] izlr` vkSj O;kIr gSA
'kSon'kZu esa lalkj ds lHkh thoksa ds izfr
leUo; vkSj lejlrk fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA 'kSon'kZu
esa f'ko vkSj 'kfDr dks dsUnz fcUnq Lohdkj fd;k
x;k gSA 'kfDr bl lalkj dk ewy vkSj ije lR;
gSA 'kfDr vius ewy :i esa ijekRek esa gh mldh
bPNk'kfDr] Kku'kfDr vkSj fØ;k'kfDr ds :i esa
izdV gqbZA fdUrq 'kfDr dks vk/kkj cukdj gh
Will to Power dk fl)kUr izfrikfnr fd;kA
'kfDr dks izkIr djus ds vusd lk/ku vkSj vusd
ekxZ gSaA 'kSon'kZu esa 'kfDr u rks L=hrÙo gS vkSj
u gh iq#"krÙoA bl n'kZu esa 'kfDr fyaxkrhr gSA
'kfDr L=h gksrs gq, Hkh iq#"k gS vkSj iq#"k gksrs
gq, Hkh L=h gSA oLrqr% L=h&iq#"k nksuksa fyax Hksnksa
ls brj gSa D;ksfa d 'kfä vkRerÙo] pSrU;rÙo
vkSj foe'kZ gSA f'ko us Lo;a dks nks Hkkxksa esa
foHkkftr dj fy;k gS& xq# ¼f'ko½ ¾ izdk'k]
f'k"; ¼ikoZrh½¾ foe'kZA vr% 'kfä gh ewy izÑfr
vkSj ijczã gSA 'kSon'kZu esa nwrh dks gh ckáLFk
'kfä dgk tkrk gS ftlds ekè;e ls lk/kd
vius f'korÙo dks izkIr djrk gSA bl n'kZu esa
nwrh iwftr vkSj lk/kd iwtd gksrk gSA rU=kyksd
ekfyuh

uked xzUFk dks gh vk/kkj cukdj nwrh:ih 'kfä
dk foLrkj ls fo.kZu fd;k tk jgk gSA
nwrh&;kx esa ykSfdd ;k ;kSu&lEcU/k dh
vis{kk rknkRE;&lEcU/k LFkkfir djus ij vf/kd
cy fn;k tkrk gSA nwrh dh ifjHkk"kk Jh ijkf=a f'kdk
fooj.k eas vfHkuoxqIr us nsrs gq, dgk gS fd&
nwR;kRed 'kkä;ksfu% vFkkZr~ lk/kuk dh izfØ;k esa
'kfäiqat vFkok 'kfä dk lzksr gh nwrh dgykrk
gSA rU=kyksd ds murhlosa vkfºud ds dkfjdk
96 ls 106 rd nwrh dh igpku] mldh mikns;rk
vkSj mlds /kkj.k djus ds mik;ksa ds lkFk gh
nkSfrd deZdk.Mksa dk Hkh o.kZu gSA nwrh ls lEcfUèkr
lkjs deZdk.Mksa dks nwrh;kx dh laKk nh tkrh
gSA ;g p;kZfof/k;ksa vkSj lk/kuk ij vk/kkfjr
gksrk gSA iap edkjksa esa izFke rhu e|] ek¡l vkSj
eSFkqu ;s cká ugha cfYd 'kjhj ds vUnj gh
LohÑr gSaA ;s inkFkZ vkuUn ek= ds tud gSa
blfy, dqy vkSj Øe laiznk;ksa ds iwtk esa budk
mi;ksx gksrk gSA eSFkqu ;kuh tksMs+ dh vfHkO;fDr
ds fy, nwrh dh vko';drk gksrh gSA nwrh;kx
dks dqylEiznk; dk vfuok;Z ?kVd ekuk tkrk
gSA bldks vkfn;kx ¼;kuh vFkkZr~ lcls igys
gksus okyk ;kx½ dh Hkh laKk nh tkrh gSA blds
fcuk dqy lk/kuk lEiUu ugha gksrh gSA rknkRE;
lEcU/k dks esyd] ;key ;k la?kV~V dgk tkrk
gSA f'ko 'kfä dk lekjL; :i ;g ije dkSy
rÙo gS] ftls lgt;kx ;k Lokjfld;kx Hkh
dgrs gSaA t;jFk ds vuqlkj] bl ;K dk dsoy
Kkfu;ksa dks gh vf/kdkj gSA Kkuh&tu bl ;kx
dk lEiknu dsoy blh mís'; ls djrs gSa rkfd
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os tku ldsa fd mudk fpÙk lfEon}Sr esa ,dkxz
gqvk ;k ugha\ vc nwrhfof/k ij izdk'k Mkyk
tk;sxkA
nwrhfof/k& 'kSon'kZu esa tc ckáLFk 'kfä
vFkkZr~ nwrh ds lkFk ;g lk/kd iwtk djrk gS rc
dj.kh; ;g jgL;fof/k ijes'oj ds }kjk vc
crkbZ tk jgh gSA1 bl n'kZu esa nwrh dk cgqr gh
egÙo gSA nwrh ds fcuk lk/ku dks dksbZ Hkh ykHk
ugha gksrk gSA vr% loZ= nwrh dks vius lkFk
lkèkd dks j[kuk pkfg;s D;ksafd nwrh ls jfgr
lk/kd flf) ugha izkIr dj ldrk gSA2 ftl
izdkj czkã.k viuh iRuh ds lkFk fuR; iwtk
djrk gS mlh izdkj lk/kd dks pkfg, fd viuh
nwrh ds lkFk fuR; lk/kuk djsA lk/kd dks pkfg,
fd og vgadkjjfgr] xq#Hkä] czãpkjh] ftrsfUnz;]
f'koiwtk esa lnSo yhu] ekSuh vkSj e|ek¡l ls
ijkaxeq[k gksA3 rc tkdj lk/kd nwrh ds lkFk
iwtk djus ds ;ksX; gksrk gSA lk/kd ds fo"k; esa
crk;k x;k gS fd og czãpkjh gks] vc iz'u gS
fd czã D;k gS ftlds vkpj.k eas lk/kd fLFkr
gks\ vc crk;k tk jgk gS czã D;k gS& vkuUn
gh ije czã gS D;ksfa d vkuUn czã dk :i gksrk
gS vkSj og 'kjhj esa rhu izdkj ls fLFkr gksrk gSA4
ftlesa nks dkj.k vkSj r`rh; vkuUnkRed Qy
gksrk gSA vkuUn ds czãe; gksus ds dkj.k vkuUn
dk vuq"Bku djus okyk czãpkjh gksrk gSA 'kSon'kZu

esa ek¡l] e| vkSj eSFkqu dk vkè;kfRed :i ls
Lo'kjhj ds }kjk lsou djus okyk czãpkjh
dgykrk gS vFkkZr~ tks czã dk vius Lokf/k"Bku
eas pj.k djok;s og czãpkjh dgykrk gSA5
nwrh dk y{k.k& vkpk;Z t;jFk us JhrU=kyksd
dh Vhdk esa eSFkqu dks nsorkvksa ds fy, nqyZHk
crk;k gS] euq";ksa dh rks ckr gh vyx gSA6
lkèkd ds fo"k; esa crkus ds ckn vfHkuoxqIr
nwrh dk y{k.k crkrs gS&
a en ls ?kwjrh vk¡[kksa
okyh] fcEcks"Bh lqUnj nkarksa okyh] frjNh HkkSga
okyh] 'kqHk] Hkhr cky gfj.kh ds leku us=ksa okyh]
lqUnj g¡lh okyh] mM+rs gq;s HkkSjksa ds leku ?kus
ckyksa okyh] dke ds /kuq"k dh rjg HkzwHkax ls rjy
us= okyh] nzrq lqo.kZ ds leku o.kZ okyh] 'kkUr]
d.kkZHkj.k vkfn fofp= 'kksHkk'kr ls lq'kksfHkr]
xtdqEHk ds leku mBs Lruksa ds Hkkj ls uez]
lqUnj xksy iq"V ckgq ls ;qDr] ik¡p Q.k okyh]
iw.kZ pUnz dh Hkk¡fr lqUnj eq[k okyh] vylxkfeuh]
yksHk] eksg ls jfgr fpÙk okyh bR;kfn izdkj dh
nwrh gksuh pkfg,A vr% bl izdkj dh nwrh bl
pjkpj txr~ esa eksguh eqnzk Lo:i gSA7 Jh
rU=jktHkV~ V kjd us Hkh blh iz d kj ls
feyrk&tqyrk nwrh dk y{k.k fn;k gS vkSj nwrh
ds fy;s cká 'kCn iz;ksx Hkh fd;k gSA mijksä
tks nwrh ds y{k.k fn;s x;s gSa] ml izdkj dh
nwrh izkIr gksuk nq"dj gS D;ksafd loZ= lc xq.k

1 lkds ckáLFk;k 'kDR;k rnkRos"k lepZ;sr~A rnk;a ijes'kksäks jgL;ks Hk.;rs fof/k%A ¼vfHkuoxqIr] rU=kyksd] 29-96½
2 drZO;k lozrks nwfrnwZfrghuks u flf)HkkxA ¼rU=kyksd] i`- 331½
3 vnkfEHkdks xqjkS Hkäks czãpkjh ftrsfUnz;%A f'koiwtkijks ekSuh e|ekalijkaxeq[k%AA ¼rU=kyksd] i`- 331½
4 vkuUnks czã ijea rPp nsgs f=/kk fLFkre~A midkfj };a r= QyeU;ÙknkRde~AA ¼vfHkuoxqIr] rU=kyksd] 29-97½
5 vks"B~;kUR;f=r;klsoh czãpkjh l mP;rsA ¼vfHkuoxqIr] rU=kyksd] 29-98½
6 uuq v= e|ekalklsoua lqdjfefr vkLrkesrr~A brjr~ rq veR;kZukefi nq"dja fda iqunkSZHkkZX;Hkktka eR;kZuke~A
¼eU=kyksd] i`- 336½
7 rrLr=ku;sn`nqrh en?kw.khZrykspuke~ --------- lk nwfreksgZ uheqnkz txR;fLea'pjkpjsAA ¼rU=kyksd] i`- 336&337½
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dgk¡ izkIr gksrs gS\a cgqr de gh izkIr gksrs gSAa
fQj Hkh lk/kd viuh lk/kuk djus ds fy;s nwrh
vuqla/kku dj gh ysrk gSA nwrh ds rks y{k.k
crk;s x;s gSa ;fn bu xq.kksa okyh nwrh ugha gS rc
og L=h R;kT; gSA D;ksfa d nwrhjfgr ;kx vPNk
gS ijUrq n`"Vxq.kksa okyh nwrh ls ;kx vPNk ugha
gSA vr% dgk tkrk gS fd ^^fo"ka Hka{;% ek pkL;
x`gs Hka{;%** vFkkZr~ fo"k Hkys [kk ysuk pkfg;s ijUrq
nq"V ds ?kj Hkkstu ugha djuk pkfg,A vkxs nwrh
ds izkfIr ds fo"k; esa vfHkuoxqIr dgrs gSa&
mijksDr y{k.kksa esa ls ;fn dqN gh y{k.k izkIr gks
tk;s rks nwrh cuk ysuk pkfg;s] o.kZ vkfn dh
vis{kk ugha djuh pkfg,A8 D;ksafd nsrh ds mä
y{k.kksa ls jfgr gksus ij Hkh cgqr lkjh flf);k¡
izkIr gksrh gSA ;fn lk/kd dks y{k.k jfgr nwrh
feys rks dsoy ohj fpÙkokyh n`<+ nwrh lc dk;ks±
esa xzká gksrh gSA
nwrh ds izdkj & Jh rU=kyksd esa vfHkuoxqIr
us rhu izdkj dh nwrh crkbZ gSA rRi'pkr~ rhuksa
ds nks&nks izdkj gksrs gSaA vr% lEiw.kZ:i ls 6
izdkj dh nwrh gksrh gSA bl izdkj xq# ds 'kkL=
esa dk;Z&dkj.k vkSj lrksRiUu rnkRE; ls mRiUu
lk{kkr~ vkSj ijEijk ;ksx ls ml ykSfdd&;kSu
vkSj ikjykSfdd Kkuh; lEcU/k ds leku nwrh Hkh
dk;Z dkj.k vkSj lgksRiUu :i esa rhu izdkj dh
gksrh gSA9
1- dk;Z & ¼d½ lk{kkr~] ¼[k½ ikjaifjd
2- dkj.k & ¼d½ lk{kkr~] ¼[k½ ikjaifjd
3- lgksRiUu & ¼d½ lk{kkr~] ¼[k½ ikjaifjd

vr% bl izdkj 'kSon'kZu eas nrh :ih 'kfä ds
ek/;e ls lk/kd vius ije f'ko rÙo dks izkIr
djrk gSA lk/kd ds }kjk tc lkèkuk esa iapedkj
dh mi;ksfxrk ds fy, LohÑr L=h dks nwrh dgk
tkrk gSA nwrh ds fo"k; esa ,d rF; vkSj izfl)
gS fd nwrh ftruh fuEudksfV dh gksrh gS] lk/kuk
{ks= esa nwrh dk mruk gh vf/kd egÙo gksrk gSA
lk/kuk pkgus okys lk/kd gh nwrh dks vius ikl
j[ks uk fd dkeeksfgr gksdj vFkkZr~ vius dks
f'korÙo ds ikl vuqHko djus ds fy, nwrh dks
xzg.k djs] u fd bfUnz;lq[k ds fy,A fpUru'khy
lk/kd f'ko vkSj 'kfä Hkko ls izsfjr gsdj lk/kuk
ds fy;s nwrh dks xzg.k djsA lk/kkj.k ekuoh;
izo`fÙk ds leku jkx] eksg] dkefjiq Lo:i] yksHk
vkfn ls izfs jr gksdj nwrh dks xzg.k u djsA vr%
fu"d"kZ :i ls 'kSon'kZu esa nwrh dks lk/kuk ds
fy, j[kk x;k gS ftlds ekè;e ls f'ko&'kfä
:i dh vuqHkwfr gksA osxorh] lagkjh] =SyksD;{kksHk.kh]
v?kZohjkluh] oD=dkSyk vkSj ik¡poha ;s N% nwrh;k¡
¼'kfDRk;k¡½ Hkksx vkSj eks{k dks iznku djus okyh
crk;h gSaA nwrh dks iwftr vkSj lkèkd dks iwtd
dgk tkrk gSA nks ds }kjk gh l`f"V vkSj lagkj
gksrk gS vr% nwrh vkSj lk/kd dk esyd gh mÙke
gS] ,dRo ughaA vUrr% nwrh 'kSon'kZu dh ,d
'kfä :i esa gS vkSj 'kfä gh f'ko gS] lalkj dk
ewy 'kfä gh gS] lk/kd dh lkèkuk ds fy;s eq[;
lk/ku nwrh gh gS vkSj lkèkd dh 'kfä nwrh esa gh
gSA nwrh ls gh lkèkd 'kfä izkr djrk gS vkSj

8 'käsyZ{k.kesrkoÙk}rks áfoHksfnrkA rkn`'kha rsu rka dq;kZUurq o.kkZ|is{k.ke~AA ¼vfHkuoxqIr] rU=kyksd] 29-100½
9 ykSfddkykSfdíkRelaxkÙkknkRE;rks·f/kdkr~A dk;ZgsrqlgksRFk lk f=/kksäk 'kklus xqjks%A lk{kkRijEijk;ksxkÙkÙkqY;sfr
f=/kk iqu%AA ¼vfHkuoxqIr] rU=kyksd] 29-101&102½
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vius vki dks mRÑ"B cukrk gSA
lUnHkZ xzUFk lwph
1- vfHkuoxqIr] Jh rU=kyksd] pkS[kEHkk lqjHkkjrh
izdk'ku] okjk.klhA
2- vfHkuoxqIr] rU=lkj] pkS[kEHkk lqjHkkjrh
izdk'ku] okjk.klh] 1996
3- f}osnh] ';kekdkUr] Hkkjrh; 'kfä&lk/kuk%
Lo:i ,oa fl)kUr] pkS[kEHkk lqjHkkjrh izdk'ku]
okjk.klh% 2016
4- f}osnh] ';kekdkUr ^vkuUn*] Hkkjrh; rU='kkL=
&fl)kUr vkSj lk/kuk] pkS[kEHkk laLÑr lhjht
vkfQl] okjk.klh% 2012

VIJNANABHAIRAVA

5- f}osnh] ';kekdkUr ^vkuUn*] ofjoL;kjgL;e~]
pkS[kEHkk lqjHkkjrh izdk'ku] okjk.klh% 2014
6- lk?kosUnz feJ] dke iq#"kkFkZ ds nk'kZfud ,oa
LkkaLÑfrd vk;ke~] ,e- fQy-] ts- ,u- ;w-]
ubZ fnYyh% 2017
7- {ksejkt] izR;fHkKkn'kZue~] pkS[kEHkk izdk'ku]
okjk.klh % 2016
8- dkfydk iqjk.ke~] lEiknd] e`R;qat; f=ikBh]
uo'kfDr izdk'ku] okjk.klh% 2006
9- okRL;k;u] dkelw = e~ ] ¼la ½ ] ¼O;k[;k
^^t;ea xyk** Jh;'kks/kjfojfpr;k½ jkekuUn 'kekZ
^^t;k**½ fganh ¼O;k[;k& pkS[kEck Ñ".knkl
vdkneh] okjk.klh% 2004½

[DHARANA 85]

VERSE 109

loZK% loZdÙkkZ p O;kid% ijes'oj%A
l ,okga 'kSo/ekZ bfr nk<~;kZn~HkosfPNo%AA109AA
The Parama Shiva is omniscient, omnipotent, and
omnipresent. Since I do possess the attributes of
Shiva, I am the same and identical with the
Supreme Self. With this firm conviction and
dedication, the Sadhaka becomes Shiva.
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Jh mRiynsokpk;Z Ñr f'koLrks=koyh
dk'ehjh i|kuqokn
nhukukFk xatw
Hkfäfoyklk[;a izFkea Lrks=e~

;ql dkUg Hkfä t+u] lkfjuqbZ tk;u eat+
vkfl djoqu] pksu Lkk{kkRdkj
Dol tk; N u rl] cfM cksM rhFkZ
igys Lrks= ds vk/kkj ij ^^nhu** ds Hkko
dql 'kCn u eU=] fl)h nkjAA4AA
u /;k;rks u tir% L;k|L;kfof/kiwoZde~A ^^dFkk ti%** lw= f'ko&lw=u eat+
,oeso f'kokHkklLra uqeks Hkfä'kkfyue~AA1AA bg; dFk ouku Vhdk t+kjs nkjAA
/;ku ti jksLrqbZ dkafl Hkkfxokul
gax eax csrjhd ikU; iku ;lA
;dne iwj ikB~;~ f'ko Hkkl Qksyeqr
Hkxr 'kwfHknkj lqbZ] t;t;dkj rlAA1AA
vkRek ee Hkoöfälq/kkiku;qok·fi lu~A
yksd;k=kjtksjkxkRifyrSfjo /kwlj%AA22AA

t;fUr Hkfäih;w"kjlkloojksUenk%A
vf}rh;k vfi lnk Ron~f}rh;k vfi izHkksAA5AA
Hkäh ve`r jl eLr eqRoky
rl áwg csf; dkag dfr 'kwfHknkj
psbZ áw Lo:ioku lq Nq vkloqu
loZnk cq djgl t; t;dkjAA5AA

vn Nq cqtj E;s ywd O;ogk#d
reh lwR;~ t+u Nql cq% NR;kseqrA
vkRel Nq E;s ;koqu ¶oyoqu
pkfu yksy el dqb tke pkseqrAA2AA

vuUrkuUnflU/kksLrs ukFk rÙoa fonfUr rsA
rkn`'kk ,o ;s lkUnzHkDR;kuUnjlkIyqrk%AA6AA

Hkfätu pksu #r [kt+ku yfHkr D;r
pkfulbZ 'kgjl eat+ jkstk+ uA
ywd O;ogkj ofr ikdoqu fr rl
lqbZ fpdpko] iwj ¶oykuAA3AA

RoesokRes'k loZL; loZÜkaRefu jkxoku~A
bfr Lohkkofl)ka Roöfäa tkuat;sTtu%AA7AA

vuUr vkuUn lful leUnjl
pkful t+kus freoqbZ lkj
bekS frFkh Hkäh lj eat+
yC/kRoRlainka Hkfäerka RoRiqjokfluke~A
lapkjks yksdekxZs·fi LrkÙk;so fot`HHk;kAA3AA vkuUnjl lwR;~ QkVukso ikuAA6AA

pqbZ Nqd iku; lkfjubZ gqUn tqo
tqo iuqu lkfjuqbZ BksB vklkuA
iU; iku LoHkko L;) pkU; Hkäh
lk{kköoUe;s ukFk loZfLeu~ HkqoukUrjsA
fda u Hkfä ekrka Js=a eU=% DoS"kka u fl)ÓfrAA4AA ;ql rh t+kfu rL; t; t;dkjAA7AA
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ukFk os|{k;s dsu u n`';ksL;sdd% fLFkr%A
os|osndla{kksHks·I;fl HkäS% lqn'kZu%AA8AA

eöDR;ke`rkLoknköks/kL; L;kRijkfi ;kA
n'kk lk eka izfr LokfeékloL;so 'kqärkAA11AA

'kCnkFkZ
lalkj xfyr dql dkUl áfd u
Yofr ikB~;~ phfur f; Lo:i pksuA
lalk#fp [kq;Z dkafxz eat+ fr
Hkxr djku n'kZuq Lo[k Eo[k pksuAA8AA

Hkäh pkU; N~;e ve`r Hkklku
pkuh tkU;~ gqUn D;k VksB tke
rfe fuf'k H;u] FkT+; Kku n'kk fr
'kjkc áw gqreqr [kjoqu nkeAA11AA

HkkokFkZ
;qx vH;klh o`p+ Nfu xkfyr
n'kZqu dfj r D;k ctjk
Hkä~;k pksuqb izFk dqfu pht+ eat+
cqFk oqfN pksgqb] oqN rktqckAA8AA

Hkoöfäegkfo|k ;s"kkeH;klekxrkA
fo|kfo|ksHk;L;kfi r ,rs rÙoosfnu%AA12
v/;kRe Kku :i pkU; Fkt+ Hkfä
bekS iwj ikBÓ~ vH;kll vU;
O;|kf; vO;|kf; }uoL; lhj lkj
freqobZ ;kst t+ksu gh HkxokuAA12AA

vuUrkuUnljlh nsoh fiz;rek ;FkkA
vfo;qäkfLr rs r}nsdk RoöHkfäjLrq esAA9AA vkewyk}kXyrk ls;a ØefoLQkj'kkfyuhA
Roöfälq/k;k fläk rnzlk<ÓQykLrq esAA13AA
ijk 'kä Hkxorh VkB bFk ikfBu
ewy I;B ikfo ikfo [kloqU; ¶oyqoU;
var jksl vkuUn lj NqbZ lwR;~
bg okuh :i Fkj okg 'kwHkku
frFk; ikB~;~ gh f'koukFk VkfB E;kfu
pkfu Hkäh ve`r lx lwR;
v[k pkU;~ Hkäh #T+;ru E;s lwR;AA9AA
vkL;Rku frFkqbZ vkuUn E;s fnokuAA13AA
loZ ,o HkoYykHkgsrqHkZfäerka foHkksA
lafoUekxksZ·;ekYgknnq%[keksgSfL=/kk fLFkr%AA10AA f'koksHkwRok ;tsrsfr Hkäks HkwRosfr dF;rsA
Roeso fg oiq% lkja HkäSj};'kksf/kre~AA14AA
'kCnkFkZ
'kCnkFkZ
gh O;kid izHkq lq[k&nq%[k r ewg fdu
f'koqbZ cfuFk xfN+ f'ko iwtqu
=sf; ofr cuoqr txr vklku
ouku ohn iqjku lkjh
lqbZ lks#bZ #r Kkuqd ekxZ
Hkxr cfuFkqb xfN+ lq vpqZu
Hkä~;t P+;s izkouqd lk/ku cukuAA10AA
lkj :i pq izdVku bZdrk lwR;AA14AA
HkkokFkZ
lq[k&nq[k r eksg Nh :i Xo.kuqbZ gq|
a
vke rksj lkfjuqbZ ¼ywdu½ xaM cuku
'kwHkoqu r 'kfäoku 'kSoh Hkä pksu
f;eoqbZ lwfr Nq cUn eqpj+ kuAA10AA
ekfyuh

HkkokFkZ
f'ko cfuFk iwtqu 'kkL= ouku
ouqu xksN iwT+;ksu Hkxr cfuFk
D;kft+ pqbZ Nqd iku; lkfjdqbZ lkj
rh t+ksu HkxrkS ¼P;s lwR;½ dqU;j yfHkrAA14AA
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Hkäkuak Hkon}Srfl)ÓS dk uksiiÙk;%A
HkkokFkZ
rnfLk)ÓS fuÑ"Vkuka dkfu ukoj.kkfu okAA15AA ;wx r; t+Q rQ iwtk+ fN ek;k
pkfu ofr vFk lwR; E;qy Nq nwj
vHkhn Hkko P+;s lwR; izkou ckir
Hkäh ;p+u ;fr enrl b;
dql mik; u Hkä;u L;f);k cuku
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFAA18AA
ukeqjknu f;eu n;l dqu cqFk fQfjFk
fre ¼mik;½ lkjh csdkj Oou QkVokuAA15AA
loZrks foylöfärstksèoLrko`rseZeA
dnkfpRDokfi yH;ks·fl ;ksxsusrhl oapukA
vU;Fkk loZd{;klq Hkkfl Hkäerka dFke~AA16AA
Bfxy fN dFk f; yHkku Nh ;ksxh
xafMr odru [kkl tkf;ubZ eat+
Nqd uk p+ Hkkleku Hkä~;u iuU;u
loZFkk loZnk izFk tkf; eat+AA16AA

izR;{kloZHkkoL; fpUrkukekfi u';rqAA19AA
p+okik;Z~ tksroqU; Hkäh tyty
ey «;s N;~yru =kO;ru E;s xk'k
;sfe xk'k lkfjuqbZ Hkouu eat+ cq
lr:i pksu oqfN iwj izdk'k
vn xfy x+e E;s] iT+;~ ikB~;~ xN+ cq
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA19AA

izR;kgkj|laLi`"Vks fo'ks"kkks·flr egku;e~A
;ksfxH;ks HkfäHkktka ;O|qRFkkus·fi lekfgrk%AA17AA f'ko bR;sdk'kCnL; ftg~okxsz fr"Br% lnkA
leLrfo"k;kLoknks Hkäs"osokfLr dks·I;gksAA20AA
;ksfx;u eqdkcy Hkfäeku iqj"kl
cM cksM cftjkg f; vklku
dksrk cftjk f'ko ukol Nq
izR;kgkj /;ku ojk; fr lq
ts+fo isfrl I;B ;l lq lnk
O;qFkkul eat+ fr iwj ál vklkuAA17dAA
lkfjuqbZ Hkwxu gqUn vkuUn rl Hkxrl
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA20AA
okluk p~V~;~ru /kkjuk fnf;ru
;wxk ls/;ru rq Hkfäl D;k
lq Nq O;ogkj lkrl eat+ fr
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyr gh f'koukFkAA17[kAA

'kkUrdYyksy'khrkPNLoknqHkfälq/kkEcq/kkSA
vykSfddjlkLokns lqLFkS% dks uke x.;rsAA21AA

u ;ksxks u riks ukpkZØe% dks·fi iz.kh;rsA csvUr ve`r lj pkU; Hkäh
vek;s f'koekxsZ·fLeu~ Hkfäjsdk iz'kL;rsAA18AA okluk ygfj #l 'kkUr 'khry
U;eZy Lokfn"V fnoku iwj vkuUn
'kCnkFkZ
vykSD;d jlkS lwR; ifjiw.kZ
ek;kf; Fkfnl ;Fk f'ko ekxZl eat+
;ql Hkxr rF;~ QksV ;k NksM
a quqbZ ;ksr
;wx r; t+Q rQ u cdkj ukFk
rl áw 'kksHkoqu Nqu csf; dkUg
v[k xU; Hkäh ;fr dj ukoku
lks#b ds´~Nk+ rE;~ oqN p+qbZ ;ksr
p+bs Z lwR; bZdHkko gh f'koukFkAA18AA
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HkkokFkZ
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA21AA
Hkäh ve`rP;~ bZd/kkj o"kkZ
ekn`'kS% fda u pO;sZr HkoöfäegkS"kf/k%A
rkn`'kh HkxoU;L;k eks{kk[;ks·UkUrjks jl%AA22AA uU; r vykSD;d frebZ fN oqNku
t+xrfd jkx}h"k jfc QfVr fr be
rfe lwR; u fcydqy Hkjr f;oku
E;s áw Hkäk D;kft+ psf; u f;
fre fN vklku yksy pkfu Hkfjr
pkfu Hkäh gqUn mÙke vkS"k/k
psb+ lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA24AA
ewf{k :i C;k[k jl vF; Nq lwR;~ lwR;~
psb+ Z lwR;~ ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA22AA
vf.kekfn"kq eks{kkUrs"oaxs"oso Qykfe/kkA
rk ,o ijeF;ZUrs lEin% lföjh'k% ;k%A
RoöfäjllEHkksxfolzEHkifjiksf"kdk%AA23AA
'kCnkFkZ
gh bZ'k lRiqj"k eaxoU; Nh P+;s
lEinkf; f;e Hkfä jl et+nkj
ijekuUn Hkwx izFk jax cMjku
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA23AA
HkkokFkZ
/ku nkSyr ;k v"V L;) vkL;ru
nf; VkB~;~ =koku lks#bZ nwj
fre Nh dk´~Nku Hkäh gan~; xat
psb+ Z lwR; ehfYkFk gh f'koukFkAA23AA

HkoöäsfoZiDok;k yrk;k bo ds"kqfpr~AA25AA
vf.kek I;B ew{kl rke L;fnf;
Hkäh dqfy dh Qy vklku
vfeP;kS yaftoqbZ eat+ fre usjku
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA25AA
fp=a fulxZrks ukFk nq%[kchtfena eu%
Ron~Hkfäjlafläa fu%Js;lekQye~AA26AA
vk'p;Z dksrkg nq[k% ewy eu fr
Hkfä jl lx I;Fk lq[k Nq fnoku
rfe lx lwR; E;s ewf{k Qy ewyku
psb+ lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA26AA

milagkj
mRihynhol I;eg iju cq
yksy eksr rl áw Nk csf; dkUg
Hkoöfälq/kklkjLrs% fdeI;qiyf{kr%A
;s u jksxkfniads·fLe¡fYyI;Urs ifrrk vfiAA24AA iw.kZ Hkäh iT+;~ ikB~; rl vkl
psb+ Z lwR; ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA1AA
'kCnkFkZ
N+u jksl dqLrke Hkäh ve`r
freoqbZ okj ikB~; pksrqe f;e
jke }h"k QV~ÓeqR;~ fr Nh fueZy
psb+ Z lwR; ehfrFk gh f'koukFkAA24AA

ekfyuh

Hkäh foykl uo rqrk rE; dj
Jh {ksejktu d#l Vhdk
Jh xq#nhou lkj rfedqbZ gkso
p+bs lR;~ ehfyFk gh f'koukFkAA2AA
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Professor Devabrata Sensharma (1929-2018)
SHRADDHANJALI
Prof Devabrata Sensharma, born in April
1929 left for his heavenly abode today on 2
August 2018 at Kolkata after a brief illness.
He was still holding the position of Research
Professor at the Ramakrishna Mission
Institute of Culture at Golpark, Kolkata,
teaching Indian and foreign students,
researching in Kashmir Shaivism and
delivering number of lectures at the Institute.
A former disciple and discerning student
under MM Gopinath Kaviraj of Varanasi, Dr
Sensharma was in Kurukshetra University
for 30 years. He was Chairman, Dept of
Samskrit, Dean, Faculty of Indic Studies and
Director, Institute of Samskrit & Indological
Studies. He received the President of India’s
award for his contributions to Samskrit and
Kashmir Shaivism.
His academic activities in India and abroad
and his numerous publications, mostly on
Kashmir Shaivism, Tantra and Yoga are
testimony to his lifelong aspiration to see the
abstruse texts and traditions in contemporary
perspective.
A pioneer of Kashmir Shaivism studies, and
one of the respected scholars at Gurudev
Siddhapeeth, Ganesh Puri, Muktabodh
Indological Research Institute, New York and
at the Ishwar Ashram Trust, Srinagar,
Professor Sensharma will be long
remembered by his students, colleagues and
those who came into his loving care and
contact in life.
Professor Sensharma had a special
association with Shaivacharya Swami
Lakshmanjoo Maharaj. Many years ago,
Swamiji maharaj had sent her disciple Smt
Kamala Bawaji to the young professor
Sensharma (who was teaching at
Kurukshetra University at that time). The
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message for Prof Sensharma was to write the
forward for the book of Pratibhijnyahridyam
that Smt. Kamala ji was working on.(This
forward is being reproduced in this issue of
Malini)
Prof Devabrata was taken aback by this great
gesture of Swamiji, feeling incapable of doing
the same. However, obeying Swamiji
directive conveyed through Smt kamala ji, he
wrote the forward for the book.
In recent years Prof Sensharma was actively
associated with Ishwar Ashram Trust and
attended several workshops and seminars as
faculty to spread the message of Kashmir
Shaivism.
May Swamiji grant him eternal peace at his
holy feet.

January 2018 -September 2018

Jai Gurudev
Ishwar Ashram Trust
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The Ishwar Ashram Trust
Aims & Objectives
In accordance with the Will of Shri
Swami Lakshman [oo Raina and the
codicil thereto dated 8th December, 1984
(registered on 22nd December, 1984), the
ISHWAR ASHRAM TRUST was
established at Gupta Ganga, Ishber,
Srinagar, Kashmir with centres at
Jammu and Delhi on 4thMay, 1992' with
following:
The registered office of the Trust is
located at Ishwar Ashram, P.O. Brein,
Village Ishber, Nishat, Srinagar, Kashmir
with its Administrative Office at 2,
Mohinder Nagar, Canal Road, R.O.
Tawi, Jammu. Its Delhi Chapter Office
is situated at R-5, Pocket D at. Sarita
Vihar, New Delhi 110049. The Trust shall
have’ its offices/centres located all over
the country and abroad as the Trustees
may, in the interest of Trust, so decide,
from time to time. A Kendra of the Trust
has been established at Mumbai.

Ishwar Ashram, Ishber, Srinagar

propounded and followed by Shri
Swamiji at Ishwar Ashram, Ishber,
Srinagar, Kashmir and at such other
place/places as may be decided by
the Trust,



To create, establish, run and
maintain place/places as Centre/
Centres of Meditation, Discourses,
Meetings, Satsangs etc.



To acquire, purchase, publish, print,
buy and sell books, publications of
Shaiva philosophy, to make,

Objectives of the Trust
Among the major objectives of the Trust,
the following merit special attention:



To establish, run and maintain
centres for the propagation of
KASHMIR
SHAIVISM
as
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purchase, issue and sell audio and
video cassettes on thoughts and
philosophy of Swamiji and to
organize lectures, recitations,
photographic displays, discourses
and related literature on
philosophy of Kashmir Shaivism as
propounded by Swamiji and other
saintly personalities.
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To organise periodical prayer
meetings, Havans, Yajnyas,
Bhandaras, Pujas, Satsangs in
accordance with the periodicity and
practices in vogue in Ishwar
Ashram during the life time of
Swamiji at such Ashram and other
places as may be thought fit to be
expedient for accessibility of the
devotees and fulfillment of the
objectives of the trust.
To print, publish, circulate or
otherwise make known or
propagate the teachings of Shaiva
Philosophy of Kashmir in all its
dimensions by means of
publications, e.g. periodicals,
magazines, handouts, pamphlets,
advertisements, books, souvenirs,
audio cassettes, video cassettes and
such
other
means
of
communication as may be
expedient.
To preach, publish, advertise,
propagate in every manner

possible, the virtues of harmony,
mutual goodwill, peace, tranquility
and austerity amongst the devotees
without distinction of religion,
caste, creed, colour and sex.



To organise the meetings of the
devotees of Swamiji without any
restrictions on account of religion,
caste, colour, creed, sex, nationality
and to encourage continuous and
harmonious interaction amongst
the devotees.



To preach, propagate and
encourage or otherwise enforce the
adherence to vegetarianism and
abstinence from drugs, narcotics
and alcohol.



To set up scholarships to enable
deserving persons without the
distinction of caste, creed, religion
and sex for pursuance and research
in Kashmir Shaiva philosophy and
for advancement of such
knowledge and research to attain
the objectives of the Trust.



To do such other things as may be
incidental or ancillary to the
attainment of the main objectives of
the Trust. For further details of the
objectives and management of
finances and other matters,
reference may please be made to
the Trust Deed and Rules and
Regulation of the Trust.

January 2018 -September 2018
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Ishwar Ashram Trust
(Founded by Shaivachariya Ishwar Swaroop Shri Lakshman Joo Maharaj)

CALENDER OF FESTIVALS & EVENTS 03/2018 to 03/2019

S.
NO

DATE

1.

TITHI

EVENTS/ FESTIVALS/
CELEBRATIONS

18th March 2018 Sunday

Chaitra Shukal Pratipada .

Navreh

2.

13th April 2018

Friday

Vaishaka Krishna Dvadasi/ 111 th Janam Divas -Shaivachariya
Triyodashi
lshwar Swaroop Swami Lakshmanjoo
Maharaj

3.

15th April 2018

Sunday

According to the Solar
Calender

Pratishtha Divas of Amriteshwar
Bhairava Delhi Kendra

4.

24th April 2018

Tuesday

According to the Solar
Calender

Pratishtha Divas of Amriteshwar
Bhairava Jammu Kendra

5.

9th May 2018

Wednesday According to the Solar
Calender

Varsha -Shaivachariya Ishwar
Swaroop Swami Lakshmanjoo
Maharaj

6.

9th May 2018

Wednesday Evening Symposium

New Delhi

7.

11th May 2018

Friday

According to the Solar
Calender

Pratishtha Divas of Amriteshwar
Bhairva at Srinagar Kendra Temple

8.

27th July 2018

Friday

Ashada Purnima

Guru Purnima

9.

27th July to
29th July 2018

Friday to
Sunday

Solar Calender

Workshop on Kashmir Shaivismt
Shiva Sutras, 1st Awakening), IAT,
Banglore

10.

TBA

11.

26th August 2018 Sunday

Shrawan Shukal Purnima

Shrawan Purnima (Raksha Bandhan)

12.

02nd September
2018

Sunday

Badra Krishan Ashtami

Janam Ashtami

13.

26th September
2018

Wednesday Ashvin Krishan Pratipada/
Dutiya

Pitra Paksha Jag-Shaivachariya Swami
Mehtab Kak Ji Maharaj

14.

28th September
2018

Friday

Shaivchariya Ishwar Swaroop Swami
Lakshmanjoo Maharaj
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DAY

Seminar/Workshop on Kashmir
Shaivism, lAT, Srinagar

Ashvin Krishan Chaturthi
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S.
NO

DATE

DAY

TITHI

EVENTS/ FESTIVALS/
CELEBRATIONS

15

7th October 2018

Sunday

Ashvin Krishan
Triyodashi/Chaturdasi

16

11th November 2018

Sunday

Kartik Shukal Chaturthi 157th Janam divas Shaivachariya
Swami Mehtab Kak Ji Maharaj

17

02nd December to
08 December 2018

Sunday to
Saturday

Solar Calender

Residential workshop on Tantraloka
1st Ahnika, Kashmir Shaiva
Institute, IAT Complex, Sarita Vihar
New Delhi

18

31st December 2018

Monday

Posh Krishan Dashmi

Jayanti Divas of Shaivachariya
Abhinava Gupta’s attaining
Bhairava Bhava & Composing of
Bhairava Stuti thereafter in Sapta
Rishi Samvat 4068 Christian Era
992/993

19

02nd January 2019

Wednesday

Posh Krishan Dvadashi 166th Janam Divas of
Shaivachariya Swami Ram Ji
Maharaj

20

03rd February 2019

Sunday

Magha Krishan
Chaturdashi

Varshik Jag -Swami Ram Ji
Maharaj (105th Maha Samadhi
Divas)

21

4th March 2019

Monday

Phalguna Krishan
Triyodashi/Chaturdashi

Maha Shivratri

22

08th March 2019

Friday

Phalguna Shukla Dutiya Varshik Jag Swami Mehtab Kak Ji
Maharaj (75th Maha Samadhi
divas)

Pitri Paksha Jag-Shaivachariya
Swami Ram Ji Maharaj

Note:The dates of Pratishta of Amriteshwar in the temples at Delhi Kendra, Jammu Kendra and Srinagar Kendra are celebrated according to the Solar Calendar
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ISHWAR ASHRAM TRUST
(Founded by Shri Ishwar Swaroop Swami Lakshmanjoo Maharaj)

List of Publications 2017
(English)
By Swami Lakshman Joo
S.No.

Title

1.

Kashmir Shaivism (The Secret Sprerne)
Indian Edition
Lectures on Principle and Discipline
in Kashmir Shaivism (Hard Bound)
Lectures on Principle and Discipline
in Kashmir Shaivism (Soft Bound)
Shiv Siitras (Indian Edition)
Vijnana Bhairva - Manual on Self Realization
(Indian Edition)
Bhagwadgita in the Light of Kashmir Shaivism
(Indian Edition) (with Audio CD)
Festival of Devotion & Praise -Shivastotravali
by Utpaldeva Indian Edition (with Audio CD)
Abhniavagu ptas Parmarthasara
Kundalani Vijnana Rahaysam (New Edition)
Mystery of Vibration less Vibration in
Kashmir Shaivism - Vasuguptas Spanda Karika
and Kshemarajs Spanda Sandoha
Shaivacharya Swami LakshmanjooA Brief Life Sketch
BADI BOD (Short Stories for Children)
Light on Tantra in Kashmir Shaivism
Abhinavagupt’s Tantraloka (Chapter One)

2.a
b.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Printed Book
Price in Rs.

Discounted Sale Price
(For Sale in Ashram) Rs.

500/-

300/-

150/-

100/-

100/700/-

75/500/-

700/-

500/-

1500/-

700/-

1350/500/50/-

600/300/50/-

700/-

500/-

50/50/-

50/50/-

1000/-

500/-

Hindi / Sanskrit
1.
2.a
b
3.
4.
5.a
b
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Sambapanchashika
Shivastotravali (New Edition)
Shivastotravali (Slokas only)
Trik Shastra Rahasya Prakriya
(manuscript with Hindi translation)
Panchastavi with Hindi translation
(Hard Bound)
SriKramanyapradipika (Hard Bound)
SriKramanyapradipika (Soft Bound)
Tantraloka (First Ahnika) manuscript
with Hindi trans alation
Stuti Chandrika (New Edition)
Snan Sandyopasana Vidhi with Gurugita
manuscript in Sanskrit
Kshmerajas Pratyabhijnahrdayam

150/400/50/-

150/400/50/-

300/-

300/-

200/150/100/-

200/150/100/-

50/50/-

50/50/-

50/250/-

50/150/-
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Audio CDs
English
1.
Amriteshwar Bhairav Mantra (English)
100/2.
Bhagvad Gita
(Abhinavagu ptas Sangraha Slokas) English
100/3.
Abhinavagutas Bodhapanchadashika English
100/4.
Kshemarajas Parapraveshika (English) set of2 CDs
200/5.
Shiv Sutras (English)(Setof2 MP3 CDs)
400/6.
Gunas, Devotion, Meditation & Grace
(Set of 3 CDs) (English)
300/7.
Kashmir Shaivism- The Secret Supreme MP3
100/Hindi
1.
Radio Interview on Aspects of
Kashmir Shaivism (Kashmiri)
100/Kashmiri
1.
Sri T antraloka (194 Audio Lecturers)
MP3 CDs (Kashmiri)
4000/2.
Sri Utpaldevas Shivastotravali (Selected Verses)
set of 4MP3 CDs (Kashmiri)
500/3.
Yams and Niyams in Kashmir Shaivism (Kashmiri)
100/4.
Radio Interview on aspects of Kashmir Shaivism
150/5.
Golden Lecture Series-I Meditation (Kashmiri)
150/6.
Golden Lecture Series-II Meditation (Kashmiri)
150/7.
Golden Lecture Series-III Meditation (Kashmiri)
300/8.
Stutikusumanjali Selected Verses (Kashmiri)
300/9.
Maharthmajari Selected Verses (Kashmiri)
300/10.
Paratrmishika Selected Verses (Kashmiri)
150/11.
Shiv Sutras MP3 CD (Kashmiri)
300/12.
Shirmad Bhagavagita (Kashmiri)
200/13.
Iswar Pratibhijnana Vimarshini- Selected Verses
150/Sanskrit
1.
Sri Gurustuti and other verses
200/Video CDs / DVDs
1.
Abhinavagupta's Paramarthsara Selected Verses
Commentary English Set of 3 DVDs
500/2.
Bhagwadgita in the Light of Kashmir Shaivism
(Chaptersl-6) DVDs
2000/3.
Secret Supreme- Selected Verses- Kashmir Shaivism
and Parmarthsara-DVD
200/Other Items
1A
Car Photo of Swami Lakshmanjoo (Divinity Golden on MDF)
1.B
Car Photo of Swami Lakshmanjoo (Divinity Golden on Acrylic)
2.
Car Photo of Swami Lakshmanjoo Acrylic
5.
Locket Acrylic of Swami Lakshmanjoo
3.
Photographs of Swami Lakshmanjoo
A. Size 4"x6" (Colour)
B. Size 8xlO" (Colour)- Rs. 50/C. Size l8"x24" (Colour)

75/75/75/150/300/200/100/-

100/-

3000/400
100/100/100/100/200/200/200/100/200/100/100/100/-

300/1500/150/Rs. 300/Rs. 300/Rs. 50/Rs. 30/Rs. l0/Rs. 500/-

Note: For Placing order for any Publication/CD's /Other items Kindly send your cheque/ DO in favour of
"ISHWAR ASHRAM TRUST" payable at Delhi. Address - Plot No. R-5, Pocket -D, Sarita Vihar, New

Delhi -110076, Postage/VPP
Charges are to be paid 10% extra. (M. 9910440680)
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ISHWAR ASHRAM TRUST
(FOUNDED BY SHRI ISHWARSWAROOP SWAMI LAKSHMANJOO MAHARAJ)
MEMBERSHIP FORM
To,

Date ............................
The Secretary
Ishwar Ashram Trust, Delhi

I, hereby request you kindly to enrol me as a member of the SRINAGARIJAMMUIDELHIlMUMBAI
Kendra of the Trust in the category indicated below:
Donor
One time donation of
Rs. 1.00 Lakh.
Patron
One time donation of
Rs. 10,000.00
Life Member
One time donation of
Rs.3,000.00
Associate Member
Annual
Rs.300.00
Enclosed please find Draft/Cheque/Cash No ....................................................Dated ..............................drawn
on ............................ for
(Rs ...................) Rupees ......................................................................Payable to Ishwar Ashram Trust at
Srinagar/J ammulDelhi.
My particulars are as under:
Name ...........................................................................................................................................................
Address ( in block letters) ...........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Tel. (R).........................................(O)....................................(M).................................................................
e-mail: ..........................................................................................................................................................
I pledge to abide by the rules & regulations of the Trust and will be delighted to contribute and work for
the Trust in the following areas:
(a)
Organisation of conferences, seminars, lectures, study circles etc.
(b)
Audio-video presentations.
(c)
Publications
(d)
Sale of books/cassettes, photographs, CD's etc.
(e)
Procurement of advertisements.
(f)
Publicity
(g)
Medical, charitable & social welfare activities.
(Please tick mark (./) the options)
(Signature)
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MALINI
A Quarterly Publication of Ishwar Ashram Trust

Subscription Form
To,

Dated ............................
The Circulation Manager
Malini.

Kindly enroll me as a subscriber of Malini
For 4 issues

For 8 issues

for 12 issues

Name ............................................................................................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
Pin.....................................E-mail ...............................................................................................................
Tel (R)...........................................Mobile ..................................................................................................

Subscription Rates (In India)
4 Issues---- Rs. 150
(1 year)

8 Issues---- Rs. 300
(2 years)

12 Issues----Rs. 450
(3 years)

Payment Details
Cheque/CashlDD (No.)..............................................................................Date ..........................................
Bank..........................................................................................................Amount......................................
Signature
Note:
1.
All Cheques/DD to be in favour of "Ishwar Ashram Trust" payable at Srinagar/Jammu/DelhilMumbai.
2.

For subscription and any related correspondence, please contact (i) the Circulation Manager, Malini,
Ishwar Ashram Trust; R-5, Pocket-D, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi-l l 0076 (for outside J&K State) and
(ii) Circulation Manager, Malini, Ishwar Ashram Trust, 2- Mohinder Nagar, Jammu (for J &K State)
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